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The synthesis and characterization of a number of functional ceramics are presented
in this thesis with a view to usein either solid oxide fuel cells or multiferroic devices.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to solid oxide fuel cells and multiferroic materials,
the chapter also introduces the main structures that are investigated in the thesis.
Both solid oxide fuel cells and multiferroic materials are active areas of research for
solid-state scientists. Multiferroic materials are seen as useful materials for the next
generation of electronic memory applications while fuel cells can be used for energy
applications. Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods used to synthesize and
characterise the materials.
The later chapters deal with the results of the synthesis efforts and the subsequent
characterization. Chapters 3-5 deal with materials synthesised under ambient
pressure with a focus on use in fuel cells. Chapter 3 investigates oxide ion
conduction in the melilite structure for use as electrolytes. The conduction
mechanism in melilites is interstitial conduction rather than the more common
vacancy conduction mechanism. Chapter 4 investigates the pyrochlore andfluorite
structures for use as anodes. During the investigations a zirconolite-3T phase was
also synthesized. Chapter 5 as well as investigating Y and Yb doped Sr2CeO, for use
as a proton-conducting electrolyte (rather than an oxide ion conducting electrolyte
such as melilite) also presents attempts to synthesize RP2 structures as potential
anodes.
Chapter 6 deals with materials synthesized under high pressure for use as
multiferroic materials. High-pressure methods allow structures that cannot be
synthesized under atmospheric pressure to form and be investigated. Many materials
discovered at high pressures have since been synthesized asthin films.
Chapter 7 summarises all of the work carried out and points to future directions of
the work presented.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Mankind has used ceramic materials for thousands of years starting with the use of
pottery in prehistoric times to make pots and decorative items. The word ceramic is
derived from the Greek keramikos derived from keramos meaning “of pottery” /””
Howeverthere is an earlier Indo-European base for keramos meaning ‘to burn’ so
originally keramos andtherefore ceramic meant ‘the burntstuff’. The burnt reference
alludes to the early ceramic production methodofheating local clay-rich earth in the
fire or in primitive kilns. As some local earth produced more desirable ceramics,
trade in ceramic objects and consequently development started allowing present-day
archaeologists to date ceramic finds. By the 20" century ceramics began to be used
for applications apart from traditional uses as containers and building materials such
as use in electrical components. Development of these functional ceramics has
continued and today research into these materials forms a large part of solid-state
chemistry and physics. Looking forward to the next century significant challenges
face mankind such as climate change and depletion of natural resources and new
materials will be required to help meet these challenges.
The aim of the work reported in this thesis is to synthesize and characterize new
functional ceramic materials. The first section deals with materials synthesized at
atmospheric pressure for potential use in fuel cells while the second section deals
with materials that have been synthesized at high pressure. To introduce the work the
remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections, described on the following
page, to explain the purposeof the research andstructure of the ceramic materials
presentedin the thesis.
1)
2)
3)
Fuel cells. Fuel cells have been proposed as one method of reducing green
house gas emissions and so research into the area has greatly increased in
recent years. This section briefly explains fuel cells, focusing on solid oxide
fuel cells, as materials for this type of fuel cell were the target materials for
this thesis.
Multiferroics. Multiferroics have been suggested as materials for novel
memory applications as they posses more than one order parameter. This
section briefly explains the types of magnetic and electric ordering that can
be used in multiferroics.
Structures. Ceramic materials are capable of forming a vast variety of
structures, in this section only the structures that are used in this thesis are
presented.
1.1 Fuel cells
Fuel cells are devices that convert chemical energy directly into electrical energy
without first converting heat into mechanical energy. German scientist Christian
Friedrich Schénbein’”’ while conducting electrolysis experiments discovered the
principle of the fuel cell, Sir William Grove then built the first fuel cell which he
termed a "gas voltaic battery"/7/ in 1839. The reasoning behind these early
experiments into fuel cells wasthat if running an electric current through a substance
(usually water) produced gases (hydrogen and oxygen), when these gases react a
current should be produced. The term ‘fuel cell’ is credited to Ludwig Mond and
Carl Langer who in 1889 were using air and coal gas in their cells” showing the
early potential of fuel cells to use fossil fuels.
There are many different types of fuel cell normally characterized by the type of
electrolyte used such as the polymer electrode membrane (PEM), molten carbonate
fuel cell (MCFC)andthe solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) . Figure 1-1 gives a schematic
of an oxide ion conductor SOFC.
 
  Excess H, => Unused Air Out& H,O
 
Figure 1-1 Fuel cell diagram with empty arrows showinggasflow and solid arrows showing the
completedcircuit.
In Figure 1-1 from left to right the reaction at the anode produces 2H’ and 2e€
(Equations 1-1). These electrons move through the external circuit providing useable
current. At the cathodethe electrons combine with O, to form O”ions (Equation 1-2)
which can move through the electrolyte where they react with the H’ ions at the
anode (Equation 1-3) and so complete the circuit. A proton conducting SOFC would
look much the same except that the H’ ions rather than the O*ions would move
throughthe electrolyte.
1) 2H, ~ 4H'+4e
2)0.+4e — 207
3)4H' +207 <— 2H,0
Equations 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 describe the processes at the anode (1+3) and cathode (2).
Solid oxide fuel cells have particular advantages over other types of fuel cells such
as modularity and fuel flexibility” with the ability to use a range offuels from high
purity H2 to readily available hydrocarbons‘°! If hydrocarbonsare used the emissions
of NO, from a SOFCare negligible comparedto traditional heat engine!7 Having
this fuel flexibility allows SOFCs to be used a bridging technology from the
hydrocarbon economyto the possible future hydrogen economy. Whenin operation
SOFCsproduce large amounts of waste heat that can either be used in a secondary
generation system (such as a gas turbine) or as part of a combined heat and power
unit (CHP). However current SOFCsrequire high temperatures to allow the ionsto
become mobile and the cell to operate efficiently. For example Yttria Stabilized
Zirconia (YSZ) based systems require temperatures above 700 °C/*] and above 500
°C for gadolinium doped cerium oxide (CGO) based systems.!7] At these elevated
temperatures thermal expansion andreactivity of the fuel cell components becomes
problematic making fuel cell assemblies that operate at lower temperatures
desirable’[10]
SOFCscan besplit into several component parts each with its own set of material
requirements:
1) Anode: The anode due to being in contact with both the fuel and the
2)
3)
4)
electrolyte must both be stable in a reducing atmosphere and mustnotreact
with the electrolyte. Exhaust gasses such as steam (Figure 1-1) must also be
considered, as must impurities such as sulfur in the fuel that can react with
the anodes. Anodes should also be mixedionic\electronic conductors.
Cathode: Cathodes at the opposite site of the fuel cell must be stable in the
oxidizing atmospherepresentat the cathode and again must notreact with the
electrolyte. Cathodes also should be mixed conductors.
Electrolyte: ionic conductors with a transport number close to unity are
desirable as electronic conduction across the electrolyte reduces current in the
external circuit. As the electrolyte is in contact with both the anode and the
cathodethe electrolyte cannot react with either.
Interconnect: The interconnect is a material that serves as an electrical
conductor between two fuel cells in a stack and keeps the cathode and anode
gases separate. Interconnects must be both good electronic conductors and
ionic insulators, also interconnects must be stable in both the cathode and
anode gasses. They mustalso be stable with respect to both the anode and
cathode materials that they are in contact with to prevent degradation of the
cell.
1.2 Introduction to multiferroics
Schmid””/ used the term multiferroic in 1994 to describe materials with two or more
ferroic orders (e.g. magnetic, electric, elastic) at the same time and that can couple.
General usage of the term has now included antiferromagnetic ferroelectrics, in this
thesis, the term multiferroics implies simultaneous ferroelectric and magnetic
ordering rather than ferroelastic ordering. For use in memory applications the
multiferroic should ideally possess a strong magnetic moment that can couple to a
strong ferroelectric moment at room temperature.
1.2.1 Magnetic order
Every material exhibits some kind of magnetic behaviour and there are many
different origins of magnetic behaviour proposed for different materials.
Measurement of the magnetic behaviour both as a function of temperature andfield
can often help in the determination of the cause of the observed behaviour.
Interpretation of magnetic measurements howeveris often complicated leading to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica stating ‘few subjects in science are more difficult to
understand”’”/, Magnetic behaviour is often dueto ordering andasthere are several
types of magnetic ordering the main onesare described in this section.
1.2.1.1 Paramagnetic
In the classical interpretation of a paramagnet, each atom, molecule or ion is assigned
a magnetic dipole moment. When an externalfield is applied these dipoles will
attemptto align along the direction of the field. However they are unable to do so as
thermal motion randomises the orientation of the dipoles. The simplest form of
| paramagnetism is Curie paramagnetism (paramagnetism that obeys the Curie law in
Equation 1-4)
Paramagnets that obey the Curie are relatively uncommon, more often paramagnets
follow the Curie -Weiss law variation wherein addition to the Curie constant (C) and
the temperature (T) a further parameter 0 is introduced. @ is the Weiss temperature
andis typically positive for ferromagnets and negative for antiferromagnets.
y= C/T
Equation 1-4 Curie law where y is the magnetic susceptibility, C is known as the Curie constant and
T is the temperature in K.
xy = C/(T-8)
Equation 1-5 Curie -Weiss law
Whenthe inverse magnetic susceptibility (1/x) is plotted against temperature (T) the
result for a material obeying the Curie-Weiss law should be straight line with the
intercept of the x axis being the Weiss constant (0) and the gradient being the inverse
of the Curie constant (C). For materials with more complex behaviour the Curie-
Weiss law is usually applied to the highest temperature region with linear behaviour
in the (1/x) versus (T) plot. Ideally the Curie-Weiss law shouldbe fitted over a large
temperature range (50-100) andat higher temperatures (>150 K) otherwise erroneous
values can be obtained. A particular problem with the Curie-Weiss law occurs when
the fitted region is actually a very slight curve (appearing linear to the eye) rather
than a straight line as the Curie-Weisslaw is only applicable to linear regions. To
see if a region is curved or notthe only real solution is to collect more data over a
wider range but this is not always possible as maximum and minimum temperatures
are determined by experimentalsetup. If the data showsa slight curve at high (>150
K) temperatures then often the true paramagnetic (linear) region is at >400 K .
If the dipole moments are represented by arrows showing the direction of the
momentthen the schematic diagram in Figure 1-2 can be usedto represent a
paramagnetic substance.
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Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of a paramagnetic substance with the randomly aligned arrows
representing the magnetic dipole momentsofthe ions.
  
1.2.1.2 Ferromagnetic
If the dipoles align parallel to each other the cooperative magnetism that results is
termed ferromagnetism. Abovea certain temperature knownas the Curie temperature
(T.) a ferromagnet will become a paramagnet again with a large drop in
susceptibility. Ferromagnetic ordering is reinforced by applied external magnetic
fields or by reducing the temperature. As T tendsto 0 or a strong external magnetic
field is applied the magnetisation reachesa limiting value knownasthe saturation
magnetism (Mga). Measuring the magnetization (M) versus field (H) not only
reveals the magnitude of the external field required to saturate the magnetism but
also the hysteresis of the sample. In a M versus H plotsuch as that in Figure 1-3 the
intercept with the x (field) axis is the coercive field and the intercept with the y
(magnetisation) axis is the remnant magnetization. Materials that have large remnant
magnetizations are termed hard ferromagnets and those with small remnant
magnetizations are soft ferromagnets.
  Remnant magnetization
 7 H
Coercivefield
    
Figure 1-3 Schematic diagram ofa M versus H plot showing the remnant magnetization and coercive
field of a ferromagnetic material.
Ferromagnets are generally metallic conductors as the coupling ofdipoles is partly
transmitted by the conduction electrons. There are however some notably exceptions
to this such as LiNiO2 (Tc = 6 K) and EuO (Tc = 77 K). Figure 1-4 shows a
schematic diagram of the dipole moments in a ferromagnetic substance.
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Figure 1-4 Schematic diagram of a ferromagnetic substance with the arrows representing the
magnetic dipole momentsofthe ions.
  
1.2.1.3 Antiferromagnetic
If the dipoles instead of aligning parallel align antiparallel then an antiferromagnet
will result. When a moderate external magnetic field is applied the moments will
attempt to align parallel to the field. For some moments the coupling between dipoles
is stronger than the interaction with the field some dipoles remain antiparallel to each
other regardless offield direction. The susceptibility of an antiferromagnet increases
until a transition point known as the Néel temperature (Ty) after which it declines
sharply. Figure 1-5 shows a schematic diagram of the dipole moments in an
antiferromagnetic substance.
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Figure 1-5 Schematic diagram ofan antiferromagnetic substance with the arrowsrepresenting the
magnetic dipole momentsofthe ions.
  
1.2.1.4 Ferrimagnetic
So far only one type of dipole has been considered, if a material has two sets of
ordered dipoles with differing magnitude then ferrimagnetism may result. When an
externalfield is applied to a ferrimagnet the stronger dipoles align parallel to the
field, the weaker dipoles then align antiparallel to the field. The result is that the
material has a net moment parallel to the field and so behavior is similar to a
ferromagnet. Ferrimagnets howevertendto be electrically insulating.
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Figure 1-6 Schematic diagram of a ferrimagnetic substance with the arrowsrepresenting the magnetic
dipole momentsofthe ions with the size ofthe arrowsis a representation of the magnitudeofthe
magnetic dipole.
  
1.2.1.5 Superexchange
The interaction of the magnetic ions in a solid can either be through direct exchange
where there is direct coupling of magnetic ions or via superexchange where the
coupling uses an intermediary ion. Superexchange wasfirst proposed by Kramers'!
in 1934 when he noted that in MnO the manganeseions interact with each other
despite the nonmagnetic oxygen ions being between them.
In the 1950’s Goodenough and Kanamori!developed a set of empirical
tules which for simple cases readily allows the prediction of the net magnetic
exchange. Therules are based onthe overlap and electron occupancyof the orbitals
of the magnetic ions and the intermediary ion. Using the Pauli Exclusion Principle
the electrons in the intermediary ion mustbe able to overlap with both the magnetic
ions, if they can’t one of the magnetic ionsflip all of their spins so they can overlap
with the intermediary. Thisis illustrated for perovskites in Figure 1-7 and Figure 1-8
where the magnetic ions are in octahedral coordination and the overlappingorbitals
are d orbitals with an oxygen 2p intermediary. For the d‘ to d° case (Figure 1-7) both
the oxygen 2p electrons can couple with d orbitals without breaking the Pauli
Exclusion Principle meaning both magnetic moments are aligned parallel so the
11
interaction is ferromagnetic. For the d° to d° case (Figure 1-8) for the Pauli Exclusion
Principle to hold one of the ions needsto flip (d° flipping is shown) making the
magnetic moments ofthe ionsantiparrallel so the interaction is antiferromagnetic.
Net Moment d4-O-d®° Net Moment
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Figure 1-7 Diagram to show the superexchangeinteraction for a ferromagnetic interaction.
Net Moment d°-O-d®& Net Moment
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Figure 1-8 Diagram to show the superexchangeinteraction for an antiferromagnetic interaction.
The Goodenough-Kanamori rules break down when direct and superexchange
mechanisms compete, when the bond angle deviates from 180°, when the electron
12
occupancy is non-static and when spin-orbit coupling becomes important. However
despite these limitations the Goodenough-Kanamorirules are widely use to predict
the magnetic behavior of compoundsin solid state chemistry.
1.2.2 Electric order
In solids many types ofelectrical properties are possible including the dielectric and
ferroelectric behaviour described here.
1.2.2.1 Dielectric
Dielectric materials are good electrical insulators and are used in capacitors and
electrical insulators. For the material to be useful in practical applications the
material should posses the following properties. They should have a high dielectric
strength meaning they can withstand high voltages and remain insulating.
Application of a voltage across a dielectric does lead to a polarization of charge
within the material but long range motion ofelectronsor ionsis prevented. Dielectric
materials should also have low dielectric loss meaningthe heat loss resulting from an
alternating electric field should be minimized. Dielectric properties are defined by
the materials behaviour between two plates of area A and separated by a distance d
compared to a vacuum between the two plates. For the case of the vacuum if a
voltage (V) is applied across the two plates charge (Q) will store on the plates
according to Equation 1-6 where C is capacitance. &jis the relative permittivity offree
space (8.854 x10? F m’). As & is a constant the capacitance depends only onthe
dimensionsofthe capacitor.
Qo= CoV Equation 1-6
Co = &A/d. Equation 1-7
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Whena dielectric material is placed between the plates then the value of the charge
stored will alter allowing the dielectric constant (relative permittivity) to be
calculated as
€&= Q,/Qo = Cj/Co Equation 1-8
Using C, from Cp = ¢.A/d. Equation 1-7 the equation then becomes
e’?=C/e,xd/A Equation 1-9
The magnitudeof e’ dependson the degree of charge displacementorpolarization
that can occur in the material. For example ¢’ ~ 1 for air ¢’= 5-10 for ionic solids and
e’ = 10°-10* for ferroelectric materials (section 1.2.2.2).
The polarizability (01) of a dielectic is defined by p=QE Equation 1-10
p=QE_ Equation 1-10
Where p is the dipole moment that is induced by the localelectric field, E. The
polarizability, @ , can be made up of a number of components (Tan 6 = &’’/ &’
Equation 1-13)
G@=0.+ GO + Gg + G, Equation 1-11
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The componentsofthe polarizability are described as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
Electronic polarizability, O., is the displacement of the negatively charged
electron cloudsrelative to the positive nucleus. Interestingly this occursin all
solids but in diamondit is the only source of polarization.
Tonic polarizability, 0, is the relative displacement of the anions and cations
in the solid and is the main source of polarizationin ionic crystals.
Dipolar polarizability, Aa, is caused when the material has a permanent
dipole that can changeorientation and align with the electric field. Often the
movement of the dipole can be ‘frozen’ at low temperatures meaning Qq is
highly temperature dependant.
Space charge polarizability, 0s, occurs when the material is not a perfect
dielectric and long range charge carrier migration can occur. For example in
NaCIthe cations migrate towards the negative electrode causing an electric
double layer builds up. When the effect becomes appreciable high dielectric
constants (10° to 10’) can be measured but these are meaningless in the
dielectric sense and the material should be regarded as a conductor.
The magnitudeofthese polarization components follows Oe < Oj < Og < Q, but note
that not all materials show all components.
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To investigate dielectric materials experimentally measurements over a wide range
of a.c. frequencies are required as differing polarization components are active at
differing frequencies. At low frequencies (~10° Hz) all polarization components can
contribute to the polarization, at ~10° Hzthere is not enough timefor charge build up
(A, component relaxed out). Higher frequencies cause more components to be
relaxed out, at 10° Hz dipoles can’t reorient so Og relaxes out and at =10"? Hz ionic
polarizations don’t occur so 0; relaxes. If a low frequency sinusoidal e.m-f. is
applied across the dielectric the polarizations act to transmit energy through the
dielectric material and are equivalent to an alternating current that leads the voltage
by 90° in an ideal dielectric. As the cross product ofthe vectors I and V is zero there
is no loss of energy butif at higher frequencies the ionic polarizations can’t keep up
the voltage begins to lead the currentby less than 90° i.e. 90-6. Now thecurrent has a
component (Isin5) in phase with the voltage giving rise to loss of energy as heat
(dielectric loss). If the permittivity, ¢, is represented as a complex number(s = &’-
je’? Equation 1-12) the measured dieclectric constant, e’, forms the real part while
the dielectric loss, e’’, forms the imaginary part.
€=e'-je’’ Equation 1-12
Dielectric loss is normally reported as the tangent of the angle oflag referred to as
tan &, it is often used as a measure of conductanceandits relation to e”’ is shown in
Equation 1-13.
Tan 6=e’’/e Equation 1-13
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1.2.2.2 Ferroelectric
A ferroelectric material differs from ordinary dielectric materials as ferroelectrics
have extremely large permittivities and they differ in response to an applied voltage.
For a dielectric, as voltage increases so does the charge stored but a ferroelectric
material saturates and displays hysteresis (similar to Figure 1-3 except now
polarisation (P) verses volatage (V) instead of M versus H) as the material has a
spontaneous polarisation. This spontaneous polarisation can be switched using an
applied electric field and is similar to the ferromagnetic moment being switched by
an applied magnetic field. Ferroelectricity is most often observed at low temperatures
as thermal motion breaks downthe dipole interactions leading to a paraelectric state
(section 1.2.2.4). The temperature at which a ferroelectric becomes paraelectric is
known as the Curie temperature (T,). High dieclectric constants still occur above the
T, but whenthe electric field is removed there is no spontaneouspolarisation.
Spontaneouspolarisations are also present in pyroelectrics and piezoelectrics where
the degree of polarisation is dependent on temperature and mechanical stress
respectively. For a material to display a spontaneouspolarisation the space group of
the material must be non centrosymmetric!'3] as a centrosymmetic space group
causes polarisations to cancel out. The Landolt-Bornstein’’”’ series give hundreds of
examples of ferroelectric materials all with non-centrosymmetric space groups.
However although all polar materials are non centrosymmetric not all non
centrosymmetric materials are polar. It remains possible for the polarizations (if
17
present) to cancel each other out in non centrosymmetric groups but it is required in
centrosymmetric ones.
1.2.2.3 Antiferroelectric
Antiferroelectrics show similar behaviour to antiferromagnets except that instead of
magnetic momentselectric polarisations are involved. As in the antiferromagnetic
case these align anti parallel to each other resulting in zero netpolarisation.
Again above a certain temperature also known as the Curie temperature, Tc,
antiferroelectrics become paraelectrics. Unlike ferroelectrics antiferroelectrics have
low permittivity but these rise dramatically close to the T, often by a factor of 10 or
more. Antiferroelctrics can also convert to ferroelectrics on the application of a large
enoughelectric field i.e. if the dipole interaction with the field becomes greater than
the inter dipole anti parallel interaction. The magnitude of the field is temperature
dependent.
Ferrielectrics are possible if the interactions of the electric polarisations produce an
antiferroelectric interaction in certain directions only.
 
\
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Figure 1-9 Schematic diagram ofa ferrielectric with the arrows showingtheelectric dipole moments.
1.2.2.4 Paraelectric
Paraelectrics are materials that require an external electric field to become polarised
with the polarization returning to zero when the field is removed. Paraelectricity
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results when electric dipoles are unaligned but have the ability to reorient in an
electric field to strengthen it. The response of €’ with temperature is given by the
Curie-Weiss law (Equation 1-5) with e’ replacing x.
1.3 Introduction to structures
There are manyand varied structures that solid materials can adoptonly a small
selection of whichare discussed in this thesis. Those structures that are considered
include:
1) Perovskite ( 1.3.1)
2) Ruddlesden Popper(1.3.2)
3) Melilite (1.3.3)
4) Fluorite (1.3.4 )
5) Pyrochlore (1.3.5)
6) Zirconolite (1.3.6)
7) Rhombohedraldistorted fluorite (1.3.7)
8) SmPbO, (1 3.8)
1.3.1 Perovskite
CaTiO; was discovered by German mineralogist Gustav Rose in 1839 and named
after a Russian mineralogist L. A. Perovski !?] | Perovskite has since become the
general description of a structural family where the ideal structure ABX;3(A is a
larger electropositive ion and B a small transition metal or main group element, X is
normally O~or a halide ion). Despite being discoveredin the 19"century it was not
[16]until the 1940’s that the structure type began to be systematically studied
Perovskites have since become the mainstay of the electroceramics industry worth
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over twentybillion dollars per year!’The usefulness ofthis structure to industry is
due to perovskites showing a range of properties from ferroelectric behaviour to
superconductivity and colossal magnetoresistance. Perovskite is also of great interest
to geologists as high pressure experiments have shownthat the mineral that contains
the majority of the silicate in the earths mantle is the perovskite structured MgSi0O3
“7 Yn its ideal state the perovskite structure consists of corner sharing octahedrally
coordinated B site ions with 12 coordinateA site ionssitting in the centre (see Figure
1-10) . However there are a numberofpossible distortions from this ideal structure
such as tilting of the BX.« octahedra, Jahn Teller distortions and lone pair effects.
Lufaso!’*! estimates that ideal cubic perovskites only make up approximately 10% of
all perovskites, the other 90% showing some form oftilting distortion . The vast
9) sulfides,majority of perovskites are oxides or fluorides but other halides,
0]hydrides!?”/ as well as oxyfluorides’’” and oxynitides 3] have also been reported.
When metals or rare earths occupy the X sites such as in InOEu;’~”’ the resulting
structure is termed an inverse perovskite (sometimesreferred to as an antiperovskite)
to emphasize thefact that the X sites are occupiedby rare earth not O.
 
Figure 1-10 General perovskite structure, example shown high temperature Pm 3m form of
CaTiO;'*”, Ti is at the center of the blue octahedra with red spheres representing the O ions andthe
large orange sphere representing Ca.
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1.3.1.1Tolerance factor
A method ofinvestigating the distortion away from ideal is to use the Goldschmidt
tolerance factor!7°/ Equation 1-14 , shows howthe tolerance factor,t, is related to the
mean inter-atomic distances of the A and B coordination polyhedra ( <A-O> and
<B-O> respectively).
t = <A-O>/V2<B-O>
Equation 1-14 Goldschmidt tolerance factor
Asthe octahedraltilting is a result of the size mismatch between the size ofthe site
cation and the cavity formed by the octahedra the above equation quantifies this
mismatch. Ideal cubic perovskites have t ~ 1 while t ~ 0.85 has been suggested as
the stability limit for perovskites?”
1.3.1.2 Glazer tilt symbols
Tilting of the octahedral has been studied in detail by Glazer’**/ who developed a
notation to explain tilt systems. The notation usestilts along the x, y and z axes of the
ideal cubic structure with the magnitudeofrotation being denoted a, b and c meaning
abb would have y and z rotations of the same magnitude. By lookingat the sense of
rotation with respect to the successive layers of octahedra a + superscript is applied if
rotations are the same sense, a 0 superscript is used if there is no rotation and a —
superscript is used for rotationsare of alternating sense.   
Figure 1-11 Glazertilt systems a’a’c’ (left) and a’a’c” (right) viewed down the c axis to demonstrate
the in-phase and anti-phase rotations of the octahedra
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1.3.1.3 Double perovskites and ordering
In double perovskites with the general formula AA’BB’Og, rather than occupy a
statistical arrangement of sites, some display an ordered arrangement. Of the two
sites (A and B) site ordering is more commonly found, with ordering ofbothsites
simultaneously being very unusual.
The two main types of order observed are rock salt and layered with a schematic
shownin Figure 1-12.
  b)
Figure 1-12 Schematic diagramsof a) rock salt order and b) layered order.
Rock salt ordering is the most common form of ordering found on the B site of
perovskites while layered ordering is the most common form of ordering on the A
site. This is despite electrostatics predicting that both the A and site should orderin
a rocksalt fashion in a classic AA’BB’Og. The causeofthe discrepancyis thoughtto
be due to the fact that rock salt order forces the anion coordinated to the A and A’
ions onto a special site (Wyckoff 24d (0,'/s,'/4)) in the undistorted aristotype Fm3m
structure preventing distortion. Layered ordering however puts 2/3 on a generalsite
(Wyckoff 41) which allows for a shift away from the ideal position and so helps
stabilise A-site ions ofdiffering size in layered ordering.
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Empirical rules for predicting B site ordered materials were developed by Setter and
Cross”? and summarised by Zhang!*”;
e Structure: In order to reduce energy requirements for ordering the structure
should be simple. So B site ordering between two different types of B site ion
will be more favourable than B site ordering between three different types of
B site ion.
e Cation ratio: The B:B’ ratio should be ideally 1:1
e B site charge: A large charge difference in B and B’ produces strong
tendencyto order caused by electrostatics.
e site size: Reducing the size of the site ion helps order the B site.
e B site size: When B and B’ areions with large size difference the ions are
strongly driven towards ordering.
Evidence for ordering can be seen in the XRD as strong 111 and 311 peaks are
associated with rock salt B site order and 001 and 201 are associated with a layered
A site. For rocksalt ordering the all odd hkl indices in Fm3m are the superlattice
reflections while the all even hkl are independent of ordering . The ratio 111;/I220is
often used to give the degree of B site order. Layered A site ordering along [001]
gives the superlattice peaks 001 and 201 seen in the powder XRD ofA site ordered
perovskites.
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1.3.2 Ruddlesden Popper n = 2 Phase
Ruddlesden Popper (RP) phases became known as such after the description of
Sr3TizO7 and Sr4Ti3O;0 by Ruddlesden & Popperin 1957.2) RP phases consist of
blocks of rock salt structured material interspersed with varying integer numbers of
perovskite structured blocks giving the general formula Ap+)BnX3n+1 where X is
most commonly O. An alternative way of representing the general formula is to
emphasize the differing blocks is AX-(ABX3), . Using this representation perovskite
can be thought of as a n = © RP phase but the perovskite phase is far more common
than RP1, RP2 or RP3. Higher values of n are extremely rare and require layer by
layer growth methods such as pulsed laser deposition””” to form the desired
structure.
 
n=0 1 2 S se serwermmennns oo
Figure 1-13 Diagram showingthe relationship between differing RP phases with general formula
A,+1B,X3n+1 Light grey spheresA site, dark grey octahedra B site and black spheres X.
The RP phases targeted in this project are RP2 although RP1 phases were also
[33-35] [36-39]formed. RP phases are related to Aurivillius and Dion Jacobson phases
which instead of rock salt (AX) blocks have (Bi2O2)”” structured blocks or blocks of
A cations respectively.
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1.3.3 Melilite
The name Melilite is from the Greek meli lithos meaning honey stone (source
webmineral.com) due to the natural melilite (CaNa).(AlMgFe)[(AISi)SiO7]
discovered in 1793 near Rome being honey coloured. Melilites have the general
formula AcT’Ts. The melilite structure can accommodate a number of different
ions into its structure with Sr, Ca, Ba, Eu, Ce, La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Pb being found
on the A site, Cu, Cd, Fe, Mn, Zn, Co, Mg, Ga, Al, Be, Si, B and Ge on T!and Si,
Ge, Ga, B and Al on T’ (see Kaminskii/*” and refs therein). X is almost always O but
S and N are also possible, for example MLaGa3Ss0 (M = Ca or Sr)! and
SmSisO3N4*7 . The archetypal melilite has a tetragonal structure in space group
P42\m all melilites display this structure at elevated temperatures however there
can be considerable structural complexity (often incommensurate structures) in the
lower temperature forms.‘“/ Some natural melilite samples also show
incommensurate structure such as the 5D natural melilite from San Venanzo in
Italy’“4] The stability of the melilite structure is related to the size of the A cation
i
[43]
3 connected
and the distortion of the T layers.
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Figure 1-14 The melilite structure of LaSrGa;0, showing the two types of GaO,tetrahedra (orange 4-
connected, blue 3-connected). Black spheres show the La/Srsites and the red spheres and green
spheres show oxygen. The spheresforthe interstitial oxygen sites (green spheres) are larger than those
for the framework oxygens(red spheres). In a) the view is down the c axis showing the Ga tetrahedra
and the pentagonal tunnels. The view in b) along [110] showsthatthe interstitial oxygen sits in the
center of the Ga layers with La/Sr cations above and below.
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1.3.4 Fluorite
Fluorite is derived from the Latin fluo, meaning "to flow" and the greek lithos
(stone) because the mineral fluorite (CaF) has a relatively low melting point and was
used as a flux in smelting. Fluorite has a cubic crystal structure with the general
formula AX> (space group Fm3m) wherethe A ionsare eight coordinate and form
alternating cubes and spaces (Figure 1-15).
 
Figure 1-15 Fluorite AX, generalstructure with the site at the center of the green cubes with X ions
represented by black spheres.
1.3.5 Pyrochlore
The mineral pyrochlore (Na,Ca)2Nb2O,(OH,F) was named in 1826 from the Greek
for fire and green because when ignited some specimensturned green!*] Pyrochlore
has a cubic structure (space group Fd 3 m) determined by Gaertner in 1930 44 with a
general formula A»B2X;7that is related to fluorite. If half of the AXg cubes in the
fluorite structure are replaced with a BX¢ octahedron so that rows of A and B
polyhedra form along [110] then the pyrochlore structure shown in Figure 1-16
results. The ordering of the polyhedra results in the pyrochlore structure being a
superstructure offluorite, having a lattice parameterthat is doublethat of fluorite
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_—_— Octahedron  
'_——Distorted cube
Figure 1-16 Pyrochlore general A,B,O;structure adapted from. ’” Green distorted cubesA site and
orange distorted octahedra site with red spheres showing O positions.
1.3.6 Zirconolite
Another type of ordering in oxygen-deficient fluorite occurs to form the zirconolite
phasesoriginally based on compositions close to CaZrTi207. Vance [48] describes the
structure as related to pyrochlore by a compression normalto oneset of (111) planes
giving a layered compound along (001). The nomenclature of these phases is
confusing with zirkelite being used to describe a non-crystalline material, a
hexagonal material, a monoclinic mineral and a trigonal mineral. As a result the
International Mineralogical Association Commission on New Minerals and Mineral
Names ( IMA-CNMMN)in 1988 approved a nomenclature scheme whichlabels the
material based on layer stacking sequence. White [#, °°] describes these structures as
having alternating layers, one layer being made up of octahedra similar to hexagonal
tungsten bronzes (HTB)(green in Figure 1-17). The other layer being a plane of the
interlayer cations (IC) in distorted cubes (green in Figure 1-17) or monocaped
octahedral (green in Figure 1-17) forming a HTB-IC slab. Overall this gives a
stacking sequence HTB-IC-HTB-IC....... . As the HTB-IC slabs canrotate relative
to the HTB-IC slabs above and below the amount of rotation leads to differing
structures. If the slabs are rotated by 180 ° the result is a monoclinic structure which
is given the name zirconolite-2M. If the slabs rotate by 120 ° then the structure
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becomestrigonal and as 3 rotations are required to give a total 360 ° rotation the
structure is labelled zirconolite-3T. If instead of rotating there is a shear then
orthorhombicstructureslike zirconolite-30 can be produced. Zirconolite is still used
to describe the non crystalline mineral or mineral with undetermined layer sequence
while zirkelite is used for the cubic mineral (Ti,Ca,Zr)O2x. A similar nomenclature
scheme has been approved by the IMA-CNMMN’™! for another set of fluorite-
related structures named weberites’°”’. The structures are very similar consisting of
HTB and IC layers that form slabs that can move relative to each other but in
weberite one of the oxygenssits in an octahedral interstitial rather than all oxygens
being in tetrahedralinterstitial. Zanazzi'°*! suggests that by using high pressure (>11
GPa) the oxygeninterstitial will migrate causing a phase transition from weberite to
zirconolite.
120 °
240 °
 
Figure 1-17 Zirconolite- 3T structure broken down into componentlayers with brackets to indicate
slabs. The black arrowsare a guidefor the eyetoillustrate the effect ofthe rotations ofthe slabs. In
the zirconolite-3T structure there are 3 separate rotations of 120° eachin the unitcell.
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1.3.7 Rhombohedral distorted fluorite
The rhombohedral distorted fluorite is a superstructure of oxygen deficient fluorite
M4 with ideal compostion AgBXj2 (ie. MO; 714) and is produced by vacancy
ordering. The vacancies are on 1/7 of the anion fluorite positions along the [111]
direction. This vacancy ordering causesa lattice distortion and slight shifts of atomic
positions away from the ideal fluorite sites. The coordination environmentof the B
ion is an almost undistorted octahedra while the A site ion sits in a heavily distorted
AO; polyhedron.   
 
  
+— Undistorted octahedra
~— Distorted AO,
polyhedron
Figure 1-18 Rhombohedraldistorted fluorite with general formula A.BO)) with the undistorted BOs,
being shown by orange and heavily distorted AO; being shownbygreen.
Manyotherfluorite related structure exist such as rare earth C (bixbyite)’°*/ scheelite
and fergusonite””° but investigation of these structures is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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1.3.8 Sr2PbO,4
Tromel “°”in 1965 discovered this new structure type which consists of linear chains
of edge sharing distorted PbO, octahedra surrounded by inter-chain Sr’. Other
elements that can be incorporated into the structure are Ce?*! or Sn for the Pb with
either Ca or Cd for Sr” ”. MnyGeOy at high pressure has been found by Morimoto
1] tg crystallize in the Sr,PbO,rather than the ambient pressure olivinestructure.
Edge-shared
& octahedra
evyc
"|
 
Inter-chain ions
Figure 1-19 Sr,PbO,structure showing the edge shared chains of Pb octahedra in green and the
interchain Sr** ions shown byorange spheres, O*ions are shown by red spheres.
There is some similarity between RPI structure and the Sr2PbO, structure with the
major difference between them being the connectivity of the octahedra (corner
sharing RP1 edge sharing for Sr2PbO4) (Figure 1-20). The edge sharing in the
SmPbO, isolates the chains of octahedra which in the RP1 structure form corner
shared sheets and causes two ofthe chainsto rotate relative to the other three.
Muller-Buschbaum/~ found that size plays an important role in determining
structure stating for the SrPbO,structure ‘ it is evident that the differences in size of
the participating metal ions are too small to build up KyNiF4 (RP1) type structure.’
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Figure 1-20 Comparisonofthe Sr,PbO,structure showing the edge shared chains of octahedra and
the RP1 structure with corner shared octahedra.
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Chapter 2 : Experimental details
This chapter describes the synthetic and characterization methodsusedinthis thesis.
2.1 Synthesis
There are two main methods of synthesis used in this project, traditional ceramic
methods and high pressure methods, both of which are described in this section.
2.1.1 Traditional ceramic methods
Samples produced using the standard ceramic techniques were weighed to within
0.0005g using a Sartorius balance. The powders were ground together using an agate
pestle and mortar until visibly homogeneous(typically 30 minutes).
Samples were typically fired as loose powders for the first firing to enable
decomposition of precursor compounds such as carbonates. After the initial firing
samples weretypically pressed into pellets using a 13 mm stainless steel die in a hand
pulled hydraulic piston press at pressures ranging from 2-5 tons. After each subsequent
firing the pellets were ground andrepelletized.
Compositions that either showed evidence of reaction with the crucible in a previous
synthesis attempt or compositions where this was expected were placed onplatinum foil
for the reactions.
Quenching experiments were carried out by removing the alumina crucible from the
furnaceat the synthesis temperature andtippingthe pellet out onto a block of aluminium
at room temperature.
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2.1.2 High pressure methods
High pressure experiments have traditionally been the preserve of geologists and
petrologists who are interested in recreating the environment in the earths crust. uy
However high pressure experiments can also be used to form materials that are
inaccessible at atmospheric pressure such as Bi>NiMnO¢7/ and ScCrO;/*/._ Unusual
oxidation states and coordination numberscanbestabilized by the use of pressure!’ and
as a general rule dense phases are favored!’ Commercially the greatest successes have
beenin the fields of superhard materials and synthetic gems with the synthetic diamond
industry the most significant. For example in 2006 $50 million worth of synthetic
diamonds were sold with the market predicted to maintain a compound annual growth
rate of 44% until 2015 whenthe sales will be $2 billion’®’. Materials discovered at high
pressures can often be stabilized in thin film form where the substrate is chosen to
generate compressivestrain as thestrain in the film is essentially providing the pressure.
Using such a method YMnO;/7 can be producedas a perovskite (normally high pressure
synthesized) thin film from a hexagonal (normal ambientpressure phase) PLD target.
High pressure experiments described in this project were carried out using a Rockland
Research 600 ton press with the Walker octahedral design!” Powders of the starting
materials are first ground together in a similar fashion to standard ceramic synthesis.
Then the intimately mixed powderis loaded into a small platinum container comprising
of two platinum disks either end ofplatinum tubing (Figure 2-1). The platinum container
is itself sitting in a machined aluminium oxide crucible with an aluminium oxide lid.
This sits in a machined graphite resistance furnace again with a machined graphite lid.
The graphite furnace is then loadedinto the center of a cast octahedra with cylindrical
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blocks of sintered Al,O3 with molybdenum rod at the center. The purpose of the
molybdenum is to provide an electrical contact from the outside of the octahedra to the
graphite resistance furnace. Cast octahedra are used as the mold includes the fins which
when wrappedin fiberglass tape provide the gasketing wheninthepress.
Thermocouple insulation       Graphite.Pt O
Morod / \
Sample
Figure 2-1 Diagram of octahedra with major components labeled
The octahedra are then loaded into the cube madeby the truncated WC cubes with the
truncations pressing into the faces of the octahedra. Acetate sheets are then super-glued
onto the faces of the cube with a hole above the cubes, which contact the molybdenum
faces. In these holes copper disks are inserted to ensure electrical connection.
The super glued cubeis then placed between thesix anvils in the press which in turn are
sitting on acetate sheet with a notch cut out with copper foil placed in the gap. The anvil
touching the copper disk must be the anvil that is sitting on top of the copper foil to
ensure electrical connection.
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Thepressitself consists of a steel containment ring with a hydraulically operated piston
(normal max hydraulic pressure 7000 kpsi) pushing up against the steel body of the
press. Initially pressure is applied using an Enerpac pump before switching to a
motorized hydrallic cyclinder when the hydraulic pressure reaches 300 kpsi.
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Figure 2-2 Schematic of hydraulic flow in the press.
By applying a voltage across the steel plates above and below the containmentring a
current can flow through the graphite resistance furnace and so the sample can be
heated.
Temperature is controlled by reference to thermocouple runs using the graphs given in
Figure 2-3. As the % power of the eurotherm is known and using a voltmeter and an
ammeter the voltage across and the current through the graphite furnace can be
measured. Using Equation 2-1 & 2-2 the resistance of the furnace and the power output
of the furnace can be calculated.
V/I=R__ Equation 2-1
P=IV Equation 2-2
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By comparingtheresistance trends of the run in progress to the graph the thermocouple
run most suited to the run in progress can be selected and so the correct power to
temperature relationship on
Figure 2-3 used.
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Figure 2-3 Graphs showing the results of thermocouple runs from which temperature in runs without
thermocouples or when thermocouple breaks can be determined.
Whena new thermocouple run is required the assembly used has some extra additions.
First two holes need to be drilled through the octahedra, graphite and machined
aluminium oxide to allow for an aluminium oxide shielded Pt/PtRh thermocouple wire
to be inserted Figure 2-1. One end ofthe wire touches the platinum sample container
and the other end a truncated WC cube(note this cube can not be the same cubethatis
touching the copper). Wires then need to be run from the WCcubes touching the
Pt/PtRh wires outofthe press to the electronics box.
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2.2 Diffraction
Diffraction is the main characterization method for the materials used in this thesis with
X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction andelectron diffraction all being used.
The periodic arrangement ofthe atomsin crystalline material can be thought of as an
arrangement of semi-transparent planes (Figure 2-4). When a wave ofradiation is
scattered back it can interfere with the other radiation waves coming from other planes
in either a constructive or destructive manner.
 
 
  
Figure 2-4 Diagram toillustrate path difference.
Using Figure 2-4 as a reference the relevant parameters are;
1) The deviation ofbeam = 20
2) The path difference = 2x = 2d,ysin 0
So for constructive interference to occur the path difference must be a whole wavelength
(nd wheren is integer) giving the Bragg equation (Equation 2.3) for diffraction.
nA= 2dyysin 8
Equation 2-3 The Bragg equation
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It is the collection of angles where the Bragg equation is satisfied that give the
diffraction pattern. For a single crystal experiment the diffracted wave from a given
allowed diffraction plane will act as a spot on a detector (Figure 2-5 a) at a fixed
distance from the crystal. Powder samples however have manycrystallites all oriented
differently meaning radiation will be diffracted in many directions forming a ring on a
flat plate detector (Figure 2-5 b).
  
ae afr
b)     a)
Figure 2-5 Schematic diagrams ofhow a X-ray beam is diffracted by a single crystal (a) to form a spot on
a detector and by a powder(b) to form a ring.
Miller Indices are used to identify planes and are the reciprocals of the intersection
distances given in unit cells. For example 200 meansthe plane intercepts the a axis at 0
(origin) and ‘2a (where is a lattice parameter), but doesn’t intercept the b axisor c axis.
102 intercepts the a axis at 0 and la and axis at 0 and 2c but again does notintercept
the b axis. Note the indices can also be negative such as 110 which intercepts a axis at
0 and -1la, b axis at 0 andIb.
   
100 102
Figure 2-6 Diagram showing Miller indices for planes shaded in dark grey.
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The interplanar spacing (d)is thus a function oflattice parameters (a b c a B y) and
miller indices (h k 1) with the relation for an orthorhombiccell given in Equation 2.4
1/d? = h?/a? + k7/b? +17/c? Equation 2-4
In addition to Bragg’s law the symmetry of the material can cause destructive
interference for planes allowed by Bragg givingrise to systematic reflection absences in
Table 2-1 .
Table 2-1 Selection of some systematic absences and the conditions for their absence
 
Symmetry element  Affected reflection Condition for absence
  
Centered Cells
Body Centered (I) hkl (h+k+l) odd
Face Centered (A) hkl (k+l) odd
Face Centered (B) hkl (h+l) odd
Face Centered (C) hkl (h+k) odd
Face Centered (F) hkl (h+k), (h+l), (k+l) odd
Screw axis
2, alonga h00 h = 2n+1
2, along b OkO k = 2n+1
2, along c 00! | = 2n+1
4, along a hoo h = 2n+1
4, along b OkO k = 2n+1
4, along c 00! |= 2n+1
63 along a hoo h = 2n+1
63 along b OkO k = 2n+1
63 along c ool |= 2n+1
3, and 3, along c OO! | = 3n+1 or 3n+2 but notdivisible by 3
6, and 6, along c 00! | = 3n+1 or 3n+2 but not divisible by 4
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4, and 4; alonga hood h=4n+1, 20r3
4. and 43 along b OkO k = 4n+1, 20r3
43 and 43 along c 00! |= 4n+1, 2 0r3
6, and 65 00! | = 6n+1,2,3,4,or 5
 Glide Planes 90 degrees
toa
b glide OKI k = 2n+1
c glide OKI | = 2n+1
n glide OKI k+1]=2n+1
d glide OKI k+ 1 = 4n+1,2 or 3
Glide Planes 90 degrees
to b
a glide hol h = 2n+1
c glide hOl | = 2n+1
n glide hol h+1=2n+1
d glide hol h+ |= 4n+1,2 or 3
 Glide Planes 90 degrees
toc
a glide hkO h = 2n+1
c glide hkO k = 2n+1
n glide hkO h+k=2n+1
d glide hkO h+ k = 4n+1,2 or 3   
As well as the position of the reflections, the intensity of the reflections in a powder
pattern contain useful information. The observedintensity of a reflection depends on the
experimental technique used, the composition andthe physical nature of the crystalline
solid. Therelative intensity for powder diffraction as a function ofangle is given byl a
L(0)pA\Fnial? Equation 2-5 .
Ia L(®)pA|Fnal? Equation 2-5
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WhereI is the integrated intensity and 0 is the Bragg angle and the remaining factorsare
as follows:
1) Trigonometrical factor, L(@)=(1 + cos”20/ sin0cos 0)
The 1 + cos”2@ term accounts for the partial polarization of the reflected beam while
the sin’@cos® term is the Lorentz factor and is due to the geometry of the
measurement.
2) The multiplicity factor, p
This term arises as somereflections are equivalent by symmetry. Consider the 100,
(010), (001),( 100), (0 10) and (00 1) reflections for a cubic system as, a= b=c
and a = B= y = 90° all six reflections satisfy the Bragg equation (Equation 2-3) for
the same value of sin @. Note also that preferred orientation of crystallites in the
sample will affect the relative intensities of reflections, this is a commonly
encountered problem with layered materials.
3) The absorption factor A
The absorption factor is a function of the Bragg angle @ andis related to how
absorbing (due to composition) the material is and is most often a problem in
transmission geometries.
4) The structure factor Fu
\Fral-= x fiNj (exp[(271(hx; tky; +1z;)])exp(-M)) Equation 2-6
Where f, = atomic scatteringfactor
N; =occupancyfactorofthe atom onthesite
Xj, Yj 2 =fractional co-ordinates of.fe atom
M, = 82°Uiso” sin” 0/27
Uiso = square root ofthe mean thermalparameter
Note only the |Fyx| (the structure amplitude) can be observed experimentally as Fnia
contains multiple phases.
Thermalvibrations of the atoms cause a decreasein intensity of the diffracted beam and
increase the amount ofbackground noise. The intensity of each reflection is most
usefully thoughtof as being directly proportional to the structure factor ( Equation 2-7)
Tak Final” Equation 2-7
To analyzea diffraction pattern both thereflection positions and the intensities mustbe
taken into account.
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2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction
2.2.1.1 Lab source
Powder X-ray diffraction is a powerful non-destructive technique used to obtain
structural data on polycrystalline samples. Two laboratory diffractometers were used in
this project a STOE STADIP and Panalytical X-Pert pro. The STOEhas a coppertarget
and produces Ka radiation 4 = 1.54046A and was controlled using Stoe WinXPow
version 1.10b software package. The Panalytical X-Pert pro has a cobalt target
producing Ka radiation 4 = 1.7890A. Both the STOE and Panalytical were used in
reflection mode using Bragg-Brentano geometry and operated at 40kV and 40mA
Samples for the Panalytical were mounted on a spinning silicon disk, the disk is cut
down a forbidden plane so no reflections from the silicon disk are observed in the
diffraction pattern. The samples were rotated to minimize the effect of preferred
orientation in the diffraction patterns obtained.
Both machines record data as total counts (Y axis) for the value of 20 (X axis) but to
enable comparisons between samples the data is often scaled and y offsets used. These
allow data from different samples, using differing scan lengths with differing total
intensities to be compared on the same figure without the data overlapping. However the
drawback of such treatment is that the Y axis is now no longertotal counts but is now
arbitrary andso is labeled as such. Data used for refinements wasnotscaled oroffset so
Y axis units are counts rather than arbitrary units.
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2.2.1.2 Synchrotron source
Samples were sent to both the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS)station 9.1 and to
the Diamond Light Source (DLS) station I11 during the course of the project.
Synchrotrons usethe fact that an accelerating charge will emit radiation, so accelerating
an electron round a ring will causeradiation to be given off. It is this radiation that can
be usedfor diffraction experiments amongst manyothertypes of experiments.
Electrons are produced in an electron gun where the cathode is under high voltage and
heated in a vacuum. These thermally emitted electrons are then accelerated (to 90keV at
Diamond) and then further in a LINAC (to 100MeV at Diamond)using radio frequency
cavities before entering the booster synchrotron. The radio frequency voltage source is
then used to accelerate the electrons (up to 3GeV at Diamond) in the ring while bending
magnets keep the electrons in the ring. The electrons can then be transferred to the
storage ring where bending magnets keep the beam going roundthe ring Figure 2-7.
Beamlines
 
Figure 2-7 Schematic diagram of a synchrotron adapted from a diagram of the Synchrotron Soleil.
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2.2.2 Neutron diffraction
Neutron diffraction is often used to compliment X-ray diffraction as X-rays and neutrons
are scattering arises from different origins. X-rays are scattered by the electron clouds
and so show stronger scattering off elements with high atomic numbers due to larger
numbers of electrons. Neutrons however are scattered by the nuclei whose scattering
length has no systematic variation allowing neutrons to detect light atoms in the
presence of heavier atoms. Neutrons also posses a magnetic moment so long range
magnetic order of samples can also be probed using neutron diffraction. Samples were
measured at ISIS on the HRPD, GEM and POLARIS instruments during the course of
the project. H’ ionsarefirst accelerated in a linear accelerator to 70MeV before being
stripped oftheir electrons by aluminium oxide foil and then being further accelerated in
a synchrotron up to 750-800 MeV.Theprotonsare then bunchedand extracted from the
synchrotron and directed at a tungsten target producinga pulse of neutrons. The pulsed
neutrons produced are‘fast’ so they are slowed down by a moderatorbefore hitting the
sample. As the detectors are at fixed 20 the diffraction pattern becomes a function of
time and neutron wavelength. By combining the de Broglie relationship with Bragg’s
law;
X= h/mpVn=2dnsind
Equation 2-8 Bragg equation
the neutron time offlight becomes;
t = 2dpaL(mp/h)sin8
Equation 2-9 Timeofflight equation
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As the time offlight depends on the d spacing ifall other parameters are held constant
then the time offlight is proportional to the dy value. L is the flight path from the
moderatorto the detector.
Details of the GEM, HRPD and POLARISinstruments are now given in the following
sections.
2.2.2.1 GEM
GEM(GEneral Materials)/”’ receives a high intensity of neutrons but collects at a high
resolution allowing high quality patterns to be collected in a relatively short period of
time.
The sample was held in a cylindrical vanadium can as vanadium has a low scattering
cross section.
2.2.2.2 HRPD
HRPD (High Resolution Powder Diffractometer)’”’ is the highest resolution neutron
powderdiffractometeravailable at ISIS . The high resolution of the HRPD instrumentis
dueto it being situated 100m awayfrom the target as resolution increases with distance
from the target. However because the ‘slow’ neutrons from one pulse can be caught by
the ‘fast’ neutrons from a following pulse, choppersare usedto only allow one in five of
the target pulses to reach the instrument. As a consequencethe neutron flux is lower on
HRPD comparedto the other instrumentsavailable at ISIS so samplescan take longerto
run. Again samples were held in cylindrical vanadium cans due to the low scattering
cross section of vanadium.
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2.2.2.3 POLARIS
POLARIS” is a high intensity medium resolution diffractometer which allows for data
collection on small samples. As well as using the ISIS standard vanadium can POLARIS
experiments can also be run with glass capillaries. This allows for data collection on
small samples (<5mm*) albeit with increased data collection time. Polaris has many
banks of detectors, in the present work the data is taken from the 145° backscattering
bank.
2.2.3 Structure Analysis
Throughout this thesis structure is crucial to understanding not only what has been
synthesized but also rationalizing the observed properties. The two main methods of
obtaining structural information from the diffraction patterns are LeBail fitting and
Rietveld refinementdescribed in this section.
2.2.3.1 LeBail fitting
LeBail fitting (profile matching)”” '3] of diffraction patterns requires no structural
information, just space group,cell parameters, peak shape and background. The General
Structural Analysis Suite (GSAS)"4/ was used to carry out the LeBail fitting in this
thesis.
2.2.3.2 Rietveld Refinement
Least squares refinement as described by Rietveld”’*/ was predominantly carried out
using the General Structural Analysis Suite (GSAS)/4, Another program used forleast
squares refinement was TOPAS Academic [22] As Rietveld refinementis not a structure
solution technique a starting model must beobtained by other means, often the structure
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of a similar known compound. The program calculates a diffraction pattern using the
crystal model, profile and instrument parameters and seeks to minimize the difference
betweenthis and the data.
To gauge how good fit is there are a number of parameters with the most useful being
Ryp and ¢ although careful inspection of the pattern and modelshould always be carried
out. The equations for some of these parameters are given on the following page.
x;| y,(obs)-y,(cale)|
X; y,(cale) 
Equation 2-10 R-pattern
1/2
2; | y,(obs)-y;(calc)| 2
%; (y;,(calc))?
Equation 2-11 R-Weighted Pattern
1/2
r- S&P ye |
E, w,( y,(obs) R,
Equation 2-12 R- Expected Equation 2-13 “Goodnessoffit’
N= numberofobservables P= Number of parameters
Rwp (R-Weighted Pattern) contains the residual which is being minimized and so the
lower Rwp goes the lower the mismatch between data and modelso the higher quality of
the refinement (note Ry» is often written as wRp). For a typical refinementthis value
should be less than 0.1 which corresponds to less than 10%. ¢° (Goodness offit) is a
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ratio between the R value seen and the R value expected and so should tend to 1.
Howeverasit is susceptible to poor quality data artificially low values can be observed
with a x’ of less than 1 being consistent with this. For a typical refinement ¢° should be
between | and 2.
The errors quoted in the values derived from the refinements are quoted as estimated
standard deviations (e.s.d’s) and as such reflect the precision of the refined parameter
not the accuracy*!, When two values such aslattice parameters from different samples
are comparedthe values obtained should be within 3 esd’s to be considered the same.
Thermal parameters in this thesis are quoted as Uiso or Biso depending on the
refinement program used (GSASfor Ujs. and TOPASfor Bis.) but they related via
Biso=82Uiiso
Equation 2-14 Showingthe thermal parameters Bj. and Ujs. are related.
2.3 Magnetic Measurements
Magnetic characterization was carried out using a Quantum Design MPMS
magnetometer’16] which was controlled using MPMS software. The MPMS
magnetometer makes use of a thin film radiofrequency (rf) SQUID to give magnetic
property measurements overa temperature range of 5 to 400 K and an appliedfield up to
7 Tesla. The Superconducting Quantum Interface Device (SQUID) which was
developed in the 1960’s!’” is capable of detecting changes in a magnetic field as small
as 107° T. “8 Inside the rf SQUID there is a superconducting loop which contains a
single weak link called a Josephson junction through which Cooper pairs can tunnel.
Cooper pairs are electrons coupled together so they cannot change energy continuously
below the superconducting transition temperature T,. This superconducting loop is
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inductively coupled via a mutual inductance to a rf current driven tank circuit. When a
measured flux is superimposed over dc bias flux the average value of the phase across
the Josephson junction changes. Such a change changes the impedanceofthe rf drive
oscillations and so the rf voltage in the tank circuit whichis directly proportionalto the
magnetic moment ofthe sample. A SQUIDis therefore a flux to voltage transducer with
a sensitivity limit approaching that set by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
To generate the measured flux the sample is moved through detector coils made out of
superconducting wire, if the sample is magnetic it will induce a currentin the wire. The
current flowing through the superconducting wire will then generate a magnetic flux.
Sample.
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Figure 2-8 Schematic of an rf SQUID based magnetometer
For the experiment setup the sample wasloadedinto a gelatin capsule, which in turn was
placed in a plastic straw. The capsules were held in place by diamagnetic tape, the straw
was then pierced before being lowered into the SQUID and was purged with helium to
prevent oxygen entering the SQUID. Magnetism as a function of temperature was
measured both after cooling in the absence of a magnetic field (zero field cooled, ZFC)
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and after cooling in an appliedfield (field cooled, FC). Magnetism as a functionof field
at a constant temperature can also be measured to observe any hysteresis behavior.
2.4 Cold Isostatic Pressing
Pellet samples with > 90% ofthe theoretical density for electrical measurements were
made via cold-isostatic pressing (CIP) with 206.85 MPa pressure. Samples are first
pelletized as described in section 2.1.1 then sealed in waterproof bags and lowered into
the hydraulic fluid. The system is then sealed and brought up to pressure and left to
dwell for five minutes before the pressure is slowly released and the sample bag
retrieved.
2.5 Conductivity Measurement
Impedance spectroscopy was used as the primary methodoftesting the conductivity of
the materials synthesized in this thesis. Impedance”7 is the ratio of the voltage over
current but as an AC voltage is applied there is a phase element providing real (Z’) and
imaginary (Z’’) components. As capacitance values can often assist in assigning
responses observed in impedance spectra these values were also measured. Typical
values for capacitanceofdiffering components of a ceramic material are given Table 2-2
Table 2-2 Capacitance values for differing components.
 
 
Component Capacitance (F/ cm)
Bulk (ferroelectric) 10°? (107"-10”)
Minorphase 10°
Grain boundary 10°'— 10°
Electrode 10° -10” 
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AC Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) measurements in air were performed with a Solartron
1255B Frequency Response Analyzer coupled to a Solartron 1287 electrochemical
interface over the 107-10° Hz frequency range for measurements in the 350-980 °C
range.
Pellets were prepared byfirst polishing both sides with Silicon Carbide paper, (Buehler
P800 and P2500) then applying the electrodes. The electrodes used were made by
painting the polished pellet with platinum paste (Metalor A4731) and firing at 150 °C
for 1 hour, then ramping to 300 °C holding for 1 hour then ramping to 800 °C holding
for 1 hour then ramping to 950 °C for the measurement. The ramprate wasset at 5 °C
per minute and the wires used to connectthe pellet to the Solartron leads were Engelhard
CPPTplatinum wire.
For each sample the pellet being measured was heated to 950 °C andleft to dwell for an
hour before the measurement took place. Measurements were then taken every 50 °C
down to 350 °C with the measurement for each temperature only occurring after the
sample had been left for 1 hour at that temperature to ensure the sample had
equilibrated.
For measurements at lower temperatures or higher resistances a Solartron 1296
dielectric interface was used instead of the Solartron 1287 electrochemical interface for
measurements over the 107-10° Hz frequency range and the temperature range 200 °C —
500 °C on heating and cooling cycles. Instead ofplatinum electrodes, silver conductive
paint which dries in air was used (Agar G3790)to allow for measurement to be carried
out without the needto sinter electrodes at high temperatures.
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a.c. conductivity as a function of partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) (monitored by a
YSZ potentiometric sensor) was measured at 600 °C over a pO? range of 1-10atm.
The pO? value wascontrolled over 1-107 atm pO: range by dilution of O2 with Ar, for
107-107 atm by using mixed 1%CO in Ar and 1% COyin Ar. The dwell time ranged
from 5 — 24 h (~5-8 h for pO) >10~ and 12-24 h for pO2 <10™to allow equilibration of
the samples with the gas environmentat each point.
2.6 Dielectric Measurement
Pellets for dielectric measurements were prepared in a similar manner to those used in
the conductivity measurement. Again capacitance was measured allowing the
calculation of dielectric constant (¢,) and dielectric loss (tan 5) (see section 1.2.2).
2.7 Diffuse Reflectance
Reflectance data for band gap determination were collected on a Perkin Elmer LAMDA
650 S UV/Vis spectrometer using BaSO, reflectance standards and converted to
absorbance (using Kubelka-Munk’**!), The band gap energy was then obtained by
using the Shapiro method of extrapolating the onset of absorption to the wavelength
:_ (20,axis.! fi
2.8 Infrared spectroscopy (IR)
Infrared spectroscopy probes the vibrations of a material as differing vibrations will
absorb differing IR energies. Only vibrations wherethe electric dipole moment changes
when atomsare displaced due to the vibration are allowed. The mostuseful aspect of IR
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spectroscopyfor solid-state crystal structuresis the identification of OH groupsas these
havea characteristic strong broad band at 3500 cm’.
The IR measurements were carried out on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 with an
Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) attachment allowing powder samples to be
measureddirectly.
2.9 Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) allows weight changes in a material to be followed
as a function of temperature under varying gas atmospheres. TGA canbe usedto follow
water loss from proton conductors as the loss of H2O from the structure results in an
overall weight loss for the material. TGA can also be used to follow changes in oxygen
content as if the oxidation state of a material changes oxygen is either lost or
incorporated (causing a weight change)to charge balance.
The TGA measurements was carried out in this thesis were performed using a TA
Instruments SDTQ600
2.10 Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS)
The EDS was carried out using a JEOL 2000FX transmission electron microscope
(TEM) operated at 200 kV. The focused electron beam in the electron microscope
causes a small proportion of core electronsof the material being measuredto be ejected.
These ejected electrons leave electron holes in the lowershells that are then filled by
electrons from highershells with emission of radiation characteristic of the element and
the shells involved. It is this radiation that is detected and as all the elements in the
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material are excited together the recorded spectra gives the emissions from all the
elements. By comparingthe relative intensities of the emitted radiation the relative ratio
of elements present in the material can be calculated. Error of the instrument calculated
to be + 4-5% whenthe concentration of the element undertest is > 5% ”°!. To ensure
this level of accuracy is achieved for measurements the machineis calibrated for the
elements required using standards. These calibrations are then saved in the instruments
software to be used for the samples under test. The standards chosen are well
characterized materials whose structure and composition can be checked independently
of the TEM ( XRD and ICP-OES) before use in the calibrations. Maintenance of the
JEOL 2000FX andtraining was provided by Dr S. Romani.
M
L
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electron0 nucleus
3) radiation
1) TEM
electron
Figure 2-9 Schematic representation of the EDSprocess.First a TEM electron (1) causes an electron from
a core shell (K in diagram)to be ejected (2). Tofill the hole left by the ejected electron an electron from a
higher shell (L in diagram) drops down with emissionofradiation (3).
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2.11 X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)
X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) data used in this thesis were collected at the
SRSstation 9.3 with the aid of Dr S. Fiddy and Dr I. Harvey. A typical example of the
data obtained is given in Figure 2-10 with the regionsofinterest labeled.
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Figure 2-10 Example of an X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) data set showing the pre edge, edge
and EXAFSregions.
Whenthe material under investigation is placed in the synchrotron X-Ray beam some of
the X-Rays are absorbed by the material. Certain energies of absorbed X-Rayslead to a
core electron of one of the elements being ejected (similar to EDS) and this can be seen
as a spike in the absorbance corresponding to the energy required for the ejection. As
this energy is sensitive to the element, oxidation state and coordination environment
information about the differing environments of the elements present in the sample can
be obtained. The precise position of the edge is taken as the inflection point and varies
a9
linearly with valence state, increasing of oxidation state results in a shift to higher
energies!
Abovethe absorption edge is the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
region (Figure 2-10). EXAFS appears when the absorbing atom is closely surrounded
by other atomsas the origin of the EXAFSoscillation is interference between outgoing
and backscattered photoelectrons. As the coordination of the absorbing atom depends on
the number of atoms close to the absorbing atom the EXAFS region can be used to
indicate coordination number. Distance from the absorbing atom can also be obtained by
refining a model against the EXAFSdata.
Powdered samples of the material under investigation were mounted on ‘sticky backed’
plastic. The energy range of the X-ray beam wasthen selected to cover the absorption
edge of the material under test. Standards were always used as comparisons and monitor
spectrumsof the metalfoils were also used to ensure a fair comparison between runs as
by matching monitor edges a true comparison of the samples can be made.
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Chapter3 : Melilites for use as solid oxide fuel cell electrolytes
3.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the synthesis and characterization of the interstitial oxide
conductor family Laj,Sr}..Ga307+.2 (x = 0-0.64). The stability of the systems in
varying conditions (both atmosphere and temperature) and for varying durationsis
discussed. Conduction properties of the materials are also presented, including
experiments conducted to ascertain the nature of the charge carrier. Much of the
workpresented in this chapter hasled to publication!” 7’.
Interest in LaSrGa307 melilite was rekindled when it was identified as an insulating
impurity in LSGM electrolytes by Goodenough,’ LaSrGa3O7 having previously
been investigated as a laser material./” Subsequent work by Rozumek et al? Raj
et al/7and Kuang etal!*/ altered the La:Sr ratio and the conductivity was foundto
increase. The studies reached differing conclusions on the available ranges of x for
Laj+xSr}~Ga307+x/2 Rozumek giving x = -0.15 to x = 0.60, Raj giving x = 0 tox=
0.05 with Kuang presenting data on x = 0 to x = 0.54 . In their report Kuang and
coworkers suggest that x = 0.6 is the maximum value of x which will retain the
parent tetragonalstructure with disordered oxide ion interstitials. Also proposed by
Kuang is an interstitial oxide conduction mechanism making melilite an unusual
interstitial conductor as the structure contains a 2D network of polyhedra shown in
( 1 andFigure 3-1 . Other oxide ion interstitial conductors such as apatites
La2Mo.0o/!"*/ based materials typically show isolated polyhedra. The coexistence
ofthe partially occupiedinterstitial sites and the coordination flexibility of the Ga2O«
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 units are thought to be the features that give rise to the observed interstitial
conductivity.
 
  
Figure 3-1 The melilite structure of LaSrGa30, showing the 2D network of polyhedra in orange and
blue .Thespheres for the interstitial oxygen sites (green spheres) are larger than those for the
framework oxygens(red spheres). In a) the view is down the c axis while in b) the view is along
[110]. A moredetailed descriptionof the structure can be foundin the introduction.
3.2 Synthesis
Ceramic synthesis with slight excess Ga2O3 affords the Laj+xSrjx.Ga307+0.5x (x <
0.64) samples studied (synthesis of x = 0.65 and x = 0.67 was also attempted with
the result being a mixture of melilite and Sr-doped LaGaO3 (LSG)). As 1.7% excess
Ga was required by Kuang!*! to form x = 0.54 instead of the 2:3 La/Sr:Garatio, this
wasincreased to 2:3.05 (1.7% excess Ga) for x = 0.54 - 0.58 , to 2:3.06 (2% excess
Ga) for x = 0.6 and x = 0.62, and to 2:3.07 (2.3% excess Ga) for x = 0.64. All
compositions were initially fired as powders at 1200 °C then pressedinto pellets and
fired at 1400 °C (x = 0-0.54 ) or 1350 °C (x = 0.56-0.64 ). Post synthesis XRD and
also EDS investigations showed no evidence of Ga2O3 or other gallium rich
impurities being present.
Composition was checked by EDS showingclustering of the crystallites indicating
single phase materials. The average composition of x = 0.6 and x = 0.64 ofthe
crystallites (Laj.s4(s)Sto.45(2)Ga3.01(15)O7.27540.35 and Lay .s2(g)Sto.472)Gas.01(15)O7.2765:0.35
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respectively) . Error of the instrument calculated to be + 4-5% when the
concentration of the elementundertest is > 5% //4/
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Figure 3-2 EDSoften grains of La, .Sro4Ga3O7, (left) and EDSoften grains ofLa64Sto.36Ga30732
(right), hollow squares in bothfigures are the ideal points average compositions
Lay 54(8)S¥0.45(2)Ga3.01(15)O7.275 and Lay 52(8)ST0.47(2)Gas.o1(15)O7.2765 respectively .
3.3 Characterization
To characterize the Laj+,Sr}-.Ga307+05x (x < 0.64) materials the phase formation and
stability has been investigated along with the conductivity.
3.3.1 Phase formation
The powder X-Ray (XRPD)patterns (Figure 3-3) for x < 0.6 can be indexed using
the tetragonal cell of the LaSrGa307 parent phase. However, for x > 0.6, the
broadening,then splitting of the 4,k # 0 tetragonalreflections requires indexing with
a pseudo-orthorhombic cell (Gorth ~ Porn ~ V2atetra, C = Ctera). The true symmetry
however may be lower as shown in Lay64Cao36Ga307.32 which can best be described
in the triclinic space group P1./ Full structural characterization of the tetragonal
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phases was carried out by Kuang!*! while full structural analysis of the pseudo-
orthorhombicphasesis likely to require the same treatment as La) 64Cao.36Ga3O07.32 (2)
For both the tetragonal Sr melilites and Laj64Cao36Ga30732 full structural
characterization was only possible after many experiments at central facilities both
synchrotrons (SRS and Diamond) and neutron facilities (ISIS and NIST). The results
from the tetragonal melilite study can be used in refinements using laboratory XRD
data, see Appendix 2 for examples. However the complexity of the
Lay 64Cao.36Ga30732 model cannot easily be applied to the Sr pseudo-orthorhombic
cases using laboratory XRD so refinements of these structures require central
facilities data.
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Figure 3-3 XRD patterns of Laj+,Sr}.Ga3O07+.2 (x = 0.56 -0.64).
As the value of x increases the a lattice parameter decreases linearly until the
transition to the pseudo-orthorhombic structure, with the c lattice parameter andthe
volume (Figure 3-4) decreasing linearly across the entire composition range,
accounted for by the smaller size of La** (103.2 pm versus 118 pm for Sr’). x = 0.64
is the highest La content affording an exclusively melilite composition and is a
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mixture of pseudo-orthorhombic and tetragonal forms at room temperature (Figure
  
 
    
 
3-5).
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Figure 3-4 a and b lattice parameters(left) and c parameter with the unit cell volume(right) of
Lay+xSr}-.Ga307+x/2, x=0-0.67.
In the as synthesized materials where x >0.6 the post synthesis XRD collected after
standard cooling in a furnace shows a mixture of the tetragonal and the pseudo-
orthorhombic phases. If the sample is quenched from 1350 °C bytipping the pellet
onto a room temperature block of aluminium the resulting phaseis tetragonal shown
by sharp single peak at 35° 26 versus the broad peak when slow cooled ( FWHM
0.139 ° versus 0.235 °). Annealing at 400 °C causes the tetragonal phase to
transform to the pseudo-orthorhombic (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-5 Laj ¢4Sto36Ga3O732 after quenching, furnace cooling, and annealing for 12 h at 400 °C. The
arrowsindicate the tetragonal peaksin the pseudo-orthorhombic dominated furnace-cooled sample.
This transition from the tetragonal phase (either quenched or part of furnace cooled
mix) to the pseudo-orthorhombic phase at 400°C takes place within 30 minutes
(Figure 3-6). However if the sample is heated further to 565 °C then the pseudo-
orthorhombic phase transformsto the tetragonal phase (Figure 3-6). The transition
from pseudo-orthorhombic to tetragonal appears to take 20 minutes while
temperature is ramping from 565 °C to 580 °C. After this point the 121 peak doesn’t
get any sharper meaning the material has completely transformed to the tetragonal
form. Lay.64Cao.36Ga30732 also exhibits this type of phase transition from pseudo-
orthorhombic to tetragonal at temperatures between 600 °C and 700°C. From these
observations all the melilites adopt the tetragonal structure at high temperatures but
when x >0.6 at temperatures below 565 °C for Sr the pseudo-orthorhombic structure
becomes morestable. The kinetics of this transition while being faster than the Ca
melilite phase transitionsstill allow both phases to be separated.
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Figure 3-6 Diffraction from Lay 64Sto36Ga3O732 at 400 °C (left) showing thetransition from
metastable T to stable O phase. T Miller indices in bold and initalics. High temperature XRD data
measured on Lay ¢4Sto.36Ga3O732 between 500 °C and 600 °C. Miller indices for the T phase are in bold
and those for the O initalics. The starting and finishing temperatures have been markedas well as the
temperatures at which the observed start and end ofthe structural transition appear.
The synthesized samples are stable to 800 °C in air (Figure 3-7). For x 2 04,
prolonged annealing above this temperature (for periods longer than the impedance
measurements described later — all materials reported were examined by XRDpost-
measurementto ensure their single phase nature was retained) causes the melilite to
partially decomposewith formation of the Sr-doped LSG perovskite (Figure 3-7) and
Ga,O3, rendering conductivity comparisons with LagsgSro2Gao.33Mgo.1702.815
(LSGM)only meaningful below 800 °C at these higher dopinglevels.
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Figure 3-7 x = 0.3 and x = 0.4 post 950 °C annealing for 12 hours(left). XRD patterns of
Laj 64S¥o36Ga3O73(right) before annealing, after annealing at 800 °C for 48 h, and after 850 °C for 48
h. The black star showsthe formation of strontium doped lanthanum gallate (LSG)perovskite.
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Higher doping levels cause the melilite structure to be less stable with respect to the
perovskite phase. However even after 120 hours at 950 °C the x = 0.62 samplestill
showsan appreciable amountof the melilite phase (Figure 3-8).
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Figure 3-8 XRD patterns of La;s4St46Ga3O727 annealed at 950 °C for 12 hours, Lay 62Sto4sGa3O7.31
at 950 °C for 12 hours and La, ¢2Sro.4sGa3O73; at 950 °C for 120 hours. Black stars and arrows show
the formation ofstrontium doped lanthanum gallate (LSG) perovskite and Ga,O; oxides, respectively.
The instability with respect to LSG only occurs over a limited temperature range as
reheating the phase separated mixture at 1350 °C recovers the initial melilite,
suggesting a complex sequenceofphase stability (Figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-9 shows XRD patterns ofa single sample of Lajs4Sto.46GasO727 1) as-synthesized 2)
annealed at 950 °C for 24 hours, causing a significant amount ofLSG-type perovskite and Ga2O;to
form. This sample wasthensplit into two separate samples and re-heated to 1350 °C. One of the
samples was quenched ((3)) and the other was cooled in the furnace ((4)). In both (3) and (4) the LSG
perovskite reacted with Ga,O; to reform the melilite phase, resulting in a single melilite phase.
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To further study the stability of the melilite phase with respect to the perovskite
phase an XRDpattern of a sample of Lay s4Sro.46Ga307.27 annealed at 950 °C for 24
hours was refined quantitatively with the Rietveld method (Figure 3-10). The
refinement gives a molar ratio of 6:4:1 (Melilite: Perovskite: Oxide) consistent with
the melilite decomposing according to the reaction below.
La; s4Sto.46Ga307.27 > 2La077Sr0.23GaO?ggs + 1/2Ga203
The refined lattice parameters for the remaining melilite phase (P42\m ) are as
follows;
a = 8.04323(30) A, c = 5.28230(24) A which compare to the as synthesized
materials parameters of a = 8.0477(7) A, b= a, c = 5.27814(8) A. Using the
refined volume of the remaining melilite phase and comparing it to Figure 3-4 the
remaining melilite composition can be estimated as Laj 53Sr0.47Ga307.26s.
The refined lattice parameters for the Lao.77St0.23Ga3023s phase ( I b m m)are as
follows;
a= 5.5219(4) A, b = 5.4897(4) A, c = 7.7692(5) A which compare to the
parametersof the reported phase LaoggSro.12GaO294 M31 a= 552898 A, b= 5.48771
A,c= 7.77031 A
Therefined lattice parameters for the B-GazO; phase (C 1 2/M 1) are as follows;
a= 12.241(6) A, b= 3.0261(15) A, c = 5.8013(21) A, B = 103.82(5) ° which
compareto the reported!’
a= 12.214(3) A, b= 3.0371(9) A, c= 5.7981(9) A, B= 103.83(2) °
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Figure 3-10 Rietveld refinement of La,54Sro.4sGa3O7.27 (bottom black tick marks) annealed at 950 °C
for 24 hours (A= 1.7890 A Rwp = 8.95%). The otherphasesin the refinementare Lao77Sto.23GaO2g¢s
(middle red tick marks) and B -Ga,O;(upperbluetick marks). Further data in appendix 2.3. The red
crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the differenceplot.
3.3.2 Conductivity
Conductivity measurements were carried out using the equipment described in
chapter 2. In the observed impedance spectra the bulk and the grain boundary
responsesat higher frequencies overlap to exhibit part of an asymmetric semicircular
arc. The intercept of the semicircular arc at low frequency was extracted asthetotal
resistivity Ry + Rg». Above 400 °C,the electrode response dominated the impedance
data and gradually collapsed to a semicircular arc, giving two arcs in the impedance
plot. The high frequency intercept of the second arc wastaken astotal resistivity Rp
+ Rgp while the high frequency intercept of the first arc was taken as the bulk
resistivity Rp, This allows the bulk and grain boundary resitivities to be seperated
over the region where the two arcs are visible (Figure 3-11). As the temperature is
increased the arc from the grain boundary response vanishes and only one
semicircular arc from the electrode response was seen with the high frequency
intercept being taken asthetotal resistivity Rp + Rev.
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Figure 3-11 Complex impedanceplots of La;<Sto4Ga3;O07at 400 °C (left) and 800 °C (right). The
numbersin bold onthe plot indicate the frequency logarithms, the a.c. amplitude used for the
measurements was 10 mV.
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Figure 3-12 gives the temperature dependenceofthe bulk, grain boundary andtotalresistivity of
Lay 6Sto.4Ga3073
The total conductivity versus temperature in air for 0 < x < 0.64 is shownin Figure
3-13 with LaogSto.2Gaos3Mgo,1702815/3 (LSGM)for comparison. The conductivity at
x = 0.54 is approximately three orders of magnitude greater than the parent material.
The total conductivity of x = 0.6 Laj6Sro.4Ga3073 at 500 °C is 6.8 x 10° S em?
which compares with 4 x10° S cm"! for the bulk conductivity of Mg-doped
LajoSigQv7, “7 3.2 x 107 S cm’for the bulk conductivity of Al-doped LajoGesO27
L'8] 5 x 10° S cm"forthetotal conductivity of LSGM (Lao.sSro.2Gao.s3Mgo.1702.815)
land 0.004-0.01 S cm’! for the total conductivity of Ce.9Gdo.10195.°7"” Above
3
600°C and below 400°C,all the interstitial-based melilites are poorer conductors
than vacancy-based LSGM,but over the 400-600°C range, the x = 0.58 and x = 0.6
compositions haveslightly higher conductivity than LSGM (Figure 3-13).
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Figure 3-13 Conductivity of Laj,.Srj.Ga307+./2 where x=0-0.64. LSGM is
LaogSto.2Gao.s3Mgo.1702.815.a
Considering the conductivity versus x at 800 °C there is a clear rise to a maximum
value of conductivity with concurrentfall in E, to x = 0.6. Past x = 0.6 theslightrise
in E, corresponds to a drop in conductivity. However if conductivity versus x at 450
°C is considered the maximum value of conductivity occurs at x = 0.56.
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Figure 3-14 Conductivity and activation energy of La,,,Srj.,Ga307+x/2 at 800 °C versus x (left) and a
comparison of conductivity at 800 °C and 450 °C versus x. The low temperature stable forms are
indicated byfilled (T) and empty (O) symbols. The black curvedline for the conductivity datais a fit
tO 6; =) + AC,;” where C,; = numberofinterstitials per formula unit, oo =8.01 x10°% S/em, A=2.2(7),
and n=2.7(2). This line is presented as a guideto the eye. At the two different temperatures the
conductivity maximum occursat different compositions (800 °C x = 0.6; 450 °C x = 0.56).
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The transition at 565°C to the pseudo-orthorhombic structure on cooling in
Lay 64Sr0.36Ga3O732 produces a sharp reduction in the conductivity (Figure 3-15)
associated with an increase in activation energy from 0.57 eV to 1.2 eV,andis thus
assigned to the long-range ordering of the oxygeninterstitial charge carriers.
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Figure 3-15 Conductivity of La; 64Sro3sGa30732 (black squares, T at high temperature, O at low
temperature) and Lay s4Sro.46Ga3O727 (triangles, T at all temperatures). The lines show the two regions
with different activation energies.
Measurementof the conductivity of a quenched T sample of Laj.64Sro.36Ga307.32 on
heating from 200 °C to 500 °C and subsequent cooling to 200 °C was performed to
compare the conduction behaviors of tetragonal (T) and pseudo-orthorhombic phase
(O) on materials with same composition. The measurement was taken in 25 °C
intervals over the entire temperature range with one hour equilibration time at each
temperature.
Note that at each temperature the samples dwell for 1 hour, so the points for both
cooling post 500 °C and for the furnace cooled sample will be single phase O.
Further measurement on one moreheating and cooling cycle from 200 °C to 500 °C
after the conversion from the T phase to the O phase described in the text did not
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show significant change in the conductivity, suggesting the O phase is stable to
thermal cycling.
The total conductivity (Figure 3-16) of a quenched Laj.64Sro.36Ga3O732 tetragonal
phase pellet on heating over the 200-300°C temperature range is approximately two
orders of magnitude higher than that on cooling through this range after heating to
500 °C to form the ordered pseudo-orthorhombic phase (e.g. 1.55 x 10* Scm'on
heating (tetragonal) against 5.5 x 10° Scm” cooling (pseudo-orthorhombic) at 300
°C), consistent with the tetragonal phase corresponding to disordered and the O
phase to ordered carriers. The activation energy (0.95eV) for the quenched
metastable tetragonal Lay 64Sro36Ga30732 over 200-300°C measured on heating
(Figure 3-16), compares to 0.85eV for tetragonal La.s4Sto.46Ga30727 at low
temperature (250 °C — 400 °C ) reported by Kuang”! and to 0.98 eV for the stable O
phasein this temperature range. With increasing temperature the conductivity of the
virgin quenched tetragonal phase pellet remains higher than the furnace cooled
mixed phase sampleuntil approximately 400 °C, where the conductivity matchesthat
of the furnace cooled sample. This is consistent with formation of the pseudo-
orthorhombic phase in quenched samples (Figure 3-6) within 30 minutes at this
temperature. The conductivity on cooling post 500°C measurement matchedthat for
the furnace-cooled La,¢4Sro,3s6Ga307.32 pellet.
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Figure 3-16 Conductivity of quenched Lay ¢4Sto3sGa3O732 during thermal cycling is given by
triangles.Initially the sample is tetragonal converting to orthorhombic on heating above 400 °C; on
cooling, this sample retains the orthorhombicstructure. The conductivity of a second sample of
Lay 648¥o.36Ga30732 which was furnace cooled from1350 °Cis also given for comparison and denoted
bystars. This material adopts the tetragonal structure above 565 °C below whichit reverts to the
orthorhombicstructure.
The total conductivity of Laj.64Sro.36Ga30732 at 600 °C is independent of oxygen
2 atm range (Figure 3-17), as found earlier forpartial pressure over the 1-10
Lay s4Sro.46Ga30727/ showing that there is pure ionic conductivity across the entire
series Laj+xSrj-xGa307:x to the solid solution limit of x= 0.64. The band gap of
LaSrGa307 (measured by diffuse reflectance Figure 3-17) is 5.0 eV, also consistent
with the absence of an intrinsic electronic contribution over the entire temperature
range measured.
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Figure 3-17 pO, dependence ofthe total conductivity of La;¢4Sto36Ga3O732 at 600 °C (left) and
diffuse reflectance spectrum of LaSrGa;0;the resulting band gapis found to be 5 eV.
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Previous investigations by Rozumek!” % reveal a different behavior of the pO»
indicating electronic conduction in the samples. Conductivity measurements on
Lay 64Sto,36Ga30732 synthesized using lower purity starting materials (e.g. Ga2O3
99.99% vs 99.999%) was carried out (Figure 3-18). These measurements showed a
plateau at low temperatures (below 300 °C) providing evidence of electronic
conduction. Incorporation of small amounts of transition metal impurities present in
the lower purity starting materials lead to the higher electronic contribution. Despite
the electronic conductivity the higher conductivity of the tetragonal quenchedpellet
(up 1*time) can be seen comparedto the furnace cooled sample and the cycling runs
(Down 1‘ and 2™ and up 2nd).
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Figure 3-18 LaysSto3sGasO732 synthesized using Ga2O; (99.99%) . Plateau at low temperatures
indicates electronic conduction present.
After the conductivity measurements the pellets were ground and powder patterns
measured to ensure the melilite phase survived the measurements (Figure 3-19). For
x = 0-0.62 the post conductivity XRD show no evidence of the melilite phase
changing during the measurement, however x=0.64 shows a small amount of
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lanthanum strontium gallate perovskite (LSG). The small insulating impurity
concentration makes it reasonable to deduce that the conductivity of the sample is
due to the x = 0.64 melilite not the LSG impurity.
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Figure 3-19 XRD patterns ofthe La)+.Sr}x.Ga307.,2 samples post conductivity measurements where
x = 0.56. 0.58, 0.6, 0.62 and 0.64. The x = 0.64 pattern shows that a small amountof the strontium
doped lanthanum gallate (LSG) perovskite has formed during the measurement (< 2.6% based on
relative intensities of most intense peaks). The other compositions are perovskite-free and the small
impurity concentration makesit reasonable to deduce conductivities for x=0.64.
3.3.3 Proton Conduction
Previous investigations into the chargecarriers in the melilite system have disagreed,
Rozumek proposing proton conduction at higher dopant levels while Kuang
reporting pure oxide conduction. For there to be proton conduction some ofthe
interstitial sites must uptake water to give a source of proton defects which in an
oxide are present as hydroxide ions.( Equation 3-1)
Equation 3-1 HO + Vo + Oo < 20Ho.
Inclusion of water into oxide structures such as the melilite structure can be observed
by IR spectroscopy as compoundswith water or hydroxide ions show broad bandat
3500cm! When a sample of quenched x = 0.64 wastested the broad band is not
observed (Figure 3-20). In addition to the IR spectroscopy, oxides with water
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incorporated in them tend to lose the water at elevated temperatures. TGA can be
used to follow this release and if water is present in the original compound a weight
loss will be observed. The temperature range chosen for the TGA experiment covers
the region wherethe tetragonal form of the melilite (quenched sample) has a higher
conductivity than the pseudo orthorhombic form (furnace cooled). The TGA
temperature range also covers the temperature regime where the quenched and
furnace cooled samples have the same conductivity as the transition from tetragonal
to pseudo orthorhombic occurs at 400 °C. The mass loss observed for
Lay 64Sro.36Ga3O732 is an order of magnitude less than in materials where bulk water
incorporation is found (Figure 3-20). For LaosBa;2GaO39 (a known proton
conductor??77/ ) the uptake of water gives LaoBa;2>GaO4Ho2 , on heating this would
show a massloss of 0.44% giving Lao,Ba;2GaO3.» and 0.1H2O. The small 0.03%
loss seen in the TGA of Lay 64Sro.36Ga30732 is presumably due to water being lost
from the surface of the powder.
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Figure 3-20 Infrared spectrum of quenched Lay64Sto.46Ga3O7.32 (left) and TGA data of quenched
Lay¢4Sto.46Ga3073(right).
The method used by Kuang’5! to test for proton conduction was to carry out
conductivity measurements in compressed air then on the same sample pass the
compressed air through a water bubbler before gas enters the furnace. This method
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will then generate two sets of data points, one set collected in dry air and oneset in
wet air. If the material conducts protons then the conductivity in the wet air is
expected to be higher than the dry air. Kuang observedno difference in the data sets
for x = 0.54 and using the same method x = 0.62 wastested with the results given in
Figure 3-21 .
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Figure 3-21 Conductivity data of Lay 62Sro3sGa3073; in a dry and wet flowing compressedair
atmosphere.
Both the x = 0.54 and the x = 0.62 data show nodifference in dry and wet
atmospheres supporting the idea that the melilite is a pure oxide ion conductor. To
ensure that the method used would show a difference in a known proton conductor
LaogBa;.»GaO39 which has been shown to proton conduct by Slater?7/ and Lee!?“/
was subjected to the same treatment. The data from this experiment (Figure 3-22)
show a clear difference between the dry (empty squares) and wet (filled squares)
atmospheres both sets of data are comparable with those reported by Slater (shown
by stars).
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Figure 3-22 Conductivity data of LapsBa;»GaO355 collected in both a wet and a dry atmosphere with
data from Slater’’” shown for comparison.
In conclusion the method used demonstrates proton conductivity in Lao.gBa;.2GaO3.9
as expected but notin Laj+xSr}-.Ga307+x/2 showing that the charge carriers are oxide
ions rather than protons.
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Diffusion
Using the conductivity data and the knowledgeofthe structure andthe type of
chargecarriers the diffusion coefficient per carrier, D, can be computed from
Equation 3-2
D= 6 /[(nq’)/(kT)]
Equation 3-2 diffusion equation
where n is the number density and q the charge of the mobile species. Figure 3-23.
shows D over the 400-950 °C range. At 950 °C the diffusion coefficients are of the
order of 10° to 10° cm’s” (with a maximum of 1.6 x 10° cm’s" at x = 0.6) which
compares with conductivity-derived D of 1 x 10° cm?s"for Lao9Sto,1Gao.sMgo.203
(26 (validated with tracer diffusion). The diffusion coefficient at 800 °C (Figure 3-23
) increases until x = 0.6, with a 13-fold increase from x = 0.1 to the maximumat 0.6.
The decrease of conductivity at higherinterstitial content (x = 0.62/0.64) correlates
with the reduced diffusion coefficient and E, increase, associated with short-range
structural ordering premonitory to the O phasetransition and associated blocking of
the interstitial mobility. Such long range interactions ofcarriers have been observed
by Hohnke in Zr(M)O2-x Ce(M)O2x and Th(M)O2x (M=Se Y Ca). ’”**/ Vacancy
disordering is also known to produce a threefold increase in conductivity at the
fluorite pyrochlore boundary in LmZn0777 In LSGM “vacancy carrier trapping
premonitory to long-range ordering identified in electron diffraction is proposed to
impact the conductivity.
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Figure 3-23 Diffusion coefficients of La;+.Sr)..Ga307,./2 (x =0-0.64) (top) and diffusion coefficient
versus x at 800 °C (bottom).
3.3.4 Stability in differing atmospheres.
To investigate the stability of the higher melilites in varying atmospheres samples
were annealed in 1%COyin Ar (gas also used for pO. measurement) 5%H), in N2 and
O>. One concern wasthat the material may be less stable in CO2 as compounds such
as SrO show tendency to pick up CO2, despite the post pO2 measurement not
showing any decomposition a quenched sample was annealed at 600°C in 1%CO2
for 72 hours. Post annealing the XRD measurement shows no evidence of
decomposition.
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Figure 3-24 Lay64Sto36Ga3O732 Quenched sample before annealing and after annealing in 1% CO) for
72 hours at 600 °C. Also shown is the XRD pattern of the pO, sample (Figure 3-17) post
measurement. Asthe annealed and post-measurement samples have been heated above 400 °C the
tetragonal quenchedphase haspartially converted back to the orthorhombic phase.
Previously x = 0.54 has been shownto begin to decompose in a 5%H2 mixtureat 800
°C although the kinetics are very slow’. For x = 0.64 at 800 °C in 5%H)the kinetics
of decomposition appear to be much quicker ( partial decomposition being observed
after 12 hours vs 100 hours) . Annealing at 700 °C in 5%H» for 12 hour fails
produce the perovskite impurity seenas a result of the higher temperature annealing.
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Figure 3-25 Laj64Sto36GasO732 Quenched sample before annealing and after annealing in 5%H) in
N;for 12 hours at 700 °C and 800 °C
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Annealing in O2 and N> wasalso carried out showing that the stability of the melilite
in N2 is unchanged while melilite is slightly less stable in a pure O2 atmosphere when
comparedto air.
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Figure 3-26 La;¢4Sto.36Ga3O732 Quenched sample before annealing and after annealing in air, N. and
O> for 12 hoursat 800 °C (top) and after annealing in air, N2 and O, for 3 hours at 950 °C (bottom).
3.3.5 Comparison with other Melilite systems
The lanthanum gallate melilites can accommodate both Ca and Bain placeofSr, the
structure of Lay64Cao,36Ga307.32 [2] having been studiedin detail. In this section the
synthesis of the Ba and Ca melilites is compared to the synthesis procedure for the Sr
melilites. The effect that the differing alkaline earths have on the conductivity of the
melilite is also considered.
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3.3.5.1 Synthesis and characterization
The synthesis of Laj+,Caj..Ga307+05, and Laj+xBaj.xGa307+05x follows the same
procedure as the Laj+,SrjxGa307+0sx materials. Ceramic synthesis with slight excess
Ga,O; affords the Lay+.Caj..Ga307+0.5x (x < 0.64) and Laj+,Baj.Ga307+05x (x <
0.35). The amounts of excess Ga used for Ca and Ba melilites was the same as the
amounts used for the Sr equivalents namely 1.7% excess Ga was required by to form
x >0.58 ,2% excess Ga for x = 0.6 and x = 0.62, and 2.3% excess Ga for x = 0.64.
All compositions wereinitially fired as powders at 1200 °C then pressedinto pellets
and fired at 1400 °C (x = 0-0.54 ) or 1350 °C (x = 0.56-0.64)
Whenthe Sr in the system Laj+,Srj-,Ga307+05x is substituted for Ca or Ba the solid
solution limit remains the same for Ca (x = 0.64) but drops to x = 0.35 for Ba. Ba
retains the tetragonalstructure overthe entire solid solution range (x= 0-0.35 ) but
both Ca and Sr show a reduction in symmetry athigher values of x (> 0.5 for Ca and
 
   
> 0.6 for Sr).
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Figure 3-27 XRD patternsof the as synthesized La,.,.M).xGa307+3. M= Ca, Sr, Ba and x=0.35. All
samples show single-phase tetragonalstructure.
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Figure 3-28 XRD patternsofthe La,,,M)..Ga307..,2 M= Ca, Sr, and x=0.64. Both samples show
splitting of main peak as symmetry is now pseudo-orthorhombic.
Comparing the conductivity at the solid solution limits (x = 0.35 for Ba and x = 0.64
for Sr and Ca) gives the results shown in Figure 3-29. A clear feature ofthis figure is
the crossover of the conductivities of Ca and Sr x = 0.64 at 550-600 °C. At high
temperatures the Ca material has the higher conductivity while the Sr material having
the greater conductivity at lower temperatures. All three samples show a change in
conductivity behavior at approximately 600 °C consistent with the T to O phase
transition for Sr at 565 °C (Figure 3-6) caused by the interstitial ordering. As the
change is more pronouncedin the Ca the ordering ofthe interstitials has a stronger
effect on the conductivity indicating that the ordering interaction is stronger for Ca
materials.
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Figure 3-29 Conductivity data for the solid solution limits (x=0.64 for Ca andSr, 0.35 for Ba).
If the activation energies are calculated the difference between the high temperature
(> 600° C) and low temperature (< 600° C) is clear (Table-1).
Table-1 Activation energies La,.,M).,.Ga3O7.05, in the two different temperature regimes.
 
    
M x E, >600°C (eV) E,< 600 °C (eV)
Ca [064 0.45(2) 0.95(1)
Sr 0.64 0.57(2) 1.2(1)
Ba 0.35 0.76(2) 0.97(1)  
Despite Ba x = 0.35 remaining tetragonal throughout the temperature range studied
the ordering oftheinterstitials still causes a reduction in conductivity and a changein
activation energy. Such behavioris also observed for Sr x = 0.54 (Figure 3-15) which
also remains tetragonal throughout the conductivity measurement. In
La; 64Cao.36Ga30732 the pentagonalrings of the melilite structure have been shown
to distort to accommodatetheinterstitial” 7, By putting aninterstitial oxide ion into
one channelnot only that channelbutalso the neighboring channels distort even if
they are empty. If these distortions are taken into account with the interstitial
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ordering the most distorted neighboring channelto a filled channel with an interstitial
not shared with other filled channels. Preventing the most distorted channel being
shared is therefore key in the ordering of the interstitials in the melilite structure.
3.4 Conclusion
Thesolid solution range in Laj+xSr}-..Ga307+05x has been shown to extend to x = 0.64,
comparable to the Laj:xCaixGa307+05x system. The high interstitial oxide content
drives a structural phase transition at x > 0.6 from a high temperature tetragonal
phase to a low temperature pseudo-orthorhombic phase (<565 °C) which strongly
reduces the ionic conductivity, consistent with the transition being producedbystatic
structural order of the interstitial charge carriers. The highest conductivities at any
temperature are found in materials where the tetragonal structure is stable and
interstitial ordering does not come because of the strong influence of short-range
ordering associated with the T/O phase transition at temperatures above the
transition, and the associated effect on the temperature and dopant density
dependence ofthe conductivity.
The pure ionic conductivity is desirable for SOFC applications as is the conductivity
that is comparable to LSGM (Figure 3-13).
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Chapter 4 : Pyrochlores andfluorites for use as solid oxide fuel cell
anodes
4.1 Introduction
Pyrochlores andfluorites are some of the most common materials usedin solid oxide
fuel cells with the fluorites yttria-stabilized zirconia and gadolinium-doped ceria
being used aselectrolytes and a Ni/YSZ cermet being used as an anode. Despite the
structural similarity, materials with pyrochlore and fluorite structure often display
differing conductivity for the same composition. For example LnjTiz07 (Ln =Lu Yb
Tm) //show a pyrochlore-fluorite transition at approximately 1700 °C which results
in an increase in conductivity of 2 orders of magnitude. Fluorites however do not
always have the higher conductivity. For example in GdZr,07/ the conductivity of
‘the ordered phase (pyrochlore phase) is significantly greater than that of the
disordered phase (fluorite phase)’. There are two differing explanations for this
difference in conductivity between pyrochlores and fluorites depending on which
structure displays the higher conductivity. If the fluorite has the higher conductivity
the explanation is that the all defects in the fluorite structure are free but ordering of
defects in the pyrochlore structure freezes some so reducing conductivity 7] On the
other hand if the pyrochlore has the greater conductivity then the explanation uses
preferential conduction paths in pyrochlores’*’ which should reduce the activation
energy of oxide-ion conduction . The most energetically favorable pathway in
pyrochloresis via O*ion hoping with continuous 48f < 48f position jumps 09)Tn
the ideal fluorite structure such an energetically favorable path cannotbe realized as
there is significant anion disorder. Whenthe strain energy (AH) of the jumps was
calculated ''°7°! for rare earth titanates it was found that small 8 co-ordinate radii
such as Lu** (97 pm) Yb” (98 pm) and Tm*’ (99 pm) gave the loweststrain energy.
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However Wilde and Catlow’"! have suggested that cation disorder is required to
allow thermally generated vacancies in the 48f sites based on static energy
minimization calculations. Minervini °7) also linked this need for some cation
disorder to the A and B cation size, howevertoo great a cation disorderwill drive the
structure to fluorite. Fluorite ideally has total disorder and so cause the anion
disorder to break the 48f <> 48f pathway.
In an attempt to be able to predict the structure a given A2B2O07 would possess
a literature search was conducted and the list of compounds given in the appendices
compiled. Using the Shannon and Prewitt tables’” 7 of ionic radii the 8 and 6 co
ordinate ionic radii could be tabulated and the compositions plotted according to
ionic radii. Figure 4-1 shows a selection of these compounds whose nominal
composition is A»B2O7 with the structures limited to pyrochlore, fluorite and
zirconolite-3T. The compoundsare defined as having the larger ion on the A site (y
axis) while the smaller ion is on the B site (x axis). A similar treatment was reported
by Vanderah’” whonotesthe use of‘cation radiusratios to predict the formation of
pyrochlores has been somewhat successful’. Many compositions have been reported
in multiple structure types (e.g Dy2Hf:07) while others have been shown to
transform from onestructure to another under pressure (e.g GdoZ1.07/7/ ) or with
temperature (e.g Sm2Zr207 at 2200 °C (7) Tn general fluorites are stable in the
bottom right (and at higher temperatures or higher pressures) while pyrochlores are
stable in the upper left (and at lower temperatures or lower pressures).
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Figure 4-1 Plot of the radius ofthe A site versus site in selected A,B,O, compositions with
pyrochlore (empty diamonds) fluorite (filled black squares) and zirconolite-3T(filled grey triangles).
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The work in this chapter uses this to predict structure and transitions between them
andis split into three sections;
1)
2)
3)
Investigations into the border (4.1.1). The border region between some
pyrochlores and fluorites has been investigated as other workers have
suggested that conductivity increases at the border. To test this theory solid
solutions that span the border as well as lanthanide substitutions have been
investigated.
Incorporation of Mo” and W™into pyrochlores and fluorites (4.1.2)
A strategy to improve the total (both electronic and ionic) conductivity of
pyrochlores andfluorites under reducing conditions such as those foundat the
anode was developed. This involved incorporating into the structure a
relatively easily reducible ion. Attempts were therefore made to incorporate
both Mo™ and W™into pyrochlore and fluorite structures.
Zirconolite-3T material (4.1.3) During the course of investigations into the
pyrochlore materials a zirconolite-3T was synthesized. The zirconolite
structures have so far been overlooked for use in fuel cells. It was hoped that
if a single phase material could be produced the properties could be tested for
use in a fuel cell.
All the materials were synthesized with the intention of use in solid oxide fuel cells
as fuel cell anodes.
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4.1.1 Investigations into conductivity at the pyrochlore/ fluorite border.
In a number ofsolid solutions a phase transition from pyrochlore to fluorite is
observed as a function of composition. Yamamura!” investigated the relationship
betweenelectrical conductivity for Ln2Zr2O7 and (Ln).Ln’,)2Zr20O7 and observed a
sharp maximum at the vicinity of the phase boundary. Yamamura”! also studied
(Y 1xLax)2(Ce;Z1x)207 but did not observe a maximum at the phase transition
(x = 0.55), instead the maximum conductivity was observed at x = 0.1 which is on
the border of fluorite and rare earth C._ The peaks in conductivity observed in these
systems at the phasetransition borders may extend to other materials. By selecting
pyrochlore/fluorite A2B2O7 systemsclose to the border and either varying the A or B
site ionsor the transition from onestructure to another can be studied.
Previous work in the Rosseinsky group!’”/ has shown YbCaTiNbO7 based
systems to be stable over a large range of temperatures (up to 1450 °C) and pQ>(1-
10" atm). When Ybo.9Caj.oaTiNbO¢.9g is reduced the material is a good electronic
conductor reaching 9 S/cm at 800 °C . It was however noted that the ‘sluggish’ redox
kinetics are a barrier to practical applications. A possible solution is to replace some
of the Ti** with Ce** as Ce* in CGOelectrolytes has been shownto readily reduce
to Ce*’ causing the material to becomeelectrically conducting. This is undesirable
for electrolyte applications that CGO is normally used for but is highly desirable for
anodes. Also by substituting Ce for Ti in the formulaYbCaCe).,Ti,NbO7 the B
average radius can betunedasthe six coordinate radius of Ti** (60.5 pm)is less than
Ce**( 87 pm ). An alternative method of changingthe A:B radiusratio is to substitute
the Yb for larger lanthanides giving LnCaCeNbOy.
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4.1.1.1 Synthesis
In the XRD patterns when the peaks are indexed using a pyrochlorecell (a = 10A )
the 313 and the 115 are allowed but are forbidden in a fluorite (a ~ 5A ). The
presence of the 313 and 115 peaks present strong evidence that a pyrochlore phase
has formed. Figure 4-2 shows XRD patterns for YbCaCe;.TixNbO7 (x = 0, 0.09,
0.19, 0.29, 0.5, 1 ) showing that the pyrochlore peaks appearat x = 0.29.
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Figure 4-2 XRD patterns of YbCaCe;.,Ti,NbO, x = a) 0, b) 0.09, c) 0.19, d) 0.29, €) 0.5, f) 1
The hklindices are for pyrochlorecell (fluorite indices halfpyrochlore) with the inset showing the
appearanceof the 115 peak at x=0.29.
Oncloser inspection of the higher angle peaks splitting is observed for x = 0.09 and
x = 0.19 (Figure 4-3) meaning that these phasesare biphasic. This biphasic behavior
in the transition across a pyrochlore/fluorite solid solution has been reported for
Nd2(CeyZrj-y)207 2] Where material is pyrochlore where y < 0.1, biphasic 0.1 < y <
0.5 and fluorite >0.5.
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Figure 4-3 Closer inspection of the pyrochlore 044 (fluorite 022) for YbCaCe).,Ti,NbO; x = a) 0, b)
0.09, c) 0.19, d) 0.29, e) 0.5, f) 1 showing the biphasic nature of the x=0.09 and 0.19 samples.
When synthesis of LnCaCeNbO; (Ln= Yb, Ho, Eu,) was attempted single phase
fluorite were obtained for Ln = Yb-Eu (Figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-4 XRD of LnCaCeNbO, Ln= a) Yb, b) Ho, c) Eu with the hkl indices for a fluorite cell
given .
Nd formed a mixture of phases (un reacted CeO? and a Nd3NbO;type phase as well
as a fluorite phase) even at 1700 °C (Figure 4-5 ).
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Figure 4-5 XRD ofNdCaCeNbO, with the hkl indices for a fluorite cell given and peaks for CeO,
(stars) and Nd;NbO;(triangles) type phase marked.
4.1.1.2 Redox stability
Stability in reducing conditionsis vital for a fuel cell anode so annealing experiments
in 5% H» 95% N»> were conducted. The effect of the annealing could then be
followed by comparing the lattice parameters from both the ‘as synthesized’ and the
‘reduced’ samples.Initially the lattice parameters were calculated from fitted peak
positions obtained via the X’Pert Highscore plus software provided with the
Panalytical X-Pert pro instrument. However the e.s.d’s obtained were to large to
confidently determine if the lattice parameters had changed or not ( both values
within 3 e.s.d’s see Section 2.2.3.2 ). As a result LeBail fitting using GSAS was used
to give more precision onthe lattice parameter values, (5.2688(1) A versus 5.26(2)
A for ‘as synthesized’ YbCaCeNbO7) . The LeBail fits along with the ¢° and wRp
values are given in appendix 3.
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Annealing YbCaCeNbO7 at 900 °C in 5% Hz 95%Nz produced a slight reduction of
the phase indicated by a change in the lattice parameter, a= 5.2688(1) A for as
synthesized versus a= 5.2843(1) A after annealing. Reduction in 5%Hz 95%N2_ at
both 1200 °C and 1480 °C also showed a changein lattice parameter (a = 5.3146(5)
A for 1200 °C and 5.3231(2) A for 1480 °C ) but all samples showed signs of
impurity. This impurity appears to be isostructural with Ca2ErNbO¢ 3] indicating
that the fluorite phase has been over reduced and has converted to a monoclinic
perovskite structure. When the samples from the annealing experiments are reheated
in air to the synthesis temperature of 1480 °C the original fluorite phase (a=
5.2668(6) A for 900 °C reduction and a= 5.2688(3) A for 1480 °C) is recovered.
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Figure 4-6 XRD YbCaCeNbO;a) Synthesized in air at 1480 °C, b) annealed in 5%H; at 900 °C then
c) reoxidisedin air at 1480 °C, d) annealed in 5%H,at 1200 °C e) annealed in 5%H, at 1480 °C then f)
reoxidised in air at 1480 °C. The stars mark the peak positions of the monoclinic perovskite phase and
the hkl indices are for the fluorite phase.
The TGA data in Figure 4-7 showsaninitial weight loss of 0.7 %, corresponding to
an oxygen loss of 0.035 per unit of YbCaCeNbO; (ideally forming only
YbCaCeNbO¢965). . Using the reduction of Ce* to Ce** this would give a average
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oxidation state of +3.93 for the Ce ions which means only 7% ofthe Ce*ions have
been reduced.
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Figure 4-7 TGA of YbCaCeNbO;afterinitial heating to 950°C under 5% H, hold for 12 hours
(heating profile shown in inset).
Using these results LnCaCeNbO7 (Ln= Ho, Eu) were annealed in flowing 5% H
95% N> at 950 °C for 12 hours with the Ce” in the HoCaCeNbO7 being reduced
(determined by changein lattice parameters from a = 5.29117(7) A to a = 5.3068(2)
A) but with monoclinic perovskite impurity. The HoCaCeNbO7.x sample post
reduction could not then be re-oxidized by heating in air at 1480 °C like the
YbCaCeNbO7. case. Instead reheating HoCaCeNbO7.x in air at 1480 °C formed a
fluorite phase with a = 5.2830(3) A and the monoclinic perovskite remained.
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Figure 4-8 XRD of HoCaCeNbO, a)synthesized at 1480 °C b) post reduction at 950°C in 5% H, and
c) reheatedin air to 1480 °C. The hklindicesare for a fluorite cell and the monoclinic perovskite peak
is marked bya star.
For the EuCaCeNbO; case the post annealing at 950 °C in 5%H2 95%N2 XRD
(Figure 4-9) showssplitting of the peaks indicating that the material has not been
fully reduced (lattice parameters go from a = 5.32277(8) A for as synthesized to
5.3369(2) A major phase and 5.3142(3) A minor phase) . Annealing at 1200 °C in
5%H> 95%N> resulted in the monoclinic perovskite type phase forming which upon
reheating to 1580 °C in air recovers a split pattern. The lattice parameters for this
process are when reduced a= 5.323(1) A for the major phase and a = 5.34(2) A for
the minor phase whichafter heating in air becomes 5.31874(8) A for the major phase
and a = 5.2974(8) A for the minorphase.
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indices are for a fluorite cell and stars mark the monoclinic perovskite peaks.
Looking at the EDSboth pre andpost reduction (Figure 4-10) there is an almosttotal
loss of Eu from the fluorite structure giving a CaCeNbOss.5 phase at 950 °C in 5%H)2
95%N> . The loss could be due to gaseous Eu as elemental europium has a high
vapor pressure ( >100 Pa @ 950 °C) and will exist in equilibrium with the oxide
(Equation 4-1). This was also observed by Haschke!!®! between 1100 °C and 1450 °C
whoalso noted that 99.1% of the theoretical weight loss was observed and Eu304
was the only solid product. In this case the EuCaCeNbO7reduction is carried out
under a flowing 5%H295%N>2atmosphere which not only helps drive the equilibrium
to the right be moving gaseous Eu awayfrom the sample butalso converts the Eu3O4
back into EuO via
Eu304s) + Eug4EuO (s) P
Equation 4-1 EuO equilibrium with Eu;O, and Eu
——_>Eu304 (s) + H2@) <_—_ 3EuOw) te H20)
Equation 4-2 Reduction of Eu;O, in flowing 5%H95%N,
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The flowing atmosphere is very important as it helps move the Eu(g) and H2O0(g)
along the tube away from the sample boat causing the Euto belost from theinitial
EuCaCeNbO; sample. Such equilibrium will exist for the Yb case as YbO is a known
compoundbutthe initial Yb2O3 is moredifficult to reduce to YbO when comparedto
Eu203 reducing to EuO. Hodoesnot form HoO so no equivalent Equation 4-1 can
exist for Ho and as a result metal loss is not a problem for YbCaCeNbO7 and
HoCaCeNbO..
 
 
 
Figure 4-10 EDS of EuCaCeNbO;pre(left) and post reduction (right) at 950 °C in 5% H). Filled
squares shown the data points while empty stars show the ideal composition, Nb has been omitted for
clarity.
4.1.1.3 Conductivity measurements
The following section contains conductivity measurement on YbCaCe}.xTixNbO7 (x
= 0 — 0.5) (section 4.1.1.3.1) , YoCaCeNbO7 and HoCaCeCeNbO;(section 4.1.1.3.2).
4.1.1.3.1 YbCaCe;xTisNbO7
Conductivity measurements across the series (Figure 4-11) were carried out in a
flowing 5% H2 95% N2 atmosphere at 850 °C to simulate the operating conditionsat
the anode ofa fuel cell. The results do not show a rise in conductivity at the fluorite
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to pyrochlore border, instead a minimum in conductivity is observed. The pyrochlore
structured materials with x > 0.4 display a higher conductivity compared to the
fluorite structured materials and the pyrochlores 0.29 < x< 04.
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Figure 4-11 Conductivity of YbCaCe,.,Ti,NbO; (x= 0,0.19, 0.29. 0.5) with line drawn as a guide to
the eye. The filled squaresare for values of x where thestructure is a fluorite and the empty squares
wherethe structure is pyrochlore.
The conductivity minimum observed at the pyrochlore-fluorite border shows the
explanation of conductivity in these systems is more complicated than expected.
Section 4.1 described how the O2- ion hoping with continuous 48f <> 48f position
jumps creates a preferential pathway for conduction in pyrochlores and how the
cation disorder required to transform the structure to fluorite prevents this pathway.
Fluorite however with its greater number of O2- vacancies should be able to
compensate by increasing the numberof possible paths albeit less favorable paths
than 48f <> 48f. As the pyrochlore furthest away from the border in Figure 4-11 (x =
0.4) has a higher conductivity than the fluorite furthest away (x = 0) the pyrochlore
conduction (48f < 48f ) dominates. This conduction path is disrupted by the
increase disorder closer to the border and so conduction from this path drops faster
than the multiple path mechanism can compensate. Once the border is crossed there
is no 48f <> 48f conduction but the multiple path mechanism becomes more
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favorable further away from the border as the tendency to order is weaker so
conductivity rises again.
Something that complicates detailed structure analysis at the border region is
that the ordering of the cation and the two oxygen positions in the pyrochlore
structure can all order or disorder independently 9, 23-25] X-ray diffraction is most
sensitive to the cations as they have the greatest amountofelectrons to scatter the X-
rays. Asthe cationsarethe least mobile ionsin the pyrochlore andfluorite structures
their rearrangement is most likely the final rearrangement after the two oxygen
positions. To properly investigate the degree of anion order or disorder careful
neutron diffraction experiments are required to get accurate oxygen positions. The
situation may be further complicated by small domains of local order in a bulk
disordered structure which would benefit from detailed PDF analysis.
Conductivity verses temperature in air was measured for a sample of
YbCaTiosCeosNbO7giving the results in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12 Conductivity versus temperature of YbCaTipsCepsNbO7
Conductivity measurements were then conducted on a sampleleft to dwell at 850 °C
in 5% H> with the results shown in Figure 4-13. During the annealing the
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conductivity of the sample did not changesignificantly indicating that the material is
stable at this temperature under reducing conditions.
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Figure 4-13 Conductivity of YbCaTigsCeosNbO; in 5% H, 95% N>
4.1.1.3.2 Conductivity of Yy»CaCeNbO; and HoCaCeCeNbO,
Conductivity verses temperature in air was measured for samples of YbCaCeNbO7
and HoCaCeNbO7with the results shown in Figure 4-14. The data line for the Ho
sample at lower temperatures is extrapolated from the data points at higher
temperatures.
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and HoCaCeNbO,data points being marked by empty triangles.
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Conductivity measurements were then conducted on a sampleleft to dwell at 850 °C
with the atmosphere changed from air to 5% Hp at t = 0 with the results shown in
Figure 4-15. During the first 2 hours the conductivity increases to 0.011 Sem”for
YbCaCeNbO;and 0.014 Scm’! for HoCaCeNbO;asthe material is reduced. After 2
hours the conductivity of the sample did not change significantly indicating that the
material is stable at this temperature under reducing conditions. For these materials
to be useful anodes they would need to achieve conductivities of 10 Scm”! under the
operating conditions. Therefore both YbCaCeNbO7 and HoCaCeNbO;are three
orders of magnitudeshort of the desired performance for fuel cell anodes.
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Figure 4-15 Conductivity of YoCaCeNbO,(squares) and HoCaCeNbO;(triangles) at 850°C with
atmosphere changed from air to 5%H),at t= 0.
4.1.1.4 Summary
YbCaCe),Ti,NbO? for x = 0 0.29 0.5 and 1 have been successfully synthesized as
single phase materials that span the fluorite pyrochlore boundary. For the
compositions where x = 0.09 and 0.19 biphasic behavior was observed. Conductivity
measurements across the series failed to show the expected rise in conductivity
instead a conductivity minimum wasobservedat the fluorite pyrochlore boundary.
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The series LnCaCeNbO; wasinvestigated as changing the A site ion was seen as an
alternative method of producing a series across the pyrochlore fluorite phase
boundary. Synthesis of Ln = Yb, Ho and Eufluorites proved successful but synthesis
of the first predicted pyrochlore proved elusive possibly requiring a synthesis
temperature greater than 1700 °C. Annealing studies in 5% Hz show that the Ho and
Yb casesare stable in reducing conditions while in the Eu case the Euis lost from the
material. Conductivity measurements were taken showing that the Ho material has a
higher conductivity than the Yb but as the Nd case could not be synthesized
investigation of the conductivity at the border could not be carried out. Using Figure
4-1 many other systems could be chosen to cross the pyrochlore fluorite border
allowing the complex behavior of the conductivity to be better understood.
4.1.2 Investigations into Mo™and W™containing fluorites.
For anode applications a different idea was also pursued, incorporation of easily
reduced ions such as Mo™ and W"into pyrochloreor fluorite systems. It was hoped
that the structure with its inherent vacancies would retain ionic conduction while the
reduction of the Mo\W would allow for electronic conduction. The systems chosen
for this investigation were Yb,Zr»Mo,.Ox (a + b + c = 4) and YbaCe,Mo,Ox(a + b +
c = 4) and NdgWO)2.
4.1.2.1 Synthesis
Traditional ceramic methods were used to produce Yb,ZrpMo,Ox (a + b + c = 4,
Yb,Ce,Mo,Ox (a + b + c = 4) and NdsMoO}, using thestarting materials Yb2O3
MoO; and either CeO or ZrOz depending on required composition or NdO3 and
MoO3.
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4.1.2.2 Characterization
The characterization of the Zr and Ce material is separated into twosections with the
final section on NdsMoQ}2.
4.1.2.2.1 YbaZrpMo,O; (a + b + ¢ = 4)
For Yb,Z1r»Mo,Ox (a + b + c = 4) the compositions were attempted.
 
 
Figure 4-16 Black squares show mixed compositions in the Yb,Zr,Mo.Ox (a + b + c = 4) system. The
phase diagramissplit into numbered regions explained in the main text.
Whenthe composition is comparably rich in Zr (region 1) the xrd pattern shown in
Figure 4-17 showsthat not all of the ZrO2 (baddeleyite phase) has reacted but a
fluorite phase has formed. Region 2 xrd patterns (Figure 4-17) only show thefluorite
phase with Region 3 xrd patterns (Figure 4-17) showing both a fluorite phase and a
scheelite phase. Region 4 gives a complex mixture of phases including Yb2MoOg
and Yb4Zr30}2. (Figure 4-17)
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Figure 4-17 XRD ofrepresentative mixed compositions from the four regions Region 1
Ybo4Zr3.sMoo,1075 fluorite phase a = 5.12(8)A ZrO, marked bystars. Region 2 YbosZr2,4MosOs.4 9
fluorite phase a = 5.13(5)A. Region 3 Yb; 6Zr,6MoosOsfluorite phase a = 5.17(7)A Scheelite phase
marked by squares. Region 4 Yb?sZtsMoo707.3 with Yb,Zr;0, marked by diamonds and Yb,MoO,
markedbycircles.
EDSof9 different as mixed compositions from region 2 (Figure 4-18) reveals that in
this single phase region the composition differs from the ratio expected from the
starting materials, all compositions show a loss of molybdenum.
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Figure 4-18 EDS of 9 compositions in region 2 with the filled triangles showing as mixed(ideal) and
the empty squares experimental EDSresult.
Neutron diffraction data of Yb;5Zr2MoosO775 shows a good agreement with the
fluorite structure (Fm 3m)
Bank 1, 2-Theta 168.3, L-S cycle 716 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles
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Figure 4-19 Powderneutrondiffraction data of Yb,sZr.MoposO7.75 collected at ISIS (polaris
instrument) with the back scattering bank. Space group Fm 3m,a= 5.1 769(2)A wRp = 0.0587 7° =
1.317. The red crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot
with the black tick marks showing the allowedreflections.
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4.1.2.2.2 YbaCe,Mo,O; (a + b + ¢ = 4)
For Yb,Ce,Mo,Ox (a + b + c = 4) the compositions shown in Figure 4-20
 
 
YbO,,
Figure 4-20 Black squares show mixed compositionsin the Yb,Ce,Mo.Ox (a + b + c = 4) system.
The phase diagram is split into numbered regions explained in the main text.
XRD ofthe resulting phases reveals that the Ce based materials split into three
regions with the xrds of region 1 (Figure 4-21) showing two fluorite phases while
region 2 xrds (Figure 4-21) showsa single phasefluorite structure. Region 3 also
gives a two phasefluorite pattern.
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Figure 4-21 XRD ofrepresentative as mixed compositions from the three regions Region |
Yb,»Ces4Moo,407 major fluorite phase a = 5.41(1) A minorphase a = 5.36(4) A. Region 2
Yb,;Ce:MoysO;7s fluorite phase a = 5.30(2) A. Region 3 Yb2,Ce;2Moo707.65 majorfluorite phase a
= 5,30(5) A minorphase a = 5.27(1) A.
EDSof 3 different compositions from region 2 (Figure 4-22) reveals that in this
single phase region the compositionthere is a loss of Yb.
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Figure 4-22 EDS of 3 compositions in region 2 with thefilled triangles showing as mixed (ideal) and
the empty squares experimental EDSresult.
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As the MoO;is being given off for Zr and Yb2O3is being lost in Ce based systems
pre-reacting the molybdenum with the Yb203 was attempted. Yb2MoO« was
synthesized from the oxidesat 1150 °C in air for 12 hours and used asthe pre-reacted
Mo source. Yb22sCe1.113Moo.6O7.751s was chosen as the target for this reaction as
previously Dr Zengqiang Deng found this single phase fluorite composition (via a
combination of EDS and XRD) from an as-mixed composition of Yb2CeMoOs. The
resulting XRD pattern is given in Figure 4-23. Until 1400 °C there remains evidence
of un-reacted starting oxides and Yb2MoOg, at 1400 °C the single phase fluorite is
observed. Weight loss during this reaction was also observed (Table 4-1 and Figure
4-24 ) with the sample beingfired at 1100 °C then 1150 °C (12 hours eachfiring)
before being split. One half of the split sample wasfired at 1200 °C whilethe other
wasfired at 1400 °C.
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Table 4-1 Weight loss in Yb225Ce; ;;M0o.640751; through the firing regime described in maintext. In
the as-mixed powder 8.5% ofthe initial weight is Mo.
 
       
 
Firing Temperature 1100°C 1150°C 1200°C 1400°C
Weight before 1.9250 g 1.8914g 0.2797 g 1.5173 g
Weightafter 1.9217 g 1.8841 g 0.2689 g 1.4723 g
Weightloss 0.0033 g 0.0073 g 0.0108 g 0.0450 g
% weight loss 0.1714 % 0.3860 % 3.8613 % 2.9658 %
a /—m— SampleA|
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— a —406 4 Ys
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Figure 4-24 Plot of Molossfor the as mixed composition Temperature = 0 is taken as the as mixed
composition
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Neutron data for Yb2.25Ce}.1;Moo,6407.517 was collected at (Figure 4-25) showing the
fluorite structure with lattice parameter a = 5.3045(3) A.
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Figure 4-25 Powder neutron diffraction data ofYb25Cel.112Mo607s15 collected at ISIS Polaris
station with the back scattering bank shown. Space group Fm 3m, a= 5.3045(3)A wRp = 0.0165 y° =
2.58. The red crossesare data points the greenline is the fit and the purple line the difference plot with
the black tick marks showing the allowedreflections.
Raman data for Yb; sCeo.s5Moo5O775 was collected by Dr Jared Smit with the results
given in Figure 4-26
Defect fluorite structure
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Figure 4-26 Raman data for Yb,sCeg.sMo9507.75
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The assignment of the Raman stretches was made with reference to Mandal!” | In
pure CeQ> the 465 cm’! is seen and assignedto the Ce-O vibrationalunit in eightfold
coordination so in Yb,sCeosMoosO77s the 465 cm’ band is likely to be Ce-O.
Mandalreports that doping into ceria usually results in three defect weak bands at
approximately 260 cm”, 540 cm” and 600 cm”. In Yb;.sCeo,sMoo5077s these defect
weak bandsare seen at 273 cm, 575 cm” and 620 cm” . The twostretchesat higher
wavenumbers ( 730 cm’! and 820 cm’) correspond to bond lengths of 1.84 A and
1.78 A and are mostlikely Mo-O.
To ensure the Moin thestructure is in the 6+ state a XANES experiment on the Mo
edge wascarried outat station 9.3 at the SRS . Yb;sCeo.sMoos07,75 was compared to
Mo foil, Ce2x(MoO4)3, (NH4)sMo7O2s and SrMoO, with the SrMoO,4 compound
proving to be the most suitable match. SrMoO,is a scheelite type compound where
Mois in tetrahedral coordination and Sr’*is in an eight fold bisdisphenoid. Further
evidencefor tetrahedral Mo” was sought in the EXAFSregion with the aid of Dr Ian
Harvey. Figure 4-27 showsthefitting from the EXAFS
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Figure 4-27 Fitting of the EXAFS parameterssolid line experimental dotted theory. Fourier
Transform (left) weighted data (right).
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The result ofthe fitting gives the Mo-O bondlength as 1.812 A but the coordination
can be seen by plotting coordination number (N1) versus the Debye-Waller factor
(A1) in an energy contour plot ( shownin Figure 4-28) .The bond length from
EXAFScorrespondswell to that found by Raman ( 1.81 A is the average of 1.84 A
and 1.78 A).
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Figure 4-28 Contour plot from EXAFS data where x marksthe spot where the energy is lowest.
4.1.2.2.3 NdsMoO;2
Another Mocontaining fluorite type derivative that was reported by Czesklebra-
Kerner is NdsMo0)2"*/ . NdéMoOj2 has the same rhombohedrally distorted fluorite
structure as LasMoO,2 PrsMoOj2 and YsUO}2.
The synthesis procedure for NdsMoO2 was 48h at 1000 °C then 48h at 1200 °C then
repeated firings at 1200 °C. The XRD pattern (Figure 4-29) shows the presence of
unreacted Nd2O;but no evidence of MoO;as atthe synthesis temperature the MoO3
is volatile.
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Figure 4-29 XRD ofNd,MoO,, with unreacted Nd,O; shown bystars. The hkl indices are for the
Nd,gMoO), phase.
Conductivity measurements were carried out on the system( Figure 4-30). As the
conductivity only reaches 5 x 10° Scm” at 950 °C, work on the system was
discontinued
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Figure 4-30 Conductivity versus temperature data for NdsMoO),in air.
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4.1.2.2.4 Investigation into Ln2Wo.6Ce1.407: a material on the pyrochlore fluoriteborder with W™.
Asthe size of the A site cation increases while the size of the B site cation remains
constant (78.3 pm), the structure is expected to change from fluorite to pyrochlore
whenA site reaches approximately 110 pm (Figure 4-1). The first lanthanide with an
eight coordinate ionic radius greater than 110 pm is neodymium with an ionic radius
of 112 pm.
The XRD of the Nd sample shows no evidence of pyrochlore Figure 4-31. As the
lanthanide size increases the temperature at which a single phase fluorite increases
from 1400 °C for Yb (98 pm) to 1500 °C for Ho(102 pm) 1550 °C for Eu(107 pm)
and 1600 °C for Nd (112 pm).
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Figure 4-31 XRD Ln)Wo«Ce;407 a) Ln =Yb synthesized in air at 1400 °C a = 5.30(3) A, b) Ln=Ho
synthesizedin air at 1500 °C a = 5.34(7) A c) Ln =Eusynthesizedinair at 1550 °C a= 5.41(1) A d)
Ln =Ndsynthesizedin air at 1600 °C a = 5.47(1) A.Indicesare forfluorite cell.
La with an eight coordinate ionic radius of 118 pm is predicted to be a pyrochlore
with a lattice parameter of 11.03 A however whenfired at 1400 °C and 1650 °C a
La.7sWOs.62s impurity is formed along with a fluorite a = 5.53(1) A (Figure 4-32).
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As the synthesis trendis higher synthesis temperature for larger lanthanides it may be
possible to synthesise single phase LayWo.«Cei.407 at temperatures > 1650 °C.
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Figure 4-32 XRD of La;Wo.«Ce,.407 with stars marking La; .7;WOs.625 and indices shown for a
fluorite phase a = 5.53(1) A
4.1.2.3 Summary ofinvestigations into Mo” and W™containing fluorites
Incorporation of readily reducible ions such as Mo and W has been attempted with
single phase fluorites being synthesized with general formulas Yb,Zr)»Mo-Ox and
YbazCepMo,Ox with a + b + c = 4. In both systemscontrol of the stoichiometry of the
phase synthesised has proved to be complex. For these materials to be properly
investigated for fuel cells this stoichiometry problem must be overcome. Methods
such as large excesses of Mo and sealed tubes may prove successful but such
methodsare oflimited use for producing the bulk quantities used in commercial fuel
cells.
Synthesis of the rhombohedraly distorted fluorite NdsMoO,2 was completedalbeit
with a Nd2O3 impurity and the conductivity tested. NdsMoOj2 shows a conductivity
of 5x 10° Scm™at 950°C.
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Ln2Wo6Ce1.407 fluorite materials with Ln = Yb, Ho, Eu, Nd have successfully been
prepared despite the predicted transition to pyrochlore for Ln = Nd. Attempts at
producing the La equivalent proved unsuccessful possibly requiring a synthesis
temperature greater than 1700 °C.
4.1.3 Zirconolite-3T investigations arising from co-doping studies.
Introducing Mo®’ into pyrochlore is problematic due to its high charge instead Mo
Mo” pyrochlores such as in ReyMo207 and Re2MoTiO7 are found. Compounds such
as Sm>.xSt,Mo207 however show that higher valent Mo in pyrochloresis possible. In
2008 Deng” succeeded in introducing Mo* into a pyrochlore along with Mg
giving (Yb; 9Cao,1)(Ti(MoosMgo.s))O69s. The Mo/Mg combination was ‘found to
promote the desired redox activity in the pyrochlore structure’ when compared to
Ybo.96Cay.o4TINDO6.98.
Introducing W™ with Mg” wastried for Yb2Ti(WosMgos)O7 which was expected
to be a pyrochlore/fluorite however the resulting XRD pattern showed the material
had also formed the zirconolite-3T structure. Attempts at synthesising the
zirconolite-3T phase in a phase pure sample were carried out with the results
described in this section.
4.1.3.1 Synthesis
Traditional ceramic synthesis wastried at 1480 °C using Yb203 TiO2 WO3 and MgO
The resultant material showed both a pyrochlore phase and a zirconolite-3T phase
with the zirconolite-3T phase dominating. A quenching experiment from 1480 °C
was attempted as one or other of the phases may only have formed on cooling
however the experiment produced a mixed phase. Further experiments at 1600 °C
and 1650 °C also failed to produce a single phase material.
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4.1.3.2 Characterization
XRD diffraction patterns of Yb2Ti(Mgo.sWo5)O7 clearly show the 222 reflection of
the pyrochlore phase appearing at 35.66° 20 between the 202 and 006 peaksofthe
zirconolite-3T phase. Le Bail refinement (Figure 4-33) gives the lattice parameters of
the zirconolite-3T phase as a = 7.2715(2) A and c = 17.0941(4) A space group
P32). Theses values compareto the knownzirconolite-3T phase Er3Mnz/3Re4307 ig
where a= 7.3174(6) A c= 17.365(1) A space group P3,2;, While the Le Bail
refinement gives thelattice parameters of the pyrochlore phase as 10.1203(7) A
which compareto 10.0905(1) A for Yb2Ti207."7
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Figure 4-33 LeBail Refinement ofYb.Ti(Mgo5Wos)O7 x =4,521 wRp = 0.0986 Lowerblack tick
marks zirconolite-3T space group P3,2, upper red tick marks pyrochlore phase Fd 3m. The red
crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot.
EDS (Figure 4-34) showsthecrystallites clustered around the ideal point, the points
have all been normalized to one Ti per formula unit so Ti is omitted from the
diagram. The EDS showsthat if there is a compositional difference between the
pyrochlore and zirconolite-3Tit is very subtle.
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Figure 4-34 EDS of Yb,Ti(Mgo.s;Wo.s)O; Filled squares shown the data points while empty stars show
the ideal composition
4.1.3.3 Summaryof co-doping studies
Simultaneous doping of W and Mginto the pyrochlore structure was investigated in
the compound Yb2Ti(Mgo.sWos)O7 . XRD showedthe resulting material to contain a
pyrochlore phase and a zirconolite-3T phase of similar composition. The close
structural relationship between pyrochlore and zirconolite-3T complicates attempts
to produce single-phase zirconolite-3T. Varying the synthesis temperature and
cooling rate failed to produce phase pure samples. Zirconolites providean interesting
and relatively unexplored area for fuel cell materials having been studied
predominantly for nuclear waste storage.
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4.2 Conclusion to work on pyrochlores and fluorites.
Throughout this chapter a number of pyrochlores and fluorites have been
investigated as potential materials for fuel cells with a focus on use as anodes. Two
main strategies have been pursued. Thefirst strategy involved looking at the phase
transition between pyrochlore and fluorite as compositions in this region have
previously been reported as having highest conductivities. LaCaCeNbO7 where Ln =
Yb , Ho and Eu werestudied in reducing conditions. YbCaCeNbO;7could be reduced
and reoxidised although there is a monoclinic perovskite phase that is present in the
reduced samples. For HoCaCeNbO;reduction at 950 °C waspossible but again the
monoclinic perovskite forms but unlike the YbCaCeNbO;case did not reoxidise to
the fluorite phase. EuCaCeNbO; behaved differently to the other two materials,
namely the reducing conditions caused the Eu to belost from the fluorite. The system
YbCaCe;xTi,NbO; was also investigated under reducing conditions. The
conductivity of all these materials was found to be significantly less than the
10 Scm"' required for usein fuel cell anodes.
The secondstrategy involved trying to incorporate readily reducible ions such as wo
and Mo”into pyrochlore andfluorites.
Unfortunately the conductivity at the border between pyrochlore and fluorite
materials tested failed to show the reported increase, instead a slight decrease was
observed.
Incorporation of W°’ and Mo”proved successful however control over the resulting
stochiometry of Yb,(Ce/Zr),Mo.O; (a + b + c = 4) phases proved challenging.
A co doping strategy was also attempted in Yb2Ti(Mgo.sWo.s)O7 wherea zirconolite-
3T phase was observed along with a pyrochlore phase of similar composition.
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Chapter 5 : Other materials synthesised for use in solid oxide fuelcells
5.1 Introduction
Otherstructures apart from pyrochloresand fluorites have beenstudied as candidatesfor
use in solid oxide fuel cells often these are perovskite based, two other structure types
are investigated in this chapter.
The chapter is split into two sections, one for each of the structures and are arranged as
follows:
i. Sr2CeO, (Section 5.2). The aim of this section was to introduce oxygen
vacancies in the Sr:PbO, structured SrxCeO4 compound to induce a proton
conduction. SrCeO3 has already been shownto be a proton conductor when
heated in a humid atmosphere with the mechanism thought to rely on Ce**
: 3+ : :being reduced to Ce”’ causing oxygen vacancies to charge compensate.
ii, RP2 (Section 5.3) The aim ofthis section was to use RP2 phases as mixed
electronic and ionic conductorsfor use asfuel cell electrodes. Manganese-based
RP2 phases have been studied more for their magnetic behaviour such as
magnetoresistance than for fuelcells.
Both these structure types show promise as fuel cell materials and demonstrate the
importance ofinvestigating structures apart from those commonly used.
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5.2 Sr.CeQ,4
As described in the introduction solid oxide fuel cells can use H* rather than O~as the
charge carriers across the electrolyte. Some of the more promising materials for this
application are Y doped MCeO3 M=Sr, Ba. Ranlov'”’ notes that oxygen vacancies are
responsible for the transport processesin cerates.
Sr>CeO, wasfirst reported in 1966 “/ and again in 1998 by Danielson!” as having the
Sr2PbO, structure. Recently the materials has received a great deal of attention dueto its
luminescence properties!’ with maximaat 310 nm and 485 nm,anda lifetime of 51 us.
Howeveras the structure contains chains of edge shared octahedra (described in the
introduction) each octahedron has two isolated oxygens. If the oxygens that are not
involved in the edge sharing could be removed this would create oxygen vacancies and
possibly allow for ionic conduction down the chain. To get the desired vacancies,
substitution of the Ce** ion with Y** or Yb*™ (St2Ce.xMxOu.2) was tried as these ions
are approximately the samesize as Ce** 90 and 86.8 pm (Y , Yb) vs 87 pm (Ce).
5.2.1 Synthesis and Characterisation
Traditional ceramic methods were used with SrCO3 and CeQ;asinitial oxide materials
with Y,03 or Yb2O3 as required. The successfulfiring procedure for SrxCeO4 used was
the same as that used by Danielson,’ essentially heat at 1000°C until no more
perovskite impurity is observed. A control of Sr,CeO, was run alongside the Y and Yb
x = 0.3 doped cases and required 168 hours (with regrinding andrepeletisation after 48
and 96 hours) to generate a single phase sample (Figure 5-1). Following the reaction by
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XRD showsthe amount of SrCeO; perovskite being reduced in the parent compound but
the impurity remaining constant in the Y and Yb dopedcases.
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Figure 5-1 XRD showing the phaseevolution ofthe pure Ce caseafter firing at 1000 °C for 48, 72 and
168 hours with the hkl indices marking the main Sr,CeO, phase and the star showing the 112 peak ofthe
SrCeO;type phase.
The refinement of Sr,CeO, (Figure 5-2) gives the lattice parameters in Table 5-1
2.
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Figure 5-2 Rietveld refinement of Sr,CeO,after 168 hoursat 1000 °C. x =1.580 wRp = 0.0467 with tick
marksindicating allowed reflections. The inset shows 20 33-36 which showsno evidenceofthe SrCeO,
phase with 112 expected to be at 34.3°. The red crossesare data points the greenlineis the fit and the
purple line the difference plot with the black tick marks showing the allowed reflections.
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Table 5-1 Lattice parameters of Sr,CeO,
 
Sr,CeO, a b c
Data 6.1193(7) 10.3500 (14) 3.5972(4)
Danielson’
|
6.11897(9) 10.3495(2) 3.5970(1)     
It did not prove possible to purify the Y and Yb cases this wayastheinitial SrCeO3 type
impurity gives way to an SrY2O, or SrYb2O,4 type impurity on repeated firings (Figure
5-3).
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Figure 5-3 XRD of a) Sr2Ceo.7Yo30385 b) SrCeo7¥0303.5 ©) StrzCeO, all after 168 hours at 1000 °C.
Indices are for the main Sr,CeO, type phase with the arrows showing the remaining SrY,O, type impurity.
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EDS measurementof Sr.Ceo7Y0.30325 also shows the material to be mixed phase shown
in Figure 5-4 by thecrystallites being spread over a wide area.
 
 
Figure 5-4 EDSof10 crystallites of Sr,Cey7¥o304 with the black squares giving data points and emptystar giving ideal composition.
Cocco!*! in his study stated Sr,CeO, is stable between 1430 °C and 1100 °C. Above
1430 °C Sr,CeO; and SrO are formed (although Sr.CeO;is not reported elsewhere in the
CAS) and below 1100 °C SrCeO; and other impurities form. Using this information
quenching from high temperatures, both 1200 °C and 1400 °C was attempted to noavail
(Figure 5-5).
As water can often be used as a mineralising agent, ball milling with firing in wet O2
atmosphere was attempted, again to no avail (Figure 5-5). It appears that the trivalent
ions of Y and Yb stabilise the Sr(Y/Yb)2O4 type impurity preventing further reaction to
form the desired Sr2PbO,4 phase. The wet O2 atmosphere was generated by passing the
O, gas through a water bubbler before the gas stream entered the tube furnace.
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Figure 5-5 Selected XRD patterns ofother attempted methods a) Sr,Cep.9Ybo 103, ball milled in ethanol
fired at 1000 °C for 72 hours.b) Sr,Cep.9bp;035ball milled in ethanol fired at 1000 °C in humidified O,
for 24 hours. c) Sr,CeO, quenched from 1200 °C after 48h d) SryCeO, quenched from 1400 °C after 48h
e) Sr,CeO, all after 168 hours at 1000 °C. Indices are for the main Sr,CeO, type phase with the arrows
showing the remaining SrY,O, type impurity and stars showing SrCeO; type impurity.
In 2008 Gerlach!” reported synthesizing Y.O3-doped SrCeO, as an intermediate for
Y,03-doped CeO,(the Sr being removedby acid washing). Gerlach states that the XRD
patterns show no major diffraction peaks due to impurities and that there is a slight shift
in peak positions.
5.2.2 Summary
Unfortunately attempts at introducing vacancies into SrxCeO, by doping Y** or Yb" for
Ce** proved unsuccessful, instead producing a combination of SrzCeO4, Ln-doped
SrCeO3 and Ce-doped SrLn204 where LnY or Yb. A possible future direction is to use
hydrothermal methods such as those used by Wu” to produce SmSnO4 via a
SrSn(OH)s intermediate. However hydrothermal methods do not produce dense phases,
which would make measurementdifficult even if the material could be synthesised.
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5.3 Ruddlesden Popper n = 2 phases
As the RP2 phases with the general formula Sr3M2O7 are able to incorporate many
different metals such as Ti/”, Col; Fe!?/ ; Mn” there is a possibility of mixed
conduction. This is aided bythe fact that many of the RP2 phases are non-stoichiometric
due to mixed 3+/4+ valence on the M site studied in detail by Mitchell for the Mn
case?” The introduction of the mixed valence allows for some oxygen vacancies to
form andraising the possibility of oxide ion conduction due to vacancy hoping. Asfixed
valent ions such as Al** and Ga*" can also be introduced!” ‘”’ there is a possibility of
fixing the amount of oxygen ion vacancies and allowing high ionic conduction while
still allowing electronic conduction . Such properties would make the RP2 materials
useful as electrodes for solid oxide fuelcells.
5.3.1 Synthesis and characterisation
The starting oxides and carbonate for traditional ceramic methods used were SrCO3
MnO), and depending on the dopant Al,O3 Ga2O3 Cr203, Mn203 , MgO CuO or ZnO.
Synthesis temperatures varied depending on the material ranging from 1200 °C to 1650
°C described in the relevant section.
5.3.1.1 Sr3Mn207
Starting with the parent material Sr;Mn.O7 firing at 1650 °C for 12 hours resulted in
RP1 as well as the desired RP2 phase. Mitchell”*! used a quenching method (dropping
into liquid nitrogen from 1650 °C) to get pure Sr3Mn2O7. When quenching experiments
were carried out (Figure 5-7) the amount of RP2 relative to RP1 increases as evidenced
by the appearance ofRP2 002at 10 ° 26 andthe intensity of RP2 0010 versus RP1 114.
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Quenching was done with an Al block as quenching in liquid N2 forms a gaseous N2
barrier between pellet and liquid resulting in a poor thermal contact and slower rate of
cooling. The lack of pure RP2 phase is mostlikely due to the temperature not being high
enough to drive the equilibrium between RP1 and RP2 overto the RP2side.
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Figure 5-7 XRD of Sr;Mn,O;,fired at 1650 °C for 12 hours and then a) quenched and b) furnace cooled
with the bold indices marking RP2 phaseanditalic indices marking RP 1phase (full index Figure 5-6).
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Annealing in O2 wastried and resulted in Sr7Mn4Oj5 and Sry4Mn3O jo forming.
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Figure 5-8 XRD of Sr;Mn,O,fired at 1650 °C for 12 hours and then annealed in flowing O, at 1250 °C
for 48 hours. Stars show peaks due to Sr;Mn,O,; and squares show peaksdue to StrsMn3Ojo. No peaks due
to RP1 or RP2 were observed.
As differing starting materials may have an influence on the phases formed, Mn2O3 was
tried as a starting material. The results of this experiment did not differ from the MnO?
experiments. Previous work by Gillie’”/ reports that using MnO;andfiring at 1350 °C
in a N> atmosphere produces an oxygen non-stoichiometric phase written as Sr3Mn206¢+s.
The value of 5 could be tuned depending on calcination history in N2 (6 =0.3-0.15),
H,/N> mixtures at low temperatures (590 °C) (5 =0-0.15) or at 400 °C in O2 (6 =0.3-1).
Synthesis of Sr3Mn,O¢+3 was attempted using firing regime of 1350 °C in flowing N2
for 48h followed by regrinding andfiring at 1350 °C in flowing N>for a further 24h with
the results shownin Figure 5-9.
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The problems associated with this type of synthesis are repeated firings in differing
atmospheres (Nz and O, ) making this synthetic procedure only suitable for small scale
laboratory use.
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Figure 5-9 XRD of Sr;Mn,O,.3 post 72 hours at 1350 °C in flowing N>The peaksare indexed using the
Sr3Mn,0; cellie.6=1
Explanation of the behaviour of Sr3Mn207 is aided by comparison to the phase
formation behaviour of LaSr2Mn2O; reported by Yankin!’4] In the report the oxidesfirst
form RP1 (Sr2MnOx,) and perovskite (LaMnOs)that the go on to react together to form
the RP2 (LaSr2Mn207). This RP2 phase (LaSr2Mn207) is reported to decompose on
reduction in temperature and reduction in oxygen pressure back to the RPI and
perovskite.
Grundy”! studied the thermodynamicsofthe Sr-Mn-O system and found that Sr3Mn,O7
wasonly stable between 1600 °C and 1741 °C.
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5.3.1.2 Sr3Min2_.MxO7-x. (M= Al, Cr, Ga,)
Introduction of 3+ ions apart from Mn was hoped to reduce the temperature required for
RP2 phase formation and help stabilise the RP2 phase once it had formed. The firing
regime that wastried was 1200 °C 48h then 1400 °C for 48h, at 1400 °C, M = Ga melts
while M = Cralso showspartial melting .
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Figure 5-10 XRD of Sr;MnMO,;(M= a) Ga b) Cr c) Al ) postfiring for 48 hours at 1200 °C . Stars show
St7Mn,O\5, filled squares SrCrO,triangles Sr4Ga,O, empty squares Sr;A1,0.. All samples show peaks for
Sr;Mn,O; butfor clarity they are only marked for the M = Alcase.
The Al doped sample appeared to have the smallest amount of impurities so a lower
value of x (0.1) wasfired at 1650 °C resulting in the same phase mixture being present
albeit with differing ratios.
Sr7Mn,4O}; is observed as an impurity in all cases. Sr7Mn4Os has pairs of face sharing
octahedra!’”’ leading to Feltz!’” describing the structure as a double octahedra version of
the K,NiF, structure. Grundy”! also noted the presence of Sr7Mn,O);in the pure Sr-
Mn-O system giving its stability range as < 1550 °C after which it decomposes into RP1
and perovskite.
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5.3.1.3 Sr3Min2_.M,O7.. (M= Mgand Zn)
Attemptsat introducing 2+ ions were madeas the lower valence would mean more
vacancies per quantity of dopant when comparedto 3+ ions. Firing regimes of 1300 °C
and 1400 °C for 48 hours were tried
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Figure 5-11 XRD of Sr;Mn, sMosO0¢.s (M= a)+b) Zn c) Mg) post firing for 48 hours at a) 1300 °C b) and
c) 1400 °C . Stars show Sr;Mn,0\;, filled squares SrO indices for Sr;MnO, RP1 phase, ? gives possible
St4Mn,MO,jphase.
Doping of the 2+ions (Zn, Mg) differs from the 3+ cases (Al, Cr, Ga) ,as for 2+ ions,
unreacted SrO remainsvisible in the powder XRD measurement. A possible explanation
for this is that the 3+ ions react in a similar wayto the parent Mn ionsbutthe conditions
where the RP2 is stable are either inaccessible or require quenching. For the 2+ case the
2+ ions appearnotto react.
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5.3.2 Summary of RP2 attempts
Sr3Mn207-based RP2 materials require quenching to reduce the RP1 phase content but
quenchingis not a viable synthesis methodfor fuel cell materials. The compositions and
conditions studied did not produce a single phase RP2 material. Howeverif a suitable
dopant could be found that lowered the synthesis temperature and removed the
requirement for quenching RP2 phases could prove useful materials for fuel cell testing.
5.4 Conclusion
Both Sr2CeO, and Sr3Mn207 based materials have been investigated for use in solid
oxide fuel cells, Sr2CeO, as an electrolyte and Sr3Mn2O7as electrodes. For the Sr,CeO,
case it proved unsuccessful to introduce the vacancies by introducing Y** or Yb",
required for ionic conduction. Sr;3Mn2O7 based materials either required synthesis
methods (such as quenching) unsuitable for fuel cells or competing phases were present.
Investigationsinto otherstructures for use in fuel cells will continue but as the YSZ and
CGOfluorite based systems become commercial the performance of the new materials
needs to be a considerable improvementto break through.
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Chapter 6 : Materials synthesized underhigh pressure
6.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the synthesis and characterization of materials that have been
synthesized using high pressure methods. This chapter is divided into three main
subsectionsas follows:
il.
ill.
Na(BiLa)MgWO,(Section 6.2). Woodward synthesized NaLaMgWOgand
showedit to be one of the few examples of an A and B site ordered double
perovskite. By using high pressure methods it has been possible to produce
and characterize the Bi-containing compound NaBiMgWOg.
Sc(MnNi)O;(Section 6.3). Singh predicted multiferroic properties in MnNi
perovskites with small A site ions. High pressure methods, instead of
producing a 1:1 Mn:Ni, produced a 2/3 : 1/3 phase which has been studied
here.
Bi(FeCr)O;(Section 6.4) Baettig and Spaldin predicted a new multiferroic
with the composition BizFeCrOg !, 2] which was then synthesized as a thin
film’”’ . By using high pressure methods it has been possible to produce and
characterize bulk BizFeCrO, howeverthe predicted ordering is absent . There
is also a conference abstract reporting Bi2FeCrO¢!4 with a different structure
howeverthe authors haveso far not published the details.
The results of the investigation into the Biz2FeCrO, material were published in
early 2007.7
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6.2 NaLa1xBixMgWO¢
In 2006 Knapp & Woodward published a study on A and B-site-ordered double
perovskites!” Of the compoundsstudied, NaLaMgWO,(which had previously been
investigated by Arillo !l and Sekiya ‘*’ ) showed total order over both sites. As
bismuth and lanthanum are approximately the same size (118 vs 111 pm for VIII
coordinate) and have the same charge (+3) a solid solution ofNaLa;.xBixMgWOg was
attempted. The motivation for attempting to incorporate Bi was to generate a
ferroelectric momentbyutilizing the Bi lone pair. Initially synthesis of the x = 1 end
member was attempted at ambient pressure to no avail, instead producing NazWO,
and unreacted MgOandBi2O;andso the high pressure press was used.
6.2.1 Synthesis
Ambient pressure synthesis using traditional ceramic methods was attempted using
Na2CO3 MgO, BixO; WO; and La2O3 as starting materials. For high pressure
synthesis instead of using NayCO3 Na2WO, wasused as both a source of Na and W
(extra W being provided by WO;to achieve the correct stoichiometry). This was
necessary as the Na2CO;used for the ambient pressure synthesis decomposes giving
Na2O solid and CO> gas, which isn’t a problem in the furnace as it vents to the
atmosphere. In the high-pressure press however the CO gas can becometrapped,
building pressure until it releases suddenly in a blow out which can cause damage to
the WC cubes. Excess Na and Mg (10%) was used for both types of synthesis as
Woodward notes that an excess of these elements is required to form the x = 0 phase.
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6.2.2 Characterization
6.2.2.1 Structure
Figure 6-1 showsthe structure of the phasethat results from the refinement in Figure
6-2.  
Figure 6-1 Thestructure of (NaBi)MgWO,showingthe twotypes ofB site (Mg blue W green
octahedra)). Orange spheresgive A site positions with random Na/Bi. The small red spheres show the
oxygenpositions. Onthe left is the view is down the [100], on the right the view is along [001].
The result was a single phase double perovskite however the A site order is lost as
can be seen from the refinement in Figure 6-2 as the 001 peak that would be at
13 degrees twotheta ifA site order was presentis absent.
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Figure 6-2 XRD refinement for NaBiMgWO¢A = 1.78901A wRp = 0.0841 x’ = 1.474. The red
crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot lower black tick
marks are NaBiMgWOg, upperred tick marks give the 0.0015% ofMgWO,
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Table 6-1 Lattice parameters for NaBiMgWO,at room temperature
 Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 5.5418(4) A a 90°
b 5.5704(4) A B 89.92(1)°
c 7.9023(6) A Y 90°      
Table 6-2 Crystallographic data ofNaBiMgWO,at room temperature
 
  
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y z Uiso (A?) Occupancy
position
Nal 2e +] 0.2563(11) 0.25 0.0012(10) 0.2028(16) 0.52(2)
Bil 2e +3 0.2563(11) 0.25 0.0012(10) 0.2028(16) 0.48(2)
Na2 2e +] 0.2479(7) 0.25 0.4960(5) 0.0859(8) 0.48(2)
Bi2 2e +3 0.2479(7) 0.25 0.4960(5) 0.0859(8) 0.52(2)
Mgl 2e 2 0.76281) 0.25 0.2326(1) 0.0473(12) 0.94(2)
Wil 2e +6 0.7628(1) 0.25 0.2326(1) 0.0473(12) 0.06(2)
Mg2 2e +2 0.75004) 0.25 0.7512(2) 0.0584(5) 0.06(2)
W2 2e +6 0.7500(4) 0.25 0.7512(2) 0.0584(5) 0.94(2)
Ol |4f 2 0.50201) 047801) 0.708001) 0.0634) 1
O2 4f -2 0.0470(1) 0.0080(1) 0.2240(1) 0.071(4) ]
O3 2e -2 0.8067(1) 0.25 0.5171 0.088(6) 1
04 2e 2 0.81600) 0.25 0.98901) 0.0504) 1       
The refinement was carried out in the space group P2;/m as used by Arillo!”for
NaLaMgW0O,whichallows two A sites and two B sites. Other compoundsthat adopt
the P2;/m double perovskite structure are MLaMgTeOs (M = Na, Ky7! and
NaLaMWO,g(M=Ni, Coy/0! Refinementof the data also provided proof of the lack
of A site order but retention of B site order and as can be seen from Figure 6-2. The
fit between the model andthe data is reasonable. When both sites were allowed to
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refine freely the result was 51:48 split for the A sites while a 98:2 split is observed on
the B sites consistent with the description of full B site order and full A site disorder.
Woodward refined NaLaMgWOgin the space group C2/m/”rather than the P2;/m
used by Arillo 1 This space group assignment was made onthe basis of improving
the fit of the pseudo-cubic 440 and 225 peaks. Figure 6-3 showsthefit of these peaks
with both the P2;/m and the C2/m space group. Neither space groupfits the peaks of
interest at 80° 26 well but the other peaks suchas the collection of peaks at 72° 20 are
fitted slightly better in P2;/m. This is borne out by the statistics as C2/m has wRp =
0.0928 x? = 3.073 versus P2,/m with wRp = 0.0851 ° = 2.586
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Figure 6-3 Fits of the poorly fitted pseudocubic 440 and 225 in P2;/m (top) and C2/m bottom) space
group. The red crossesare data points the green lines are the fits and the purple lines are the difference
plots and the black tick marksare the allowed reflections.
Later detailed HRTEM by Woodward showed the NaLaMgWOg compound exhibits
[11-13]octahedral tilt twinning and compositional modulation causing the material to
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appear striped (12a, periodicity) in the HRTEM. Compositional modulation was
also observed for KLaMnWO, //*/ however the modulation observed is of a
chessboard type. No evidencefor striping was seen for NaBiMgWO«.
6.2.2.2 Thermalstability
To test the thermal stability of NaBiMgWO, in ambient pressure (as many
compoundsproduced under high pressure are only metastable at ambient pressure) a
sample was sent to the SRS station 9.1 4 = 0.802541 A for variable temperature
work.
 
 
  
Figure 6-4 Green RT Red 500 °C Black 600 °C
Peaks shown in Figure 6-4 are, 111 112/020 and 121 and for comparison with the
refinement the SRS data correspond to a two theta range of 22 - 46° on the
PANalytical machine on whichthe refinement data was collected. The figure clearly
showsthat the structure starts to decompose between 500 — 600 °C asthere is the
appearance of new peaks that correspond to bismuth oxide, bismuth oxide was also
seen as a decomposition product in Biz2FeCrO¢ (see Figure 6-31).
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6.2.2.3 Dielectric measurements
Dielectric measurements were carried out below 400 °C to ensure the data is from
the NaBiMgWO,gphasenot a mixture of the decomposition products.
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Figure 6-5 Relative permittivity data (left) and tan 6 data (right) for NaBiMgWO,
Dielectric measurements were taken using silver paste electrodes on a pellet of
NaLaMgWOg. The plateau at approximately 100 between 373 K and 573 K
corresponds to a plateau in tan 6 (0.23 at 10° Hz and 0.04 for 10° and 10* Hz) over
the same temperature range. At 673 K_ the tan 6 rises and so doesthe relative
permittivity indicating that the sample has become too conducting to measure. There
also appears to be small frequency dependence with higher frequencies having lower
relative permittivity values.
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6.2.2.4 Solid solution NaLa;_xBixMgWO¢
Attempts have also been made to synthesize two of the intervening
compoundsof the expected solid solution NaLa;.,Bi,xMgWO, namely x = 0.25 x =
0.75. Both of these were attempted at high pressure although x = 0.25 wasalso
attempted at ambient using the same conditions that were used for the x = 0 case.
Howeverthe results for all the samples seem to be a non-homogeneous mixture of
perovskites and doped Bi.O; and Bi2WO¢ among other phases, seen in the XRD
(Figure 6-6) as broad ill-defined peaks (indicating a mixture of similar phases) and
extra peaks (indicating separate structure) respectively. The 001 peak at 13° 20 is
present for the ambient synthesis x = 0.25 although as the XRD pattern is
inhomogeneousit is likely that this is due to the formation of the parent phase
NaLaMgWO,g. The same composition under high pressure synthesis also shows an
inhomogeneous XRDpattern but now the 001 is gone showing that the ordering in
NaLaMgwW0Ogis very sensitive to composition.
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Figure 6-6 XRD patterns of NaLa,.,Bi,MgWO, a) x=0.25at synthesized at ambientpressureb)
x=0.25 synthesized at high pressure c) x = 0.75 synthesized at high pressure. All three samplesare
impure with the major non perovskite impurities indicated.
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EDS analysis confirms the presence of mixed phases including some phases
containing mostly bismuth with small amount of the other elements.
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Figure 6-7 EDSof12 crystallites of NaLa,.,.Bi,MgW0O, x = 0.75 (left) and x = 0.25 (right), stars
show positions of the ideal composition.
The fact that a solid solution does not appear to form is quite interesting as
usually in the perovskite structure the size and charge of the ions are the most
important factors to consider and as already mentioned bismuth and lanthanum are
approximately the same size and are both 3+. One thing the bismuth has that
lanthanum doesnotis an active lonepair. It is this lone pair that makes bismuth so
useful in ferroelectrics as the lone pair causes a displacement from the ideal in the
structures resulting in an electric moment (see Seshadri!’*’). It seems that the
Na(LaBi)MgWO6structure is unable to accommodate a LaBi mixture,this is despite
the fact that the structure can accommodate the single elements in NaLlaMgWOg and
NaBiMgWO..
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6.2.2.5 Solid solutions of LaNa LaK and LaLi
Bian investigated Lay2..3Nax(Mgo.sWo.s)O3 1 and observed an orthorhombic phase
for 0 <x < 0.3 and the monoclinic phase between 0.3 <x < 0.5. Arillo also lookedat
varying the Na:La ratio using Naj-3xLaj+x (MgW)O¢ (x=0, 0.11 and 0.22)7 Arillo
also replaced the Na with K (Kj)-3xLaj+x (MgW)O¢ )but the layered A site remained
intact for x = 0 (i.e. KLaMgWOcg), when x is increased the excess La enters the K
layers along with vacancies causing disorder. In Lagx3Lix(MgosWos)O3
Katsumata’’” found the Mg and W remain ordered onthe B sites. On the twoA sites
the Li ions only occupy oneofthe possiblesites, this site is only partially occupied
by the Li and La ions, while the other A site is almost fully occupied by La ions.
These investigations show that the A site of MgW double perovskites is able to
accommodate more than just the NaLa pair. Change of the +1 ion away from Nais
possible but the +3 ion appears to be more problematic unless in the case of Bi when
all the La is replaced and material synthesized underhigh pressure.
6.2.2.6 Substitution of Mg”* for Co”* or Ni**
As attempts at substitution on the A site proved unsuccessful, substitution on the B
site was attempted. Previously both NaLaCoWO¢ and NaLaNiWO¢ had been
synthesised at ambient pressure by Arillo””. Co?" and Ni?* have six coordinate
ionic radii of 74.5 pm and 69 pm respectively which comparesto Mg”" with anionic
radii of 72 pm. Synthesis of NaBiCoWOs¢ and NaBiNiWO¢wastherefore attempted
with XRD showing CoO or NiO respectively and Bi2O3 as well as the perovskite
P2,/m phase.
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Figure 6-8 XRD of a) NaBiNiWO, and b) NaBiCoWO,with Bi,O; and NiO/CoO impurities marked.
6.2.2.7 NaBiMgMoOg
Asreplacing the 2+ site ion proved unsuccessful, substitution of the W° for Mo™
was attempted. Mo” and W™ have comparable six coordinate ionic radii (59 pm
versus 60 pm) and identical charges, so would be expected to form similar
compounds. High pressure synthesis of NaBiMgMoOs¢ was therefore attempted,
resulting in BizMoOg and Biz2Mo3Q0)2 as well as a perovskite phase.
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Figure 6-9 XRD ofNaBiMgMo0O,with peaks from BiyMoOg and Bi.Mo30,2 marked.
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6.2.3 Summary of NaBiMgWOgbased work
Synthesis of a new A-site and B-site-ordered double perovskite with the formula
NaBiMgWO, was attempted using high pressure methods. The resulting phase
showed B-site order but not the expected A-site order as NaBiMgWO,wasexpected
to be isostructural with NaLaMgWO,, Other MgW double perovskites such as
NaLiMgWO¢ "71 and NaLnMgw0O,(Ln = Ce-Ho)!18,19] show A-site and B-site order
making the NaBiMgWO, material unusual. Although NaLaMgWOg. can be
synthesized, attempts at making a complete solid solution between NaBiMgWOgand
NaLaMgWO, were unsuccessful. Further investigation into why NaLaMgWO,g
orders but NaBiMgWO,could be carried out using PDF methods to investigate the
differences in the local structure of the La and Bi. However as the high pressure
synthesis method affords solittle sample multiple NaBiMgWOg samples would have
to be added together.
6.3 Scandium manganesenickel based perovskites
Recently Singh?” proposed a mechanism for obtaining polar behaviour in
ferromagnetic Ni-Mn double perovskites such as (La,Lu)2MnNiOg. The proposed
mechanism relies on the B site ions being fully ordered in a rock salt fashion, and to
producethe polarization the A site ions must be displaced off their ideal sites in the
perovskite structure without disrupting the B site ions. The role of the Lu*’ in
Singh’s study is to induce displacement due toits relatively small size compared to
other lanthanides that form Ln2MnNiOg. In a similar study Kumar’?// predicts
multiferroic behaviour in Y2NiMnOg with Y°** being used as the small A site ion that
drives the polarization producing distortion. Sc*’ is smaller than both Lu*’ and Y*”
(0.87A vs 0.98 A, 1.019 A respectively for VIII coordinate ionic radius Shannon’””’)
so mayinducea greater distortion. Parise 3] also noted that across the series MCrO3
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(M = La-Lu, In, Sc) that the smaller the M ion the greaterthetilting of the octahedra
reaching a maximum atIn. The lower value of octahedraltilting for Sc was reasoned
as Sc having a greater displacement from the centre ofthe A site cavity.
Few A site scandium perovskites are known with the two most common
examples, ScAlO3"*! and ScCrO3*! both requiring high pressure synthesis. Attempts
by several groups to synthesize perovskite ScMnO3 at high pressure have so far
proved unsuccessful instead producing hexagonal ScMnO3. 4 Our initial target
composition was Sc2MnNiO¢ as it was hoped that the Sc** would provide the
distortion for ferroelectric properties while the Mn* and Ni** would provide the
ferromagnetism.
6.3.1 Synthesis
Initial attempts at synthesizing ScoMnNiOg werecarried out using traditional ceramic
techniques at ambient pressure. However the results were hexagonal ScMnOs,
NiMn,O,and unreacted oxides. High pressure methods were then employed using
the equipment detailed in Chapter 2. Stoichiometric amounts of Sc203 (Alfa Aesar,
99.998%), MnO, (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%), NiO (Alfa Aesar, 99.998%), were
ground together and reacted at a pressure of 6-7 GPa with a temperature of 1200°C
for 30 minutes, then quenched to room temperature by turning the furnace poweroff.
The pressure was then gradually released before the material could be extracted and
analysed.
The composition of the materials obtained from the high pressure press as
determined by EDS,for the initial ScoMnNiOg target the crystallites clustered into
two groups. One of these groups has the Mn:Ni elemental ratio of 2/3:1/3 with the
other group with less crystallites observed has the inverse ratio (Figure 6-10). It is
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useful to note that BiMnz/3Nij/303 can be prepared at ambient pressure while
BizNiMnO¢ , BiNiO3 and BiMnO3 all require high pressure methods indicating that
Mnz/3Ni1/3 helps to stabilize the distorted perovskite structure.
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Figure 6-10 Shows the EDSfor 10 crystallites for the nominal composition Sc,MnNiO,(left) . The
crystallites form two groupsindicated onthe figure.
Both groups of crystallites appeared to be slightly scandium deficient with an
Sc:(Mn/N1) ratio of 0.88:1 leading to the ratio Sc:Mn:Niof 0.88:0.66:0.33. Using this
ratio the composition would be ScoggMno66Nio.3303-8 i.e. there would be A site
vacancies, so if the metals are renormalized to 2 the target composition becomes
Sco.94Mno.7;Nio3503. To make this composition ABX;3 0.06 of manganese will have
to be present on the A site otherwise the A site will be deficient while the B site in
excess. Manganese is known to be present on the A site of the high pressure
perovskites MnMO3 where M = Ge?! Sn?! Sif), TIPor v!*!_ Belik also states
that Mn is present on the A site in the B site ordered (Inj-.yMny)MnO3 Pel The EDS
average composition for the second target composition gives Sco.94Mno.6sNio.3603-4
which comparesto the Sco.94Mno71Nio.35O3 ideal. ( Figure 6-11) .
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Figure 6-11 EDSfor 30 crystallites of (Sco.94MMo,06)Mno.6sNio.3503. Filled light grey square shows
ideal point for (Sco94Mno.96)Mno.6sNio.3s03 while dark grey square showsaverage value
(Sco.04Mno6gNio.36O3) for the 30 crystallites.
 
6.3.2 Characterization
6.3.2.1 Structure
(Figure 6-12) showsthe structure of the phasethatis the result of the refinements in
Figure 6-14.
   
  
Figure 6-12 Thestructure of (Sco94Mio96)Mno6sNip3503(tilt system as shown a be’ from P2,/n
from P2,/c tilt system a* b’ ¢’) showingthe twotypes ofA site (cyan spheresare pure Scsites while
dark blue spheres are Sc with Mnsites). Orange octahedra show pure Mn sites while green octahedra
show mixed Mn/Nisites. The small red spheres show the oxygen positions. On the left is the view is
down the [001], on the right the view is along [110].
Theinitial refinement wascarried out using structural parameters from LuNiO;”in
P2,/n however an improved fit was obtained when PI wasused (Figure 6-13). This
can most clearly be seen by comparing the P2,/n fit and the PI in Figure 6-13
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particularly the -110 and the 021 & 200 peaks at 14.9 ° and 21.7 — 21.9 ° 20
respectively which are muchbetterfitted in the PI case.
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Figure 6-13 Rietveld refinement of P2,/n (top) Rwp = 0.0629 and PI (bottom) Rwp = 0.0517 . In
both cases A = 0.949831A.The red crosses are data points the greenlinesare the fits and the purple
lines are the difference plots, the tick marks are given for allowedreflections.
On moving from P2;/n to PI the A site splits in two while both sites also split
giving a total of two sites and four B sites in PI. (Table 6-4) shows howthe site
manganese is only found on one ofthe two possible A sites and that the nickelis
present on only twoofthe possible four B sites.
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To refine the site occupancies a combined XRD and PNDrefinement wascarried out
where lattice parameters were free to refine independently. The occupancies and
fractional coordinates for the XRD and PND were refined together meaning values
for these parameters were the same for both refinements.
WhentheB site ionsare free to refine without constraints on overall composition or
site occupancy the Mn occupancies on If and Ic refine to greater than 1 while the Ni
occupancies on the samesite remain close to 0. On the 1g and 1d site the Ni:Mnratio
refines to 70:30 and 66:26 (with vacancies) respectively with the A sites refiningall
Mnon one site. As a result the Mn occupancies on the 1f and lc were fixed at1,
the Mn and Ni occupancies on 1g and 1d were constrained so that both sites had an
occupancy of | and overall Mnto Niratio of 2:1. The A sites were constrained to
have an overall composition of Sco.94Mno.06 .
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Figure 6-14 Combined refinement of XRD (upper) A = 0.94983 1A and neutron data(lower) (back
scattering bank Polaris) Rwp = 0.05249. Blue tick marks are given for allowedreflections, in the XRD
pattern the lower blacktick marksrefer to 0.01% of a Mn doped ScO; impurity phase. Black dots are
the data, red lines are the fits and the grey line is the difference plot.
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Table 6-3 Lattice parameters for (Sco94Mno.96)Mino¢sNig3503 at room temperature
 
 
Parameter XRD PND
a 5.0043(2) A 5.0074(4) A
b 5.3582(3)A 5.3455(5) A
c 7.4042(6)A 7.4146(6) A
a 90.00(15)° 90.01(4)°
B 89.02(4)° 89.13(1)°
y 90.01(10)° 90.00(4)°    
Table 6-4 Crystallographic data of (Sco.9,Mo9¢)Mno.6sNio.3sO3 at room temperature
 
  
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y z Biso (A°) Occupancyposition
Scl 2i +3 0.9734(5) 0.9230(6) 0.7473(4) 0.35(4) 1.00(8)
Sc2 21 +3 0.5230(5) 0.4263(6) 0.7582(4) 0.91(5) 0.88(8)
Mn6 21 +2 0.5231(5) 0.4264(6) 0.7582(4) 0.91(5) 0.12(8)
Mnl lf +4 0.5 0 0.5 0.49(6) 1
Mn2 Ic +4 0 0.5 0 0.22(6) 1
Mn3 1g 3 0 05 05 0.276) 0.30710)
Mn4 ld +3 0.5 0 0 0.27(6) 0.293(10)
Nil lg +2 0 0.5 0.5 0.27(6) 0.693(10)
Ni2 ld +2 0.5 0 0 0.27(6) 0.707(10)
Ol 2i -2 0.6832(9) 0.674009) 0.9462(6) 0.35(4) 1
02 2i -2 0.7990(9) 0.1886(10) 0.5715(6) 0.0101) 1
03 2i -2 0.3739(10) 0.0550(1) 0.7386(7) 0.05(5) 1
04 2i -2 0.1454(10) 0.5657(1) 0.7560(7) 0.03(3) 1
OS 2i -2 0.8325(9) 0.1906(10) 0.9337(6) 1.39(28) 1
06 2i -2 0.6888(10) 0.7085(10) 0.5830(6) 0.42(17) 1       
The PI space group is described as a’ bc’ (a’ b’ c’ when derived from P2;/c) ,
where the rotations around the x, y and z axes have differing magnitude with x
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rotations being in phase and y andz rotations being anti-phase. This relates to the
monoclinic P2;/c tilting system a b b’ (b bc’ non standard setting P2,/n) The
tilting angle of the octahedra can be defined as (@ = (180 - ®)/2, where @ is the
Ni/Mn-O-Mnbond angle ® = 180° for a cubic perovskite making (@ = 0 ). From (
Table 6-5), average tilt angles of 20.5(2)° down 1-10, 20.9(2)° down 110 and
22.1(2)° down 001 at RT are calculated, in good agreement with the expected a’ bc”
Glazertilt system.
Table 6-5 bondlengths (A), selected angles (°) and bond valence sums (BVS)of
(Sco.94Mno06)Mno.6sNio.3503 at room temperature
 Bond (X-O) Lengths(A) BVS Ideal BVS Bond (B1-O-B2) Angle (°)
Scl/-O 2.44(9)
2.22(1)
3.08(2)
2.67(5)
2.12(6)
3.55(4)
3.54(1)
2.13(4)
2.10(5)
3.59(0)
2.64(9)
2.10(1)
Sel 2.83 +3
  Sc2/Mn6 - O  2.02(5)2.84(1)3,59(6)3.44(6)2.14(4) Sc2 2.90Mn 2.4  +3+2    
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 2.31(9)
 
 
  
3.20(6)
2.08(9)
2.39(0)
3.52(9)
2.46(8)
2.12(4)
Mn1- O 1.889)  |Mnl4.02 +4 Mnl-O3-Ni2/Mn4__| 139.2)
1.88(9) Mnl-02-Nil/Mn3 139.8(3)
1.88(9) Mnl1-O6-Nil/Mn3 137.2(3)
1.88(9) Mn1-03-Ni2/Mn4 139.2(3)
1.92(6) Mnl-02-Nil/Mn3 139.8(3)
1.92(6) Mnl-O6-Nil/Mn3 137.2(3)
Mn2 - O 1.92(5) Mn23.76 +4 Mn2-O1-Ni2/Mn4__| 140.3(3)
1.92(5) Mn2-O4-Nil/Mn3 132.4(2)
1.88(5) Mn2-O5-Ni2/Mn4 137.5(3)
1.88(5) Mn2-O1-Ni2/Mn4
1.97(2) Mn2-04-Nil/Mn3
1.97(2) Mn2-O5-Ni2/Mn4
Nil/Mn3- O 2.006) Nil 2.17 +2 Nil/Mn3-02-Mn1___ 139.8(3)
2.006) Mn32.89 +3 Nil/Mn3-04-Mn2_—_ 132.4(2)
2.07(5) Nil/Mn3-06-Mn1 137.2(3)
2.07(5) Nil/Mn3-02-Mn1 139.8(3)
2.01(2) Nil/Mn3-04-Mn2 132.4(2)
2.01(2) Nil/Mn3-06-Mn1 137.2(3)
Ni2/Mn4-O 2.00(8) Ni2 2.20 +2 Ni2/Mn4-Ol-Mn2__| 140.3()
2.069) Mn42.93 +4 Ni2/Mn4-03-Mn1 139.2(3)
2.00(4) Ni2/mn4-O5-Mn2__|_137.5(3)
2.00(8) Ni2/Mn4-O1-Mn2 140.3(3)
2.06(9) Ni2/Mn4-03-Mn1 139.2(3)
2.00(4) Ni2/mn4-O5-Mn2 137.5(3)      
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The Glazer tilt angles signal a strong deviation from the cubic perovskite structure
that is confirmed by four Sc — O bondsfor each site being longer than 3 A. Figure
6-15 showsthe Sc coordination environments of both Sc1 and Sc2 with the dark gray
spheres showing the calculated centre of the oxygen polyhedron. The Scl site is
displaced by 0.540(2) A along the vectors + i and the Sc2Mn6site is displaced
by 0.515(6) along the vectors + : |J
This compares to ScCrO;/7*/ where the displacementis 0.503(1) A along the vectors
+ = and ScA1O3investigated by Ross!’ where the displacementis 0.452(1)90
A alongthe vectors + .
0
These displacements show that the displacement of both the Scl and Sc2 sites is
predominantly along the b axis but that the Sc2 also has opposing displacements in a
and c where Scl only has an a displacement in samedirection as b. The magnitude of
the displacements show Sc2Mné6is displaced by 0.025 A less than the Scl site.
Although the difference is relatively small (5% of the total displacement) the lower
displacement from ideal of the Sc2 site meansit is the Sc2 site that has the Mn rather
than the more displaced Sc] site.
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Figure 6-15 A site environments for the Sc ions in the unit cell, Scl top left and Sc2 (note Mné6also
on site) bottom right. Light grey spheres are oxygen, black spheres are Sc, dark grey spheres are the
calculated centres of the oxygen coordination sphere, black arrowsare the displacementvectors.
Another method of investigating the distortion away from ideal is to use the
Goldschmidt tolerance factor described in chapter 1. For (Sco.94Mno,06)Mno.6sNio,3503
a tolerance factor of 0.81 is calculated which is below the suggested stability limit
for perovskites of t ~ 0.85 7, Having such a low tolerance factor supports the
observation that (Sco,94Mno.96)Mno6sNio,35O3 requires high pressures to form pay
Other perovskites that have been reported with thetilt scheme a° bc’ Ca,LaRuOsg
[29] and SmYTa0¢ ae ae although both these compoundshavealso been described as
P2,/n tilt scheme b’ b’ c’ “2°”. The tolerance factors for these two compoundsare
0.85 and 0.91 respectively.
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The relatively small difference between the tilts of 1-10 and 110 (0.44° ) indicate
that deviation from the monoclinic structure where the tilts would be equal is minor.
The driving force behind this deviation appears to be the preferential ordering of the
manganese on oneofthe sites in the PI structure, somethingthat is not possible in
the P2;/n structure as there is only one A site. When the 0.06 of Mn is free to refine
the coordinatesrelative to the Sc on that A site are shown in Table 6-6
Table 6-6 Comparison ofmixed A site coordinates when Mnis free to refine unconstrained to Sc.
 Se Mn
Value error Value error
0.52381 0.00065 0.52242 0.00163
0.42603 0.00070 0.42654 0.00146
Zz 0.75865 0.00041 0.75319 0.00154        
As the sites also split from 2 to 4 if the B site environment was the driving force
behind lowering the symmetry the four B sites should alter substantially from the
original 2. However(Table 6-4) shows2 sites remain fully occupied with Mn*"* while
2 sites show Mn*'/Ni’’ in an equal ratio demonstrating that the ordering on the B
sites is the sameas that for P2)/n.
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6.3.2.2 Electron diffraction
Dr Zhongling Xu carried out electron diffraction with an example of the results
shown in Figure 6-16.
 
Figure 6-16 Electron diffraction for Sco.94Mo71Nip3503 using P2)/n setting
Analysis of the electron diffraction gives possible space groups of P2)/c (P2;/n) P2/c
(P2/n) or Pc (Pn). It appears that as the deviation from monoclinicto triclinic is so
small the electron diffraction is unable to resolve it giving the higher symmetry P2;/n
solution. Twinning is also likely to be problematic which may cause higher
symmetry to be seen by electron diffraction.
6.3.2.3 Variable Temperature XRD experiments
Highly distorted perovskite phases often exhibit higher symmetry at elevated
temperatures and occasionally these higher symmetry phases can be trapped. High
pressure perovskite phases however have an added complication as many are
metastable so decompose on heating. A preliminary set of variable temperature
experiments werecarried out in the laboratory with the results appearing to show the
material as stable to 800 °C. At 1100 °C the material irreversibly decomposes into
NiO Sc203 and hexagonal ScMnO; but measurements at intermediate temperatures
showedno evidence of higher symmetry.
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Figure 6-17 Lab variable temperature for Sco94Mno7;Nio3sO3 at RT (d) and post annealing at 400 °C
(c) 800°C (b) 1100 °C (a). The peaks from the various decomposition products are marked for the
post 1100 °C XRD.
A variable temperature in-situ experiment was carried out at station I11 at the
Diamondlight sourceto test for higher symmetry phasesat elevated temperatures. At
elevated temperatures peaks broadened and showsplitting raising the possibility that
other, possibly higher symmetry, phases are forming when the material is heated.
However attemptsat fitting higher symmetry phases to the data have so far proved
unsuccessful.
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Figure 6-18 DiamondIII in situ XRD A = 0.826394 A at 600°C(top) 400 °C (middle) RT (bottom).
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6.3.2.4 Single crystal diffraction measurements
Asthe material for a standard run forms as small black shiny crystals an attempt was
made at growing a single crystal. The standard ambient pressure method involves
melting the constituent oxides and cooling very slowly typically 0.1° per minute. To
replicate this in the press the premix was heated up to 1500 °C held, for 30 mins and
cooled at 0.01 % powerper second (the slowest possible for the press). The resulting
material had formed irregular columnsof crystals reminiscent of the basalt columns
of Giant’s causeway. One of these columns was broken off and cut into a smaller
piece for a single crystal experimentat station 119 at the Diamondlight source.
Single crystal studies are complicated by the low symmetry and the small degree of
splitting and also the tendency for perovskites to twin and undergo phasetransitions.
Analysis by Dr John Basca appears to show 3 obvious twin domains (possibly 4)
with many of the spots being very close together. As a result single crystal
information is of limited use. To ensure the material was the samestructure as the
bulk the columns were ground and a powder XRD wastaken. Figure 6-19 showsthat
the single crystal source material while having a greater amount of impurities has the
10800, 
overwhelming majority triclinic perovskite structure of the bulk.
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Figure 6-19 XRD ofthe ground columnsused for single crystal experiment (a) comparedto standard
bulk material (b). Comparison of the XRD patterns showsthat the columns were Sco9;Mio7;Nig3503.
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6.3.2.5 Magnetic properties
Whenthe inverse susceptibility (Figure 6-20) is fitted between 170 and 280 K the
values for the Curie Weiss law are C = 2.11(6)emuK/mole (ueff = 4.11 uB/fu.) and
6 = -95(4) K these compareto the calculated values for C of;
e 2.07 emuK/mole (ew = 4.07 ps/fu.) for all nickel being +2 and the
manganese being half in the +3 oxidation state and half in the +4 oxidation
state.
e 2.77 emuK/mole(pe#= 4.71 ps/f.u.) for all nickel and manganese being +3
e 2.09 emuK/mole (er = 4.09 ps/f.u.) for the formula (Sc**o94Mn”’0.06)(
Mn*"9.41 Mn*’999) (Mn**o.1sNi>‘0.35)Os.
The magnetism is therefore consistent with the distribution of oxidation states
obtained via bond valence sums (i.e. (Sc*'o94Mn7"o06)( Mn*‘o4; Mn*'o09)
(Mn*"o1sNi*‘o35)O3). The negative Weiss temperature indicates the presence of
dominant antiferromagnetic interactions with the ZFC/FC giving a Neel temperature
of 15 K. However the FC and ZFC diverge below 15 K normally associated with
weak ferromagnetism or spin glass behaviour.
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Figure 6-20 zero field cooled (ZFC empty squares) field cooled (FC filled squares) measurement with
100 Oe measuring field. Inset showsinverse susceptibility with Curie Weiss behaviour above 50 .
Fit in red between 170 and 280 K with R? = 0.995 C=2.11(6) emuK/mole @ = -95(4)K.
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The hysteresis at 5 K (Figure 6-21) shows a small coercivefield but the loop does
notsaturate.
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Figure 6-21 Hystersis loop at 5 K for Sco.94Mno7;Nio.3;03 with coercive field of 72O0e and remnant
magnetisation of 0.001 j1g per formula unit.
6.3.3 ScLnMnNiO, Ln= Lu, Ho
In Singh’s study the compound underinvestigation (LaLu)MnNiOg had two different
elements on the A site aiding the ferroelectric distortion. To gradually increase the
size difference between the two site ions one Sc*’ was replaced by Lu®”andthen
by Ho”.
ScLuMnNiOg was synthesized 1300 °C at 6 GPa. The EDS showsthat the material
has formed a 1:1 Sc:Lu perovskite with a B site ratio 1:0.8 Mn:Ni. The deficiency in
the Ni may be dueto either a true deficiency in Ni or fitting problem as the Ni K
(7.48 keV) and the Lu L (7.64 keV) peaks overlap. This causes more of a problem
for the Ni fitting as the Ni K is the only major peak used while the Lu has the Lu M
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(1.59 keV) peak also fitting. As no Ni rich impurities were found and the XRD
showsclean P2;/n the fitting issue seems most probable.
To further expand the size mismatch on the A site SCHoMnNiOg was synthesized
again using high pressure (6 GPa 1300 °C) and again a single phase double
perovskite was formed.
Magnetic measurements were made on both ScLuMnNiOg and ScHoMnNiO, with
the results given in Figure 6-22, Figure 6-23, Figure 6-24 and Figure 6 25
6.3.3.1 ScLuMnNiOg
When the inverse susceptibility (Figure 6-22) is fitted between 170 and 280 K the
values for the Curie Weiss law are C = 3.565(6) emuK/mole(er= 5.34 s/f.u.) and 0
= 0.06 (40) K these compareto the calculated values for C of;
e 2.87 emuK/mole (per = 4.79 ps/fu.) for all nickel being +2 and the
manganesebeingin the +4 oxidationstate.
e 4.85 emuK/mole (pet= 6.22 ps/f.u.) for all nickel and manganese being +3
e 3.86 emuK/mole (ter= 5.56 ps/f.u.) for half nickel 2+ half nickel 3+ and
half manganese being 4+ and half 3+
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Figure 6-22 Magnetic measurements of ScLuMnNiO,x versus T (left) and inverse x versusT (right)
with ZFC shown by empty squares and FC by filled squares and fit shown byred line (R° = 0.9998 C
= 3.565(6) emuK/mole (jteff= 5.34 us/f.u.) and 6 = 0.06 (40) K). Measuring field 100 Oe.
The hysteresis at 5 K Figure 6-23 shows a small coercive field but the loop does not
saturate.
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Figure 6-23 Hystersis loop for ScLuMnNiO, with coercive field of 460 Oe and remnant
magnetisation of 0.02 pip per formula unit.
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6.3.3.2 SCHoMnNiOg
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Figure 6-24 Magnetic measurements of SCHoMnNiO,x versusT (left) and inverse y versus T (right)
with ZFC shown by empty squares and FCbyfilled squares fit shown byred line (R= 0.9999 C =
17.31(2) emuK/mole(eft = 11.77 ps/f.u.) and 6 = -3.5(3) K). Measuring field 100 Oe.
Whenthe inverse susceptibility is fitted between 170 and 280 K the values for the
Curie Weiss law are C = 17.31(2) emuK/mole (ete = 11.77 ps/f.u.) and 6 = -3.5(3) K
these compareto the calculated values for C of,
16.92 emuK/mole (per = 11.62 ps/f.u.) for all nickel being +2 and the
manganese beingin the +4 oxidationstate.
18.91 emuK/mole (e#= 12.30 ps/f.u.) for all nickel and manganese being
+3
17.92 emuK/mole (perr= 11.97 us/f.u.) for half nickel 2+ half nickel 3+ and
half manganese being 4+ and half 3+
The experimentally observed value for C = 17.31 emuK/mole (tee= 11.77 ps/f.u.)
which is between the all Mn 4+ all Ni 2+ and the half Mn 4+ half 3+ half Ni 2+ half
Ni 3+ case. A fourth case is then 80% Mn 4+ and Ni 2+ , 20% Mn 3+ and Ni 3+
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which would give a values of C = 17.31 emuK/mole (er= 11.77 ps/f-u.) showing
that the 80:20 Mn4+:Mn3+is the closest to the experimentally observed.
The large increase in the magnetic moment compare to the ScLu site case is due
to the presenceof the highly magnetic Ho”ion in the formulathat if in an isolated
complex would have a momentof 10.6 us.
The hysteresis at 5 K shows a small coercive field with the loop tending towards a
saturation of 6 tts above ST (Figure 6-25).
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Figure 6-25 Magnetic Hysteresis loop coercive field 220 Oe remnant magnetization 0.04 p, per fu
6.3.4 Summary of Scandium manganesenickel based perovskites
(Sco.o4Mno.06)Mno.6sNio3503 can be prepared using a high pressure high temperature
route. The material crystallizes in PI with Glazer tilting a b’ c. Susceptibility
measurements show (Sco.94Mno.06)Mno.«sNio.3s03 to be an antiferromagnet with a
Neel temperature of 15 K however the ZFC/FC divergenceindicates the true story is
more complex.. The fitted paramagnetic moment (Wer = 4.11 ps/fu.) closely
corresponds to the spin-only value (ju = 4.09 po/fu.) for (Sc*o94Mn*'o.06)(
4+ 3+ 3+ 2+Mn™'9.41Mn" 0.09)(Mn° ‘0.1sNi° 0.35)O3.
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ScLuMnNiO, and ScHoMnNiO¢ can also be prepared using a high pressure high
temperature route. Both theses structures appear to be in the more common P2,/n
space group. Magnetic measurements on these materials show similar ZFC/FC
diverange as the (Sco.04Mno.06)Mno.6sNio3503 with good fits to Curie Weiss at higher
temperatures. The hysterysis loop for SSCHoMnNiO,also appears to be saturating at
6T while both ScLuMnNiQOg and (Sco.04Mno,06)Mno.6sNio35O3 do not saturate at all.
As ScHoMnNiOgcan be synthesised attempts with larger lanthanides such as Eu, Nd
and possibly even La attempted to see how great a size mismatch onthe a site can be
tolerated.
6.4 Bin2FeCrO¢
Theorectical work by Spaldin papers” 7] on the compound Bi,FeCr20¢
predicted BizFeCr,O¢ would crystallize in the space group R3. The predicted R3
[33] except that everystructure is similar to the observed R3c structure of BiFeO;
other Fe** along the [111] direction is replaced with Cr’. In the paperthis alternation
of Fe** and Cr*" ions givesrise to ferrimagnetic order while the displacement of the
Bi*’ generates a ferroelectric moment allowing the theoretical compound to be a
multiferroic. Ordering is described by the Setter Cross rules 6 but Fe and Crwill
only show a weaktendencyto orderas they are of the same charge and are similar in
size. High pressure has previously been shownto aid ordering in perovskite materials
such as CaFeTi.O¢, CaFe3TigOj2 and Tl,BayCu0¢..4/7% aay Hazen’”* 37 notes it
appears that pressure induces both cation and anion ordering in the perovskite
structure.
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6.4.1 Synthesis
Stoichiometric amounts of BizO3, Fe2O3 and Cr2O3; were ground together before
loading into the octahedra assembly for the high pressure experiment. Many different
cooling regimes weretried in a failed attempt to induce the Fe* and Cr*’ ionsto
order.
Table 6-7 Summary offiring regimes at 6 GPa in an attempt to induce B site ordering in Bi.FeCrOg.
 
  
TARGET TEMPERATURE DWELL TIME COOLING RATE
(°C) (HOURS)
1100 0.5 Not set
1100 0.5 5% per 30 mins
1100 0.75 QUENCH
1100 then.... 0.5 Coolto 700 °C notset
sake 700 12 Cool to 25 °C notset
ee700 s! 0.01 power% per second
beeees 700 0.75 QUENCH
nme 700 3 0.01 power% per second    
6.4.2 Characterisation
6.4.2.1 Structure
The diffraction patterns for the samples produced showed that the compound
crystallizes in the R3c space group indicating the Fe*” and Cr*’ are randomly
distributed with respect to one another. High quality powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) data werecollected on station 9.1 of the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS)
using ’ = 0.9587 A (Figure 6-27); neutron powderdiffraction (PND) werecollected
on the GEM station diffractometer at ISIS (Figure 6-28). Both data sets could be
refined in the R3c space group with the XRD lattice parameters given in Table 6-8.
These lattice parameters were then used in the neutron refinement as neutron
diffraction is more sensitive to oxygen positions and possible B site order. If it were
present B site order would be clearly seen in neutron diffraction as the scattering
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lengths of Fe*’ and Cr*” differ significantly (9.45 fm vs 3.64 fm). It is interesting to
note that some of the samples displayed small structural peaks when measured
immediately after extraction from the press, which disappeared after annealing at 200
°C for | hour. It is thought that these peaks were due to residual strain in the sample
as a consequence of the high pressure method used. Residual strain has been
observed in FeSi03 (allowing the C2/c phase to be observed at ambient pressure) and
for SmCu03.¢°" and LayCu04”(where strain is released by annealing at low
temperatures).
    
Figure 6-26 Structure of Bi(Fe,/2Crj/2)O; down the hexagonal a axis (left) and c axis (right). light
grey spheres Bi red spheres O and blue octahedra showinglack ofB site order.
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Figure 6-27 Refinement of Bi(Fe;Cr,2)O3 at room temperature from XRD SRS9.1 A=0.958685 7 =
2.546 Rywp = 0.0447. The red crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the
difference plot with the black tick marks showing the allowedreflections.
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Figure 6-28 Refinement of Bi(Fe,,2Cr,/)O3 at room temperature from PND GEM backscattered back
=2.031 Ryp= 0.0429 . The red crosses are data points the greenline is the fit and the purple line
the difference plot with the black tick marks showing the allowedreflections, the upper red tick marks
indicate the positions ofpeaks due to the vanadium can.
Table 6-8 Lattice parameters for Bi(Fe,/2Cr,/.)O3 at room temperature from XRD refinement
 
    
Parameter Hex Rho
5.54371) A 5.5760(1) A
b 5.54371) A 5.5760(1) A
c 13.6980(4) A 5.5760(1) A
a 90° 59.6(2) °
B 90° 59.6(2) °
¥ 120° 59.6(2) °  
Table 6-9 Crystallographic data of Bi(Fe,2Cr)203 in the hexagonal setting at room temperature.
  
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y z Vigo (A’) Occupancy
position
Bil 6a +3 0 0 0 0.01951) 1
Fel 6a +3 0 0 0.2222(10) 0.0030(4) 1
Crl 6a +3 0 0 0.2222(10) 0.0030(4) 1
O 18b -2 0.4450(10) 0.0148(11) 0.9572(3) 0.0088(14) 1       
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Table 6-10 Bondlengths (A), selected angles (°) and bond valence sums (BVS) ofBi(Fe,.Cr,0; at
 
 
  
room temperature
Bond (X-O) Length BVS Ideal BVS__| Bond (B1-O-B2) Angle (°)
(A)
Bi-O 3x Bi 2.709 +3 N/a N/a
2.504(5)
Bi-O 3x Bi 2.709 +3 N/a N/a
2.300(5)
Bi-O 3x Bi 2.709 +3 N/a N/a
3.167(5)
Bi -O 3x Bi 2.709 +3 N/a N/a
3.345(5)
Fe- O 3x Fe 3.09 +3 Fel-04-Fel 156.77(23)
2.067(5) Fel-04-Crl 156.77(23)
Fe-O 3x Fe 3.09 +3 Fel-04-Fel 156.77(23)
1.951(5)
Fel-04-Cr1 156.77(23)
Cr- O 3x Cr 2.811 +3 Cr1-04-Crl 156.77(23)
2.067(5)
Crl-04-Fel 156.77(23)
Cr-O 3x Cr 2.811 +3 Crl-04-Crl 156.77(23)
1.951(5) Cr1-04-Fel 156.77(23)      
Bond valence sums (Table 6-10) show a slight over bonding of Fe*’ and a slight
under-bonding of Cr*" is consistent with the difference in ionic radi (Fe** 64.5 pm
Cr** 61.5 pm) and a disordered site. The Bi is displaced by 0.56 A along the
hexagonal c axis compared to the ideal position of the perovskite structure. The
displaced Bi causes a displacementof the Fe and Crions (0.22 A ) again along the
hexagonal c axis comparedto theideal position at the centre of the octahedra. These
displacements lead to a static polarization of 63 uC/cm* calculated using the ionic
charge model with the direction of the polarisation being along the hexagonal 001.
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Electron diffraction was carried out by Dr Mathieu Allix and supports the structural
modelused for the XRD and PND.
 
Figure 6-29 TEM of Bi,FeCrO, indexing of both the hexagonalsetting and the pseudocubic.
Elemental analysis was carried out using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The
results of the EDS showedthat the ratio of the metal ions was 1:0.5:0.5 (Bi:Fe:Cr)
indicating that the target composition had been made.
 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Cr
Figure 6-30 EDSofBi.FeCrO,star shows ideal composition.
6.4.2.2 Variable temperature
Variable temperature experiments show that BizFeCr2O¢is stable in air up to 400 °C
with no structural change. Above 400 °C the sample begins to decompose with a
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y Bi203 phase being present (Figure 6-31). There is no evidence of a phasetransition
in the main perovskite phase up to 500 °C.
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Figure 6-31 XRD of Bi,FeCrO, at RT c) and after annealing at 400 °C b) and 500 °C d) . The arrow
shows the emergence of y Bi,O; signalling the onset of decomposition above 400 °C
Kamba!*”/ was able to measure BinFeCrOg films up to 900 K without observing any
decomposition. The source ofthis stability in the film form is the strain induced by
the mismatch of the substrate. Such strain acts on the material in a similar way to
pressure making the thin film at 900 K equivalent to the bulk ceramic in the press.
Note the synthesis temperature at 6 GPa is above the decomposition point at
atmospheric pressure so in situ experiments would be possible at elevated
temperatures. Kamba did however observe phonon anomalies near 600 K and
postulated that these anomalies were responsible for the decomposition above 400 °C
in bulk BizFeCrOs. Thermogravimetric data (Figure 6-32) were collected in air
between 60 °C and 400 °C and showed noevidence for phasetransitions or oxygen
loss in this temperature range.
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Figure 6-32 TGA ofBi,FeCrO, showing no weight loss to 400°C
6.4.2.3 Conductivity data
Conductivity data reveals Biz2FeCrO¢ is a semiconductor with a conductivity of ~
1x10° Q-cm”at 25 °C decreasing to ~5x10°Q-cm”at 400 °C.
In(
oT) ff 
Figure 6-33 Conductivity data ofBi,FeCrO,
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6.4.3 Magnetic properties
6.4.3.1 SQUID
Magnetic characterization was complicated by the presence of very small amounts of
ferromagnetic impurities. These impurities dominate at 100 Oe so differential high
field measurements were carried to gain a clearer picture using fields of 50 kOe and
30 kOe. The differential plot (Figure 6-34) reveals an antiferromagnetic transition
(Tn) at ~ 130K. Data above Ty can befitted quite well to paramagnetic Curie-Weiss
behaviour, with a Weiss temperature (0) of -425(4) K and a Curie constant (C) of
2.66(3) emu K/mole. This value is similar to the value (3.13 emu K/mole)
theoretically predicated for an equimolar B’ mixture of high-spin d° Fe** and d? Cr**
cations. The slight difference between the experimental value and the theoretical
value may be explained by slight magnetic frustration above Tn or simply by the fact
that more data over a greater range of temperature is required for an accurate fit. A
large negative 0 suggests strong antiferromagnetic coupling but a low Ty suggests
the presence of competing interactions. However as the Weiss temperature is of the
same magnitude as the temperature range studied (425 versus 400) this may be
indicative of more complex higher temperature behaviour. If the region 200 — 400 K
is actually a very slight curving region rather than a linear region then the true Curie
paramagnetic region could be at a much higher temperature. Unfortunately the
SQUID setup used in this thesis for magnetic measurements has a maximum
temperature of 400 K so the desired high temperature (> 400 K) measurements
would need to be performed elsewhere.
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M vs H plots at both 10 K and 300 K shownosaturation or significant hysteresis
(Figure 6-35), the small hysteresis observed being attributed to the ferromagnetic
 
  
impurities.
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Figure 6-34 Inverse x plot of Bi2FeCrO,; where data values collected at 3T were subtracted from those
collected at ST line guideto linear part of plot above 200 K.Thefit is shown bythe red line R= 0.998
0= -425 (4) K and C = 2.66 (3) emu K/mole.
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Figure 6-35 M versus H at 10K (filled) and 300 K (open) for Bi,FeCrO,
An example of how the magnetic impurities complicate the interpretation of the
magnetic properties is given in Figure 6-36. This demonstrates the differing
behaviours of two different samples below 2T (where the ferromagnetic impurities
appear to saturate) and so the necessity for the differential treatment (Figure 6-34).
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Figure 6-36 M versus H for two samples of Bi.FeCrO, with differing amounts of impurity the filled
squares having the greater amount.
6.4.3.2 Mossbauer spectroscopy
Mossbauerdata collection and analysis (Figure 6-37) was carried out by Dr Michael
Thomas using a conventional constant acceleration Méssbauer spectrometer
incorporating a ~25mCi source of Co”’ in a Rh matrix. Analysis of the data for
BizFeCrO3 at 300 K shows no sign of magnetic ordering. Conversely at 80 K
magnetic ordering is observed. The doublet seen at 300 K in Figure 6-37 can be
fitted using the isomer shift (5) of 0.39(1) mm/s (with respect to bec Fe) and
quadrupolesplitting (A) of 0.48(1) mm/s. The value of 5 is characteristic of a Fe’
ion with A being consistent with a distorted octahedral environment. At 80 K (Figure
6-37) the six line pattern can be fitted using a 6 of 0.43(3) (again characteristic of
Fe*") and a A of0.45(5). The similarity in the values for the quadrupole splitting at
both 300 K and 80 K suggest that the orientation of the magnetic momentsis parallel
to the direction of highest symmetry. In the R3c structure this is along the 3-fold c
axis of the hexagonal setting which is also the direction of the calculated
polarization.
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Figure 6-37 Mossbauer data of Bi,FeCrO, at 300 K and 80 K
6.4.3.3 Relationship to structure
The magnetic properties relate to the structure as the lack of B site order prevents the
spontaneous magnetic moment from forming. Instead the interactions that dominate
are the antiferromagnetic Cr** - Cr** and Fe** — Fe*" interactions whicharefrustrated
by the ferromagnetic Fe*’ - Cr* . For the bulk material to realise the predicted
magnetization a technique mustbe found that imposes order on the Fe’ and Cr**.
6.4.4 Continued work on Bi,FeCrO,thin films by other groups
Since the publication of this work in 2007 investigations by other groupsinto the thin
12?and Kim et alfilm form of the material have continued. Both Nechacheet a
[47] have used pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) with dense ceramictargets to produce
their thin film samples. The targets used either contained a mixture of phases but
retained the overall stoichiometry Bis3FeCrO,” * */or two separate alternating
targets with nominal compositions of BiFeO; and BiCrO;/*” were used. Nechache
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has also used a different technique called dual cross PLD/“”’ where two targets and
two beamsare used with alternating pulses.
Initially Nechache’”” reported a dielectric polarisation of 2.8 uC /cm? however by
optimising the growth conditions ‘”’ a remnant polarisation of 55-60 uC /cm? is
observed. Kim et al have also investigated Biz2FeCrOgfilms finding a polarisation of
60 uC /em? whichis close to the calculated value of 63 uC/cm?that was foundin the
bulk form (section 6.4.2.1 ). Kim et al use a random distribution of Fe and Cr on the
B site which they argue is consistent with the linear response of magnetization with
field showing dominant antiferromagnetic order. Nechache however argues the
magnetic properties of their films indicate that the Fe/Cr ordering has been achieved
giving rise to ferrimagnetism ( ~ 2u1p per f.u.)*7 with bond angle distortion causes
lower magnetisation than predicted. A neutron diffraction experiment would be able
to show the presence of ordering or not but such experiments on films are more
complex than similar experiments in the bulk.
In bulk form Li/*”synthesized Bi(Fe;.xCrx,)O3 (x = 0, 0.1 and 0.2) via a nitrate
combustion method and found samples showed a small hysteresis with saturation
moments of 0.1, 0.13 and 0.17 pp per f.u. respectively.
6.4.5 Summary of Bi,FeCrO¢ work
In conclusion, high pressure solid-state synthesis methods have been used
successfully to prepare bulk Biz2FeCrO¢ although no B site ordering is observed. As
a result the compound could be described as Bi(Fe/2Cri/2)O3 as this representation
indicates that Fe and Cr share occupancy of a crystallographic site and are not
ordered. The compound is found to crystallize in the R3c space group with a
structure similar to BiFeO3 rather that C2 similar to BiCrO3°”. The compoundis
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polar but has no cation order or room temperature magnetic order, however low
temperature antiferromagnetic order is observed. Thereis a possibility that the B site
ordering just doesn’t happen at the pressures achievable in our apparatus and other
techniques such as diamond anvil cells may prove more successful. In situ high
pressure studies such as those available at ISIS mayalso be useful to determine what
if any pressure can induceB site order.
6.5 Conclusion to high pressure materials
In this chapter materials have been synthesised at high pressure that could not be
formed at ambient pressure such as NaBiMgWO¢and Bi2FeCrO¢. Despite the use of
high pressure a solid solution between NaBiMgWOg, and the ambient phase
NaLaMgW0Ogproved unsuccessful. BizFeCrOg¢ was predicted to be a multiferroic but
due to lack of B site order the bulk phase fails to live up to this promise although
other workers appear to be having success in thin films. Also presented was the
unusual (Sco.94Mno.06)Mno.6sNio.3sO3 with a triclinic structure, three Mn oxidation
states on three sites one of whichis the A site of the perovskite.
High-pressure methods have proved a valuable tool in the search for multiferroics
especially as many high-pressure phases are being synthesised as thin films as well.
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions and future directions
Throughout this thesis new functional ceramics with a focus on fuel cell materials
and multiferroic materials have been synthesised andtheir properties investigated.
Chapter 1 explained the backgroundto both fuel cells and multiferroics which will be
important technologies in the future. The structures of the materials investigated in
the thesis were also introduced.
Chapter 2 discussed the synthesis methods used and the methods of characterizing
the resultant products. Of particular importance to the thesis (especially chapter 6)
the multianvil equipment is introduced allowing synthesis to take place at high
pressures as well as high temperatures.
Chapter 3 focused on developmentofa possible solid oxide fuel cell electrolyte with
melilite structure. Melilite was previously found to be an interstitial oxide conductor
and within this thesis the amountof interstitials in the structure was increased. It was
hoped that the more interstitials that were incorporated the greater the ionic
conductivity would be. However as the amountofinterstitials increased there was a
structural transition probably caused by long-range order of the interstitials, which
decreased the conductivity of the highest doped samples. It was shown that at higher
temperatures all melilites tested have the tetragonal structure with the pseudo-
orthorhombic phase of the higher doped samples only appearing on cooling.
Quenching provided a method oftrapping the structure in the high temperature form
allowing the conductivity of the two structures to be directly compared. The
quenchedtetragonal phase was foundto havea significantly higher conductivity than
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the pseudo orthorhombic but converts to the pseudo-orthorhombic structure on
heating before reconverting to tetragonal at higher temperatures.
Investigations into the conductivity of the Ca and Ba Melilite are ongoing in
Liverpool with the aim of producing a full study on the structure and conductivity of
the Laj+xM)-xGa307+x/2 (M = Ca, Sr, Ba) systems. To try and understand further the
effect of local structure, PDF measurements have been conducted and are beginning
to be analysed.
Chapter 4 focused on using pyrochlores and fluorites as potential fuel cell anodes
with particular attention to the border region and Mo doping.Thefirst strategy used
was to investigate the border region between pyrochlore-structured materials and
fluorite-structured materials. Previous reports had suggested that this region would
provide maximum conductivity however experimental results on the materials
synthesised in this thesis actually showed a minimum at the border. Also some
intermediate compositions ofYbCaCe}-xTixNbO7 ( x = 0.09 and 0.19) were biphasic,
meaninga solid solution could not be completed.
Analternative strategy to improve the performance of the pyrochlores and fluorites
performance involved trying to incorporate readily reducible ions such as W™ and
Mo”into the structures. Both W and Mocouldbe incorporated into the structures
but control over the resulting stoichiometry provedelusive.
Synthesis of a rhombohedrally-distorted fluorite (NdsMoO}2) was also attempted but
a single-phase sample was not produced.
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Finally co-doping of W® with Mg”* was attempted with an unexpected result, as
well as the expected pyrochlore, a material with the zirconolite-3T structure was also
present in sample. Attempts were made to produce samples of one phase or another
but these proved unsuccessful. Slightly altering the composition may cause one
structure to be favoured over the other and so single phase materials might be
obtained. Although quenching experiments were tried, if there is a single non-
quenchable phase at high temperatures an in situ experiment might be the only way
to observe the phase transformations.
Pyrochlores and fluorites have been and will continue to be extensively investigated
for fuel cells but in this thesis a zirconolite-3T and a rhombohedrally-distorted
fluorite phase have been investigated. Both structures could be further investigated
along with new border spanning pyrochlore / fluorite systems to try and better
understand the conductivity of the A2B2X7 type phases shown on Figure 4.1.
Other structures apart from pyrochlore / fluorites and melilites were investigated in
Chapter 5. The structures investigated for fuel cell materials were new RP2 materials
as potential anodes and doped Sr2PbO.-structured materials as potential proton
conducting electrolytes. Unfortunately the RP2 structures were always present with
RP1 structures in the samples despite varied synthesis techniques including
quenching and varying the atmosphere.
Doping Y** and Yb** Sr,CeQO,also proved elusive with Y or Yb impurities always
being present. In both cases alternative synthesis methods mayresult in single phase
materials (quenching or hydrothermal) but production of large amounts of dense
ceramic will be challenging.
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Investigations into solid oxide fuel cell materials will continue as commercial units
start to be installed outside of testing laboratories. YSZ, CGO and LSGMarejust
some of the materials that are being used in these first commercial units. Melilites
have been shown to have conductivities comparable to LSGM raising its potential
use in real devices if, when incorporated into a real fuel cell, properties such as
corrosion, durability etc are also comparable.
Chapter 6 departed from the fuel cell theme instead focusing on the use of high
pressure synthesis with the aim of producing new multiferroics for novel memory
applications. The chapter wassplit into three sections with each section describing a
group oflinked materials.
NaBiMgWO.¢was successfully synthesised using high pressure methods and
compared to the known ambient pressure phase NaLaMgWOcg.Synthesis ofthe solid
solution between the two wasalso attempted but proved unsuccessful despite the use
of high-pressure synthesis. It remains intriguing that NaLaMgWOg and NaBiMgWO¢
show such a difference. NaLaMgWOg, synthesised at ambient pressure shows NaLa
order while NaBiMgW0O¢requires high pressure synthesis and shows no NaBiorder
despite the fact that both La and Bi are 3+ and have comparable sizes. Bi*’ does
however have a lone pair and this may be the reason for the observed difference. It
may be possible for PDF to investigate the local structure of the Na and La/Bito see
if that provides the causeofthe differences.
Attempts at synthesis of Sc2MnNiOgresulted in separation into two phases with B
site compositions Mn4/3Ni23 and Mn3Ni43. The Mn4/3Ni23 case was chosen for
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further investigation as this phase appeared to be morecrystalline based on TEM.
Investigations of the structure actually showed that the composition is Sc deficient
and some Mn is found on the A site of the perovskite cell giving
(Sco.94Mno.06)Mno.s(Mno.1sNio.35)03+s. Bond valance calculations give the Mn existing
in three separate oxidation states, Mn”” on the A site, Mn*’ on the two Mn only B
sites and Mn* on the two  Mn/Ni_ mixed sites. Overall
Sco.904Mno.06)Mno.s(Mno.1sNio.35)O3+s crystallises in a triclinic structure with tilt angles
of 20.5(2)° down 1-10, 20.9(2)° down 110 and 22.1(2)° down 001.
ScLuMnNiOg and ScHoMnNiO, have been synthesised and found to adopt the P2;/n
structure. Magnetic measurements show similar behaviour to
(Sco.04Mno.06)Mno.6sNio3503 although the hysteresis loop for SCHoMnNiOgsaturates
at 6T while ScLuMnNiOgand (Sco.94M1o.06)Mno6sNio.35O3 do not.
The series might be extendable to ScEuMnNiOs, ScNdMnNiOg¢ and possibly
ScLaMnNiOg.
The double perovskite Biz2FeCrO¢ had been predicted to be a multiferroic with the
magnetism being reliant on the B site ordering. When synthesis of this was attempted
in bulk form, the B site order proved unobtainable and so the magnetic properties
failed to reach those predicted. However the single perovskite that was synthesised
Bi(Feo.sCros)O3 is polar with a polarisation of 63 uC/cem?. Since the work was
published B site order was achieved using thin film techniques using substrate phase
mismatch as a source of pressure. In situ high-pressure neutron diffraction (such as
available on PEARL at ISIS) could be used to determine the pressure required for the
Fe andCrionsto order.
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Synthesis of room temperature multiferroic materials where there is strong coupling
between ferro-magnetic ordering and ferroelectric ordering remains a great challenge
in solid state science.
Investigation of functional ceramic materials is set to continue, as major materials
challengesare still to be met both in the field of energy (fuel cells) and in electronics
(multiferroics). In this thesis many new materials have been synthesised and
characterised and future work on these some of these types of materials may lead to
real world devices.
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Appendix 1: Compoundsusedin Figure 4.1
The compoundslisted here are the ones used in Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 . Compounds
are written in A2>B2X7 format where if there is more than one atom type ona site an
average radius is taken. The larger ion is always taken as residing on the site.
Some compounds are reported as multiple structures due to differing synthesis
procedures, in such casesall structures were used as co-ordinates for Figure 4.1.
 
 
Pyrochlores
Pyrochlores A (pm) B (pm)
(MgLa)(MgTa)O6 103.5 68
(MgNd)(MgTa)O6 100.5 68
(Na1/3Ce2/3)2Ti207 114.6667 60.5
Ba2V207 142 54
BaSmHfNbO7 125.5 67.5
BiO.1T11.9Mn207 100.55 54
Bi0.2T11.8Mn207 101.1 54
Bi0.3T11.7Mn207 101.65 54
Bi0.4T11.6Mn207 102.2 54
Bi0.4Y1.6Ru207 103.4 62
Bi0.5T11.5Mn207 102.75 54
Bi1.552n0.42 (Zn0.49Nb1.51)O7 104.925 66.5725
Bi1.52n0.45 (Zn0.46Nb1.54)07 103.5 66.415
Bi1.63Zn0.35 (Zn0.53Nb1.47)O7 106.215 66.7825
 
 
Bi1.6Y0.4Ru207 109.1 62
Bi1.6Zn0.40 (Zn0.53Nb1.47)O7 106.8 66.7825
Bi2FeSbO7 111 62.75
Bi2GaTaO7 111 63
Bi2inTaO7 111 71.5
Bi2Ru206.9 111 62
Bi2SbInO7 111 70
Bi2Sn207 111 69
Bi2Tc207 111 64.5
Bi2YTaO7 111 77
BiYRu207 106.25 62
Ca0.0072Gd1.9928Sn207 106.0216 69
Ca0.0114Gd1.9886Sn207 106.0342 69
 Ca0.06Gd1.94Sn207 106.18 69
Ca0.93CeTi2.03507 100.58 60.5
Ca1.5Cd0.50s207 110.75 57.5
Ca2Nb207 112 64     
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Ca2Ru207 112 62
Ca2Ta207 112 64
Ca2V207 112 54
CaCeNb207 113 69
CaCeTi207 113 60.5
CaDyNb207 107.5 69
CaErNb207 106 69
CaGdNb207 109 69
CaHoNb207 107 69
CaLaNb207 115 69
CaNdNb207 112 69
CaPrNb207 113 69
CaPuTi207 104 60.5
CaSmHfNbO7 110.5 67.5
CaSmNb207 110.5 69
CaSmNbSnO7 110.5 64.75
CaSmNbTiO7 110.5 62.25
CaSmNbZrO7 110.5 68
CaTbNb207 108 69
CaTmNb207 105.5 69
CaUTi207 106 60.5
CaYbNb207 105 69
CaYNb207 106.75 69
Cd0.1711.9Mn207 100.35 54
Cd0.2T11.8Mn207 100.7 54
Cd2Nb207 107 69
Cd20s207 107 57.5
Cd2Re207 107 58
Cd2Sb207 107 61
Cd2V207 107 62
Cd2V207 107 54
CdBiCr0.5Sb1.507 109 61.125
CdBiCrwO7 109 59.75
CdBiFe0.5Sb1.507 109 61.875
CdBiFeWO7 109 61.25
CdBiGa0.5Sb1.507 109 61.25
CdBiGaWO7 109 60
CdBiln0.5Sb1.507 109 65.5
CdBilnWO7 109 68.5
CdBiMnWO7 109 61.5
CdBiRh0.5Sb1.507 109 62.375
CdBiRhWO7 109 62.25
CdBiSc0.5Sb1.507 109 64
CdBiScWO7 109 65.5
CdBiV0.5Sb1.507 109 61.75
CdBiVWO7 109 61
CdGdTiSbO7 106.5 60.75
CdNdTiSbO7 109.5 60.75   
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CdSmHfNbO7 108 67.5
CdSmNbSnO7 108 64.75
CdSmNbTiO7 108 62.25
CdSmNbZrO7 108 68
CdYbTiSbO7 102.5 60.75
Ce2Zr207 114 72
Dy0.2Lu1.8Mn207 97.6 54
Dy0.6Lu1.4Mn207 98.8 54
Dy1.6Lu0.4Mn207 101.8 54
Dy1LuiMn207 100 54
Dy2Fe1.333W0.6607 103 62.33333
Dy2Hf207 103 71
Dy2Mn1.33W0.6607 103 62.6666
Dy2Mn207 103 54
Dy2Mo207 103 65
Dy2Pt207 103 63
Dy2Ru207 103 62
Dy2Sn207 103 69
Dy2Ti207 103 60.5
Dy2V207 103 59
Er2Fe1.333W0.6607 100 62.33333
Er2Mn1.33W0.6607 100 62.6666
Er2Mn207 100 54
Er2Mo207 100 65
Er2Pt207 100 63
Er2Sn207 100 69
Er2Ti207 100 60.5
Er2V207 100 59
Eu2Hf207 107 71
Eu2ir209 107 63
Eu2Mn1.33W0.6607 107 62.6666
Eu2Mo207 107 65
Eu2Pb207 107 77.5
Eu2Pt207 107 63
Eu2Ru207 107 62
Eu2Sn207 107 69
Eu2Ti207 107 60.5
Eu2Zr1.8Ce0.207 107 73.5
Eu2Zr207 107 72
Eu2Zr207 107 72
EuGdZr207 106.5 72
EuNdZr207 109.5 72
EuSmZr207 108 72
Gd1.2Nd0.8Ti207 108.4 60.5
Gd1.4Nd0.4Ti207 107.8 60.5
Gd1.8Nd0.2Ti207 106.6 60.5
Gd1.90Sr0.05Ce0.05Zr207 106.25 72
Gd1.925Sr0.0375Ce0.0375Zr207 106.1875 72   
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Gd1.95Sr0.025Ce0.025Zr207 106.125 72
Gd2Fe1.333W0.6607 106 62.33333
Gd2Hf207 106 71
Gd2Mn1.33W0.6607 106 62.6666
Gd2Mo207 106 65
Gd2Pb207 106 77.5
Gd2Pt207 106 63
Gd2Ru207 106 62
Gd2Sn207 106 69
Gd2Ti207 106 60.5
Gd2TiMoO7 106 62.75
Gd2Zr207 106 72
Hg2Nb207 114 64
Hg2Ru207 114 62
Ho2(Ti1.8H00.2)06.9 102 63.46
Ho2(Ti1.9H00.1)06.95 102 61.98
Ho2Fe1.333W0.6607 102 62.33333
Ho2Mn1.33W0.6607 102 62.6666
Ho2Mn207 102 54
Ho2Mo207 102 65
Ho2Pt207 102 63
Ho2Ru207 102 62
Ho2Sn207 102 69
Ho2Ti207 102 60.5
Ho2V207 102 59
In0.1T11.9Mn207 99.6 54
In0.25T11.75Mn207 99 54
In0.5T11.5Mn207 98 54
In0.8TI1.2mn207 96.8 54
In2Mn207 92 54
In2Si207 92 40
La1.2Y0.8Ce0.8Zr1.207 111.4 78
La1.4Y0.6Ce0.62Zr1.407 113.05 76.5
La1.6Y0.4Ce0.42r1.607 114.7 75
La1.8Y0.2Ce0.2Zr1.807 116.35 73.5
La2Hf207 118 71
La2Pb207 118 77.5
La2Sn207 118 69
La2Zr207 118 72
LaEuZr207 112.5 72
Lu2Ge207 97 54
Lu2Mn1.33W0.6607 97 62.6666
Lu2Mn207 97 54
Lu2Pt207 97 63
Lu2Sn207 97 69
Lu2Ti207 97 60.5
Lu2V207 97 59
Mg2V207 89 54  
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Mn2Sb0.5V1.507 97 55.75
Mn2Sb1.5V0.507 97 59.25
Mn2Sb207 97 61
Mn2SbVO7 97 57.5
Mn2V207 97 54
Mn2V207 93 62
MnCdV207 102 54
Na0.5Dy1.5TiSbO7 106.25 60.75
Na0.5Gd1.5TiSbO7 108.5 60.75
Na0.5Nd1.5TiSbO7 113 60.75
Na0.5Sm1.5TiSbO7 110.75 60.75
Na0.5Yb1.5TiSbO7 102.5 60.75
Nd2Ce0.24Zr1.7607 112 73.8
Nd2Mo207 112 65
Nd2Pb207 112 11.5
Nd2Pt207 112 63
Nd2Ru207 112 62
Nd2Sn207 112 69
Pb2Nb207 129 69
Pb20s207 129 57.5
Pb2Re207 129 58
PbSmHfNbO7 119 67.5
PbSmNbSn0O7 119 64.75
PbSmNbTiO7 119 62.25
PbSmNbZrO7 119 68
Pr2Pb207 114 77.5
Pr2Pt207 114 63
Pr2Ru207 114 62
Pr2Sn207 114 69
Pr2Te207 114 64.5
Pu2Zr207 107 72
$c0.18Yb1.82ti207 97.01 60.5
S$c0.4Yb1.6Ti207 95.8 60.5
Sc0.6Yb1.4Ti207 94.7 60.5
Sc2Mn207 87 54
Sc2Si207 87 40
$m1.4Sr0.6 Mo207 113.8 65
$m1.6Sr0.4Mo207 112.2 65
$m1.8Sr0.2Mo207 110.6 65
Sm2Mn1.33W0.6607 109 62.6666
Sm2Mo207 109 65
Sm2Pb207 109 77.5
Sm2Pt207 109 63
Sm2Sn207 109 69
Sm2Ti207 109 60.5
Sm2Zr207 109 72
$r20s206 125 63
Sr2Sb207 125 61   
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Sr2V207 125 54
SrSmHfNbO7 117 67.5
SrSmNbSn0O7 117 64.74
SrSmNbZrO7 117 68
Tb2Mn1.33W0.6607 104 62.6666
Tb2Mo207 104 65
Tb2Pt207 104 63
Tb2Ru207 104 62
Tb2Sn207 104 69
Tb2Yi207 104 60.5
TI2Mn1.4Ru0.607 100 56.4
TI2Mn1.6Ru0.407 100 55.6
TI2Mn1.6Sc0.407 100 57.8
TI2Mn1.6Ti0.407 100 55.3
TI2Mn1.7Ru0.307 100 55.2
TI2Mn1.7Sc0.307 100 56.85
TI2Mn1.8Ru0.207 100 54.8
TI2Mn1.8Sc0.207 100 55.9
TI2Mn1.8Ti0.207 100 54.65
TI2Mn1.95Ru0.0507 100 54.2
TI2Mn1.95Sc0.0507 100 54.475
TI2Mn1.9Ru0.107 100 54.4
TI2Mn1.9Sc0.107 100 54.95
TI2Mn207 100 54
TI2MnRuO7 100 58
TI2Os207 100 63
TI2Pt207 100 63
TI2Ru206.7 100 62
Tm2Fe1.333W0.6607 99 62.33333
Tm2Mn1.33W0.6607 99 62.6666
Tm2Mn207 99 54
Tm2Mo207 99 65
Tm2Sn207 99 69
Y21r207 101.5 63
Y2Mn1.33W0.6607 101.5 62.6666
Y2Mn207 101.5 54
Y2Mo207 101.5 65
Y2Pt207 101.5 63
Y2Ru207 101.5 62
Y2Sn207 101.5 69
Y2Ti207 101.5 60.5
Y2V207 101.5 59
Yb2(Ti1.8Yb0.2)06.9 98 63.13
Yb2(Ti1.9Yb0.1)06.95 98 61.815
Yb2Fe1.333W0.6607 98 62.33333
Yb2Mn1.33W0.6607 98 62.6666
Yb2Mn207 98 54
Yb2Mo207 98 65   
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Yb2Pt207 98 63
Yb2Ru207 98 62
Yb2Sn207 98 69
Yb2Ti207 98 60.5
Yb2V207 98 59
YbCaNbTiO7 105 62.25
YbCaTi0.5Ce0.5NbO7 105 68.875
YbMn(Mn0.5Sb1.5)O7 95.5 62
Zn2V207 90 54
Sm1.89Mg0.11Ti207 107.9 60.5
$m1.78Mg0.22Ti207 106.8 60.5
$m1.65Mg0.35Ti207 105.5 60.5
$m1.6Mg0.4Ti207 105 60.5
Sc2Ge207 87 54
In2Ge207 92 54
Yb2Ge207 98 54
Tm2Ge207 99 54
Er2Ge207 100 54
TI2Ge207 100 54
Y2Ge207 101.5 54
Ho2Ge207 102 54
Dy2Ge207 103 54
Gd2Ge207 106 54
Er2Tc207 100 64.5
Ho2Tc207 102 64.5
Sm2Tc207 109 64.5
Pb2ReFeO6 129 61.25
Fluorites
Fluorites A(pm) B (pm)
Dy2Hf207 103 71
Dy2Pb207 103 77.5
DyEuZr207 105 72
Er2Hf207 100 71
Er2Pb207 100 77.5
Er2Zr207 100 72
ErEuZr207 103.5 72
Eu2Ce0.4Zr1.607 107 75
Eu2Ce0.8Zr1.207 107 78
Eu2Ce1.2Zr0.807 107 81
Eu2Ce1.6Zr0.407 107 84
Eu2Ce207 107 87
EuHoZr207 104.5 72
EuTmZrO7 103 72
EuYZr207 104.25 72
Gd2Zr207 106 72    
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Ho2Hf207 102 71
Ho2Pb207 102 77.5
HoCaCeNbO7 107 75.5
La2(ce0.8Ti0.2)207 118 81.7
La2Ce1.7Zr0.307 118 84.75
La2Ce207 118 87
Lu2Hf207 97 71
Nd2Ce207 112 87
Tb2Hf207 104 71
Tb2Pb207 104 77.5
Tm2Hf207 99 71
Y2Hf207 101.5 71
Y2Pb207 102 77.5
Y2Zr207 102 72
Yb2Hf207 98 71
Yb2Zr207 98 72
YbCaCeNbO7 105 75.5
La0.2Y1.8Ce1.8Zr0.2107 103.15 85.5
La0.3Y1.7Ce1.7Zr0.307 103.975 84.75
La0.4Y1.6Ce1.6Zr0.407 104.8 84
La0.6Y1.4Ce1.4Zr0.607 106.45 82.5
La0.8Y1.2Ce1.8Zr0.207 108.1 81
La1Y¥1Ce1Zr107 109.75 79.5
Ho2(Ti1.7H00.3)06.85 102 64.94
Ho2(Ti1.6H00.4)06.8 102 66.42
Ho2(Ti1.5Ho0.5)06.75 102 67.9
Ho2(Ti1.33H00.66)06.656 102 69.9655
Yb2(Ti1.7Yb0.3)06.85 98 64.445
Yb2(Ti1.6Yb0.4)06.8 98 65.76
Yb2(Ti1.5Yb0.5)06.75 98 67.075
Yb2(Ti1.33Yb0.66)06.656 98 68.976
Y2(Zr1.9Mn0.1)O7 102 71.1
Yb2(Ce1.4W0.6)O7 98 78.3
Zirconolite 3T
Zirconolite 3T A (pm) B (pm)
Y2MnTaO7 101.5 64.5
Eu2MnTa07 107 64.5
Gd2MnTaO7 106 64.5
Tb2MnTaO7 104 64.5
Dy2MnTaO7 103 64.5
Ho2MnTaO7 102 64.5
Er2MnTaO7 100 64.5
Yb2MnTaO7 98 64.5
Y2Cd0.66Re1.3307 101.5 69.92
Er2MnWO7 100 62.5   
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Appendix 2: Melilite Refinement
Using the tetragonal melilite model used by Kuang (Nature Materials 2008, 7, 498)
example refinements for Laj+xSrj.Ga307+.2 (x = 0 and x=0.54) melilites are given
here. Also given in this section is further data from the refinement of
Lay.54Sro.46Ga30727 annealed at 950 °C for 24 hours.
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Figure A 2.1.1 Rietveld refinement of LaSrGa307 with the tick marks showing allowed reflections
for the tetragonal melilite phase (P 4 2,;m ). (A = 1.7890 A Rwp = 3.88% y’ = 1.553).
Table A2.1.1 Lattice parameters for LaSrGa;O, at room temperature
 
   
Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 8.05336(2) A a 90°
b 8.05336(2) A B 90°
c 5.33293(2) A y 90°  
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Table A2.1.2 Crystallographic data of LaSrGa;O, at room temperature.
 
         
 
   
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y Zz Uiso (A*) Occupancy
position
Srl 4e +2 0.66264(S) 0.83735(5) 0.4917(2) 0.0162(4) 0.5
Lal 4e +3 0.66264(5) 0.83735(5) 0.4917(2) 0.0162(4) 0.5
Gal 2a +3 0 0 0 0.0112(5) 1
Ga2 4e “3 0.85705(8) 0.64294(8) 0.0342(2) 0.0113(5) 1
Ol 2¢ -2 0.5 0 0.8195(9) 0.018(3) 1
O2 4e -2 0.8601(5) 0.6398(5) 0.694109) 0.022(3) 1
O3 8f -2 0.9116(4) 0.8389(6) 0.2001(8) 0.018(1) 1
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Figure A 2.2.1 Rietveld refinement of La, ;4Sro4¢Ga30727, with the tick marks showing allowed
reflections for the tetragonal melilite phase (P 42,m ). (A= 1.7890 A Rwp = 3.71% x = 2.2601).
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Table A2.2.1 Lattice parameters for La,54Sro4sGa30727 at room temperature
 
    
Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 8.04332(5) A a 90°
b 8.04332(5) A B 90°
c 5.27799(4) A y 90°  
Table A2.2.1 Crystallographic data of La, s4Sro4¢Ga30727 at room temperature
 
 
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y z Uiso (A*) Occupancyposition
Srl 4e +2 0.6637(1) 0.8362(1) 0.4921(4) 0.0411) 0.23
Lal |4e +3 0.6637(1) 0.8362(1) 0.4921(4) 0.04116) 0.77
Gal 2a +3 0 0 0 0.019(1) 1
Ga2 4e 3 0.8573(2) 0.6426(2) 0.0355(6) 0.0288) 1
Ol 2¢ -2 0.5 0 0.824(3) 0.051(6) 1
O2 4e 2 0.8629(7) 0.6370(7) 0.674(1) 0.0) i
O3. &f 2 0.9188(8) 0.84297) 0.2100) 0.0363) 11
04. 4e 2 0.3306) 0.16%(6) 0.022) 0.072) 0.136       
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A2.3  Lay.s4Sro.46Ga30727 Post 5%H2 annealing
Lambda 1.7890 A, L-S cycle 1112T T T Obsd.T and Diff.T Profiles
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Figure A 2.3.1 Rietveld refinement of Laj.54Sro.46Ga307.27 (bottom black tick marks) annealed at 950
°C for 24 hours (A = 1.7890 A Rwp = 8.95%). The other phasesin the refinementare
Lao77ST9.23GaO>ggs (middle red tick marks) and B -Ga,O; (upperblue tick marks).
Below arethe refined lattice parameters for all three phases and the crystallographic
data of the annealed melilite phase (P 4 2;m). The crystallographic data for the
Lao77St0.23GaO>ggs (Ibmm)and B -Ga2O3(C12/M1) wasnotrefined instead taken
directly from the cif files (see section 3.3.1 for references).
Table A2.3.1 Lattice parameters for melilite phase post annealing at 950 °C for 24 hours
 
   
Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 8.04323(30) A a 90°
b 8.04323(30) A B 90°
c 5.28230(24) A y 90°  
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Table A2.3.2 Lattice parameters for the Lag 77Sto.23Ga30sg; phase post annealing at 950 °C for 24
 
 
hours
Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 5.5219(4) A a 90°
b 5.4897(4) A B 90°
c 7.7692(5) A Y 90°    
Table A2.3.3 Lattice parameters for the B-Ga,O; phase post annealing at 950 °C for 24 hours
  
Parameter XRD Parameter XRD
a 12.241(6) A a 90°
b 3.0261(15) A B 103.82(5)°
c 5.8013(21) A Y 90°    
Table A2.3.4 Crystallographic data of the melilite phase post annealing at 950 °C for 24 hours
 
  
Atom Wyckoff Oxidation x y z Uiso (A°) Occupancy
position
Srl 4e +2 0.6626(5) 0.8373(5) 0.494(2) 0.011(4) 0.23
Lal 4e +3 0.6626(5) 0.8373(5) 0.494(2) 0.011(4) 0.77
Gal 2a +3 0 0 0 0.01 (8) 1
Ga2 4e +3 0.8596(9) 0.6403(9) 0.037(3) 0.00 (5) 1
Ol 2c -2 0.5 0 0.77(2) 0.00(3) l
O2 4e -2 0.868(4) 0.631 (4) 0.669(8) 0.00 (2) 4
O03 8f a 0.908(3) 0.833(4) 0.222(9) 0.00(1) 1
04 4e -2 0.336(6) 0.164(2) 0.04(9) 0.00(2) 0.136       
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Appendix 3: LeBail Refinements for Section 4.1.1.2.
In this section of the appendicesthe fits for the LeBail refinements used in section
4.1.1.2 to provide the lattice parameters. All the data was collected on the Panalytical
instrument using a short Phase ID scan (10-70° 26 over 30 minutes).
A3.1 YbCaCeNbO7
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Figure A3.1. 1 LeBail refinement of ‘as synthesized’ YbCaCeNbO, (1480 °C in air) with the tick
marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crosses are data points the green
line is the fit and the purple line the differenceplot. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp =6.3% °= 1.428).
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Figure A3.1, 2 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ YbCaCeNbO; (900 °C in 5%H, 95%N>) with the tick
marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crosses are data points the green
line is the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp=7.14% °= 1.432).
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Figure A3.1. 3 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ YbCaCeNbO; (1200 °C in 5%H, 95%N2) with the
tick marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crossesare data points the
greenline is the fit and the purple line the difference plot the excluded regions are to exclude peaks
due to monoclinic perovskite. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp =8.65% 2 = 2.069).
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Figure A3.1. 4 LeBail refinement of the same data as A3.1.3 but without the excluded regions (A =
1.7890 A Rwp = 19.05% 2 = 9.580).
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Figure A3.1. 5 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ YoCaCeNbO, (1480 °C in 5%H, 95%N>) with the
tick marks showingallowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crossesare data points the
greenlineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot the excluded regions are to exclude peaks
due to monoclinic perovskite. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp =8.28% 2 = 1.936).
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Figure A3.1. 6 LeBail refinement of the same data as A3.1.5 but without the excluded regions (A =
1.7890 A Rwp =2.19% y2=15. 80).
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Figure A3.1. 7 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ YbCaCeNbO, (900 °C: in 5%H, 95%N;) that has been
‘re-oxidised’ (1480 °C in air) with the tick marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase.
The red crosses are data points the greenlineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A =
1.7890 A Rwp = 10.34% 2 = 2.094).
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Figure A3.1. 8 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ YbCaCeNbO;(1480 °C in 5%H, 95%N;) that has
been ‘re-oxidised’ (1480 °C in air) with the tick marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite
phase. Thered crosses are data points the green lineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A
= 1.7890 A Rwp = 7.54% 2 = 1.254).
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A3.2. HoCaCeNbO7
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Figure A3.2. 2 LeBail refinement of ‘as synthesized’ HoCaCeNbO,(1480 °C in air) with the tick
marks showingallowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crosses are data points the green
lineis the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp =8.6% = 1.256).
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Figure A3.2. 2 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ HoCaCeNbO;(950 °C in 5%H, 95%N;) with the
lower tick marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The upper tick marks are take
account of a shoulder on main peak which may be a secondfluorite phase but only this shoulderis
seen. The red crosses are data points the greenline is the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A= 1.7890 A Rwp = 10.37% 37 = 2.742).
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Figure A3.2. 3 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ HoCaCeNbO;(950 °C in 5%H2 95%N;) that has been
“re-oxidised’ (1480 °C in air) with the tick marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase.
The red crosses are data points the greenline is the fit and the purple line the difference plot. (A =
1.7890 A Rwp = 9.96% °= 1.496).
A3.3. EuCaCeNbO7
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Figure A3.3. 3 LeBail refinement of ‘as synthesized’ EuCaCeNbO, (1600 °C in air) with the tick
marks showing allowedreflections for the fluorite phase. The red crosses are data points the green
line is the fit and the purple line the differenceplot. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp = 8.41% 37 = 1.368).
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Figure A3.3. 2 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ EuaCaCeNbO; (950 °C in 5%H, 95%N>;) with the
lower tick marks showing allowedreflections for the main fluorite phase and the uppertick marks the
minorfluorite phase. The red crosses are data points the green lineis the fit and the purple line the
difference plot. (A = 1.7890 A Rwp = 9.57% y= 1.710).
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Figure A3.3. 3 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ EuCaCeNbO, (1200 °C in S%H, 95%N;) with the
upper tick marks showing allowedreflections for the major fluorite phase and the lower tick marks
the minor phase. The red crosses are data points the green lineis the fit and the purple line the
difference plot the excluded regions are to exclude peaks due to monoclinic perovskite. (A = 1.7890 A
Rwp = 11.26% 2 =2.501).
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Figure A3.3. 4 LeBail refinement of the same data as A3.3.3 but without the excluded regions (A =
1.7890 A Rwp = 15.18% 2 = 4.041).
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Figure A3.3. 5 LeBail refinement of ‘reduced’ EuCaCeNbO, (1200 °C in 5%H), 95%N;) that has
been ‘re-oxidised’ (1580 °C in air) with the lower tick marks showing allowedreflections for the
major fluorite phase and the lowertick marks the minor fluorite phase. The red crosses are data points
the greenline is the fit and the purple line the difference plot. Note due to lack of sample this
refinement wascarried out between 35-70° 20 over 2 hours. (4 = 1.7890 A Rwp = 8.72% y= 1.131).
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